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Abstract. We prove distribution estimates for primes in arithmetic progressions to
large smooth squarefree moduli, with respect to congruence classes obeying Chinese
Remainder Theorem conditions, obtaining an exponent of distribution 12 ` 7300 .
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1. Introduction
In May 2013, Y. Zhang [52] proved the existence of infinitely many pairs of primes
with bounded gaps. In particular, he showed that there exists at least one h ě 2 such
that the set
tp prime | p` h is primeu
is infinite. (In fact, he showed this for some even h between 2 and 7ˆ 107, although the
precise value of h could not be extracted from his method.)
Zhang’s work started from the method of Goldston, Pintz and Yıldırım [23], who
had earlier proved the bounded gap property, conditionally on distribution estimates
concerning primes in arithmetic progressions to large moduli, i.e., beyond the reach of
the Bombieri–Vinogradov theorem.
Based on work of Fouvry and Iwaniec [11, 12, 13, 14] and Bombieri, Friedlander and
Iwaniec [3, 4, 5], distribution estimates going beyond the Bombieri–Vinogradov range for
arithmetic functions such as the von Mangoldt function were already known. However,
they involved restrictions concerning the residue classes which were incompatible with
the method of Goldston, Pintz and Yıldırım.
Zhang’s resolution of this difficulty proceeded in two stages. First, he isolated a
weaker distribution estimate that sufficed to obtain the bounded gap property (still
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involving the crucial feature of going beyond the range accessible to the Bombieri–
Vinogradov technique), where (roughly speaking) only smooth1 moduli were involved,
and the residue classes had to obey strong multiplicative constraints (the possibility of
such a weakening had been already noticed by Motohashi and Pintz [43]). Secondly,
and more significantly, Zhang then proved such a distribution estimate.
This revolutionary achievement led to a flurry of activity. In particular, the Poly-
math8 project was initiated by T. Tao with the goal first of understanding, and then
of improving and streamlining, where possible, the argument of Zhang. This was highly
successful, and through the efforts of a number of people, reached a state in October
2013, when the first version of this paper [46] established the bounded gap property in
the form
lim infppn`1 ´ pnq ď 4680,
where pn denotes the n-th prime number.
However, at that time, J. Maynard [38] obtained another conceptual breakthrough,
by showing how a modification of the structure and of the main term analysis of the
method of Goldston, Pintz and Yıldırım was able to establish not only the bounded gap
property using only the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem (in fact the bound
lim infppn`1 ´ pnq ď 600
obtained was significantly better than the one obtained by Polymath8), but also the
bounds
lim infppn`k ´ pnq ă `8
for any fixed k ě 1 (in a quantitative way), something which was out of reach of
the earlier methods, even for k “ 2. (Similar results were obtained independently in
unpublished work of T. Tao.)
Because of this development, a part of the Polymath8 paper became essentially
obsolete. Nevertheless, the distribution estimate for primes in arithmetic progressions
are not superceded by the new method, and it has considerable interest for analytic
number theory. Indeed, it is the best known result concerning primes in arithmetic
progressions to large moduli without fixing the residue class. (When the class is fixed,
the best results remain those of Bombieri, Friedlander and Iwaniec, improving on those
of Fouvry and Iwaniec [13, 3].) The results here are also needed to obtain the best
known bounds on lim infppn`k ´ pnq for large values of k; see [47].
The present version of the work of Polymath8 therefore contains only the state-
ment and proof of these estimates. We note however that some of the earlier version
is incorporated in our subsequent paper [47], which builds on Maynard’s method to
further improve many bounds concerning gaps between primes, both conditional and
unconditional. Furthermore, the original version of this paper, and the history of its
elaboration, remain available online [46].
Our main theorem is:
Theorem 1.1. Let θ “ 1{2`7{300. Let ε ą 0 and A ě 1 be fixed real numbers. For all
primes p, let ap be a fixed invertible residue class modulo p, and for q ě 1 squarefree,
denote by aq the unique invertible residue class modulo q such that aq ” ap modulo all
primes p dividing q.
1 I.e, friable.
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There exists δ ą 0, depending only on ε, such that for x ě 1, we haveÿ
qďxθ´ε
q xδ-smooth, squarefree
ˇˇˇ
ψpx; q, aqq ´ x
ϕpqq
ˇˇˇ
! xplog xqA ,
where the implied constant depends only on A, ε and δ, and in particular is independent
of the residue classes papq.
In this statement, we have, as usual, defined
ψpx; q, aq “
ÿ
nďx
n“a pqq
Λpnq,
where Λ is the von Mangoldt function. In [52], Zhang establishes a weaker form of
Theorem 1.1, with θ “ 1{2`1{584, and with the aq required to be roots of a polynomial
P of the form P pnq :“ś1ďjďk;j‰ipn` hj ´ hiq for a fixed admissible tuple ph1, . . . , hkq
and i “ 1, . . . , k.
In fact, we will prove a number of variants of this bound. These involve either weaker
restrictions on the moduli (“dense-divisibility”, instead of smoothness, which may be
useful in some applications), or smaller values of θ ą 1{2, but with significantly simpler
proofs. In particular, although the full strength of Theorem 1.1 depends in crucial ways
on applications of Deligne’s deepest form of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields,
we show that, for a smaller value of θ ą 1{2, it is possible to obtain the same estimate
by means of Weil’s theory of exponential sums in one variable over finite fields.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in the next section, we briefly outline the
strategy, starting from the work of Bombieri, Fouvry, Friedlander, and Iwaniec (in
chronological order, [12, 13, 21, 3, 4, 5, 14]), and explaining Zhang’s innovations. These
involve different types of estimates of bilinear or trilinear nature, which we present in
turn. All involve estimates for exponential sums over finite fields. We therefore survey
the relevant theory, separating that part depending only on one-variable character sums
of Weil type (Section 4), and the much deeper one which depends on Deligne’s form
of the Riemann Hypothesis (Section 6). In both cases, we present the formalism in
sometimes greater generality than strictly needed, as these results are of independent
interest and might be useful for other applications.
1.1. Overview of proof. We begin with a brief and informal overview of the methods
used in this paper.
Important work of Fouvry and Iwaniec [12, 13] and of Bombieri, Friedlander and
Iwaniec [3, 4, 5] had succeeded, in some cases, in establishing distribution results similar
to Theorem 1.1, in fact with θ as large as 1{2` 1{14, but with the restriction that the
residue classes ap are obtained by reduction modulo p of a fixed integer a ě 1.
Following the techniques of Bombieri, Fouvry, Friedlander and Iwaniec, Zhang used
the Heath-Brown identity [26] to reduce the proof of (his version of) Theorem 1.1 to
the verification of three families of estimates, which he called “Type I”, “Type II”, and
“Type III”. These estimates were then reduced to exponential sum estimates, using
techniques such as Linnik’s dispersion method, completion of sums, and Weyl differenc-
ing. Ultimately, the exponential sum estimates were established by applications of the
Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields, in analogy with all previous works of this type.
The final part of Zhang’s argument is closely related to the study of the distribution of
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the ternary divisor function in arithmetic progressions by Friedlander and Iwaniec [21],
and indeed the final exponential sum estimate that Zhang uses already appears in their
work (this estimate was proved by Birch and Bombieri in the Appendix to [21]). An im-
portant point is that, by using techniques that are closer to some older work of Fouvry
and Iwaniec [12], Zhang avoids using the spectral theory of automorphic forms, which
is a key ingredient in [13] and [3], and one of the sources of the limitation to a fixed
residue in these works.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows the same general strategy as Zhang’s, with improve-
ments and refinements.
First, we apply the Heath-Brown identity [26] in Section 3, with little change com-
pared with Zhang’s argument, reducing to the “bilinear” (Types I/II) and “trilinear”
(Type III) estimates.
For the Type I and Type II estimates, we follow the arguments of Zhang to reduce
to the task of bounding incomplete exponential sums similar toÿ
Nănď2N
e
´c1n¯` c2n` l
q
¯
,
(where epzq “ e2ipiz and x¯ denotes the inverse of x modulo q) for various parameters
N, c1, c2, l, q. We obtain significant improvements of Zhang’s numerology at this stage,
by exploiting the smooth (or at least densely divisible) nature of q, using the q-van
der Corput A-process of Heath-Brown [25] and Graham-Ringrose [24], combined with
the Riemann Hypothesis for curves over finite fields. Additional gains are obtained by
optimizing the parameterizations of sums prior to application of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. In our strongest Type I estimate, we also exploit additional averaging over
the modulus by means of higher-dimensional exponential sum estimates, which now do
depend on the deep results of Deligne. We refer to Sections 4, 5 and 8 for details of
these parts of the arguments.
Finally, for the Type III sums, Zhang’s delicate argument [52] adapts and improves
the work of Friedlander and Iwaniec [21] on the ternary divisor function in arithmetic
progressions. As we said, it ultimately relies on a three-variable exponential sum es-
timate that was proved by Birch and Bombieri in the Appendix to [21]. Here, we
proceed slightly differently, inspired by the streamlined approach of Fouvry, Kowalski,
and Michel [16]. Namely, in Section 7 we show how our task can be reduced to obtaining
certain correlation bounds on hyper-Kloosterman sums. These bounds are established
in Section 6, by fully exploiting the formalism of “trace functions” over finite fields
(which relies on Deligne’s second, more general proof of the Riemann Hypothesis over
finite fields [9]). The very general techniques presented in Section 6 are also used in the
proof of the strongest Type I estimate in Section 8, and we present them in considerable
detail in order to make them more accessible to analytic number theorists.
1.2. About this project. This paper is part of the Polymath project, which was
launched by Timothy Gowers in February 2009 as an experiment to see if research
mathematics could be conducted by a massive online collaboration. The current project
(which was administered by Terence Tao) is the eighth project in this series. Further
information on the Polymath project can be found on the web site michaelnielsen.
org/polymath1. Information about this specific project may be found at
michaelnielsen.org/polymath1/index.php?title=Bounded_gaps_between_primes
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and a full list of participants and their grant acknowledgments may be found at
michaelnielsen.org/polymath1/index.php?title=Polymath8_grant_acknowledgments
We thank John Friedlander for help with the references. We are indebted to the
multiple referees of the first version of this paper for many cogent suggestions and
corrections.
1.3. Basic notation. We use |E| to denote the cardinality of a finite set E, and 1E to
denote the indicator function of a set E, thus 1Epnq “ 1 when n P E and 1Epnq “ 0
otherwise.
All sums and products will be over the natural numbers N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . .u unless
otherwise specified, with the exceptions of sums and products over the variable p, which
will be understood to be over primes.
The following important asymptotic notation will be in use throughout most of the
paper; when it is not (as in Section 6), we will mention this explicitly.
Definition 1.2 (Asymptotic notation). We use x to denote a large real parameter,
which one should think of as going off to infinity; in particular, we will implicitly assume
that it is larger than any specified fixed constant. Some mathematical objects will be
independent of x and referred to as fixed ; but unless otherwise specified we allow all
mathematical objects under consideration to depend on x (or to vary within a range
that depends on x, e.g. the summation parameter n in the sum
ř
xďnď2x fpnq). If X
and Y are two quantities depending on x, we say that X “ OpY q or X ! Y if one has
|X| ď CY for some fixed C (which we refer to as the implied constant), and X “ opY q
if one has |X| ď cpxqY for some function cpxq of x (and of any fixed parameters present)
that goes to zero as x Ñ 8 (for each choice of fixed parameters). We use X Î Y to
denote the estimate X ď xop1qY , X — Y to denote the estimate Y ! X ! Y , and
X « Y to denote the estimate Y Î X Î Y . Finally, we say that a quantity n is of
polynomial size if one has n “ OpxOp1qq.
If asymptotic notation such as Opq or Î appears on the left-hand side of a statement,
this means that the assertion holds true for any specific interpretation of that notation.
For instance, the assertion
ř
n“OpNq |αpnq| Î N means that for each fixed constant
C ą 0, one has ř|n|ďCN |αpnq| Î N .
If q and a are integers, we write a|q if a divides q.
If q is a natural number and a P Z, we use a pqq to denote the congruence class
a pqq :“ ta` nq : n P Zu
and let Z{qZ denote the ring of all such congruence classes a pqq. The notation b “ a pqq
is synonymous to b P a pqq. We use pa, qq to denote the greatest common divisor of a and
q, and ra, qs to denote the least common multiple.2 More generally, we let pq1, . . . , qkq
denote the greatest simultaneous common divisor of q1, . . . , qk. We note in particular
that p0, qq “ q for any natural number q. Note that a ÞÑ pa, qq is periodic with period
q, and so we may also define pa, qq for a P Z{qZ without ambiguity. We also let
pZ{qZqˆ :“ ta pqq : pa, qq “ 1u
2When a, b are real numbers, we will also need to use pa, bq and ra, bs to denote the open and closed
intervals respectively with endpoints a, b. Unfortunately, this notation conflicts with the notation given
above, but it should be clear from the context which notation is in use. Similarly for the notation a
for a P Z{qZ, and the notation z to denote the complex conjugate of a complex number z.
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denote the primitive congruence classes of Z{qZ. More generally, for any commutative
ring R (with unity) we use Rˆ to denote the multiplicative group of units. If a P
pZ{qZqˆ, we use a to denote the inverse of a in Z{qZ.
For any real number x, we write epxq :“ e2piix. We denote eqpaq :“ epaq q “ e2piia{q (see
also the conventions concerning this additive character at the beginning of Section 4).
We use the following standard arithmetic functions:
(i) ϕpqq :“ |pZ{qZqˆ| denotes the Euler totient function of q.
(ii) τpqq :“ řd|q 1 denotes the divisor function of q.
(iii) Λpqq denotes the von Mangoldt function of q, thus Λpqq “ log p if q is a power
of a prime p, and Λpqq “ 0 otherwise.
(iv) θpqq is defined to equal log q when q is a prime, and θpqq “ 0 otherwise.
(v) µpqq denotes the Mo¨bius function of q, thus µpqq “ p´1qk if q is the product of
k distinct primes for some k ě 0, and µpqq “ 0 otherwise.
(vi) Ωpqq denotes the number of prime factors of q (counting multiplicity).
The Dirichlet convolution α ‹ β : N Ñ C of two arithmetic functions α, β : N Ñ C is
defined in the usual fashion as
α ‹ βpnq :“
ÿ
d|n
αpdqβ
´n
d
¯
“
ÿ
ab“n
αpaqβpbq.
Many of the key ideas in Zhang’s work (as well as in the present article) concern
the uniform distribution of arithmetic functions in arithmetic progressions. For any
function α : N Ñ C with finite support (that is, α is non-zero only on a finite set) and
any primitive congruence class a pqq, we define the (signed) discrepancy ∆pα; a pqqq to
be the quantity
∆pα; a pqqq :“
ÿ
n“a pqq
αpnq ´ 1
ϕpqq
ÿ
pn,qq“1
αpnq. (1.1)
There are some additional concepts and terminology that will be used in multiple
sections of this paper. These are listed in Table 1.
We will often use the following simple estimates for the divisor function τ and its
powers.
Lemma 1.3 (Crude bounds on τ).
(i) (Divisor bound) One has
τpdq Î 1 (1.2)
whenever d is of polynomial size. In particular, d has oplog xq distinct prime
factors.
(ii) One has ÿ
dďy
τCpdq ! y logOp1q x (1.3)
for any fixed C ą 0 and any y ą 1 of polynomial size.
(iii) More generally, one hasÿ
dďy
d“a pqq
τCpdq ! y
q
τOp1qpqq logOp1q x` xop1q (1.4)
for any fixed C ą 0, any residue class a pqq (not necessarily primitive), and any
y ą 1 of polynomial size.
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Table 1: Notation and terminology
$ Level of distribution §2
δ Smoothness/dense divisibility parame-
ter
§2
i Multiplicity of dense divisibility Definition 2.1
σ Type I/III boundary parameter Definition 2.6
MPZpiqr$, δs MPZ conjecture for densely divisible
moduli
Claim 2.3
Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs Type I estimate Definition 2.6
Type
piq
II r$, δs Type II estimate Definition 2.6
Type
piq
IIIr$, δ, σs Type III estimate Definition 2.6
SI Squarefree products of primes in I Definition 2.2
PI Product of all primes in I Definition 2.2
Dpiqpyq i-tuply y-densely divisible integers Definition 2.1
FTqpfq Normalized Fourier transform of f (4.11)
Coefficient sequence at scale N Definition 2.5
Siegel-Walfisz theorem Definition 2.5
(Shifted) smooth sequence at scale N Definition 2.5
Proof. For the divisor bound (1.2), see e.g. [40, Theorem 2.11]. For the bound (1.3),
see e.g. [40, Corollary 2.15]. Finally, to prove the bound (1.4), observe using (1.2) that
we may factor out any common factor of a and q, so that a pqq is primitive. Next, we
may assume that q ď y, since the case q ą y is trivial by (1.2). The claim now follows
from the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality for multiplicative functions (see [48] or [1]). 
Note that we have similar bounds for the higher divisor functions
τkpnq :“
ÿ
d1,...,dk:d1...dk“n
1
for any fixed k ě 2, thanks to the crude upper bound τkpnq ď τpnqk´1.
The following elementary consequence of the divisor bound will also be useful:
Lemma 1.4. Let q ě 1 be an integer. Then for any K ě 1 we haveÿ
1ďkďK
pk, qq ď Kτpqq.
In particular, if q is of polynomial size, then we haveÿ
aPZ{qZ
pa, qq Î q,
and we also have ÿ
|k|ďK
pk, qq ! Kqε ` q
for any fixed ε ą 0 and arbitrary q (not necessarily of polynomial size).
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Proof. We have
pk, qq ď
ÿ
d|pq,kq
d
and hence ÿ
1ďkďK
pk, qq ď
ÿ
d|q
ÿ
1ďkďK
d|k
d ď Kτpqq.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Statements of results. In this section we will give the most general statements
that we prove, and in particular define the concept of “dense divisibility”, which weakens
the smoothness requirement of Theorem 1.1.
Definition 2.1 (Multiple dense divisibility). Let y ě 1. For each natural number i ě 0,
we define a notion of i-tuply y-dense divisibility recursively as follows:
(i) Every natural number n is 0-tuply y-densely divisible.
(ii) If i ě 1 and n is a natural number, we say that n is i-tuply y-densely divisible
if, whenever j, k ě 0 are natural numbers with j ` k “ i ´ 1, and 1 ď R ď yn,
one can find a factorisation
n “ qr, with y´1R ď r ď R (2.1)
such that q is j-tuply y-densely divisible and r is k-tuply y-densely divisible.
We let Dpiqpyq denote the set of i-tuply y-densely divisible numbers. We abbreviate “1-
tuply densely divisible” as “densely divisible”, “2-tuply densely divisible” as “doubly
densely divisible”, and so forth; we also abbreviate Dp1qpyq as Dpyq, and since we will
often consider squarefree densely divisible integers with prime factors in an interval I,
we will denote
DpjqI pyq “ SI XDpjqpyq. (2.2)
A number of basic properties of this notion will be proved at the beginning of Sec-
tion 2.3, but the intent is that we want to have integers which can always be factored, in
such a way that we can control the location of the divisors. For instance, the following
fact is quite easy to check: any y-smooth integer is also i-tuply y-densely divisible, for
any i ě 0 (see Lemma 2.10 (iii) for details).
Definition 2.2. For any set I Ă R (possibly depending on x), let SI denote the set
of all squarefree natural numbers whose prime factors lie in I. If I is also a bounded
set (with the bound allowed to depend on x), we let PI denote the product of all the
primes in I, thus in this case SI is the set of divisors of PI .
For every fixed 0 ă $ ă 1
4
and 0 ă δ ă 1
4
` $ and every natural number i, we let
MPZpiqr$, δs denote the following claim:
Claim 2.3 (Modified Motohashi-Pintz-Zhang estimate, MPZpiqr$, δs). Let I Ă R be a
bounded set, which may vary with x, and let Q Î x1{2`2$. If a is an integer coprime to
PI , and A ě 1 is fixed, thenÿ
qďQ
qPDpiqI pxδq
|∆pΛ1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A x. (2.3)
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We will prove the following cases of these estimates:
Theorem 2.4 (Motohashi-Pintz-Zhang type estimates).
(i) We have MPZp4qr$, δs for any fixed $, δ ą 0 such that 600$ ` 180δ ă 7.
(ii) We can prove MPZp2qr$, δs for any fixed $, δ ą 0 such that 168$ ` 48δ ă 1,
without invoking any of Deligne’s results [8, 9] on the Riemann Hypothesis over
finite fields.
The statement MPZpiqr$, δs is easier to establish as i increases. If true for some i ě 1,
it implies ÿ
qďx1{2`2$´ε
q xδ-smooth, squarefree
|∆pΛ1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A x
for any A ě 1 and ε ą 0. Using a dyadic decomposition and the Chinese Remainder
Theorem, this shows that Theorem 2.4 (i) implies Theorem 1.1.
2.2. Bilinear and trilinear estimates. As explained, we will reduce Theorem 2.4 to
bilinear or trilinear estimates. In order to state these precisely, we introduction some
further notation.
Definition 2.5 (Coefficient sequences). A coefficient sequence is a finitely supported
sequence α : NÑ R (which may depend on x) that obeys the bounds
|αpnq| ! τOp1qpnq logOp1qpxq (2.4)
for all n (recall that τ is the divisor function).
(i) A coefficient sequence α is said to be located at scale N for some N ě 1 if it is
supported on an interval of the form rcN,CN s for some 1 ! c ă C ! 1.
(ii) A coefficient sequence α located at scale N for some N ě 1 is said to obey the
Siegel-Walfisz theorem, or to have the Siegel-Walfisz property, if one has
|∆pα1p¨,rq“1; a pqqq| ! τpqrqOp1qN log´A x (2.5)
for any q, r ě 1, any fixed A, and any primitive residue class a pqq.
(iii) A coefficient sequence α is said to be shifted smooth at scale N for some N ě 1 if
it has the form αpnq “ ψpn´x0
N
q for some smooth function ψ : RÑ C supported
on an interval rc, Cs for some fixed 0 ă c ă C, and some real number x0, with
ψ obeying the derivative bounds
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1q x (2.6)
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j, and where ψpjq
denotes the jth derivative of ψ. If we can take x0 “ 0, we call α smooth at scale
N ; note that such sequences are also located at scale N .
Note that for a coefficient sequence α at scale N , an integer q ě 1 and a primitive
residue class a pqq, we have the trivial estimate
∆pα; a pqqq ! N
ϕpqqplog xq
Op1q. (2.7)
In particular, we see that the Siegel-Walfisz property amounts to a requirement that
the sequence α be uniformly equidistributed in arithmetic progressions to moduli q !
plog xqA for any A. In the most important arithmetic cases, it is established using the
methods from the classical theory of L-functions.
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Definition 2.6 (Type I,II,III estimates). Let 0 ă $ ă 1{4, 0 ă δ ă 1{4 ` $, and
0 ă σ ă 1{2 be fixed quantities, and let i ě 1 be a fixed natural number. We let I be
an arbitrary bounded subset of R and define PI “ śpPI p as before. Let a pPIq be a
primitive congruence class.
(i) We say that Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs holds if, for any I and a pPIq as above, any quantities
M,N " 1 with
MN — x (2.8)
and
x1{2´σ Î N Î x1{2´2$´c (2.9)
for some fixed c ą 0, any Q Î x1{2`2$, and any coefficient sequences α, β located
at scales M,N respectively, with β having the Siegel-Walfisz property, we haveÿ
qďQ
qPDpiqI pxδq
|∆pα ‹ β; a pqqq| ! x log´A x (2.10)
for any fixed A ą 0. (Recall the definition (2.2) of the set DpiqI pxδq.)
(ii) We say that Type
piq
II r$, δs holds if, for any I and a pPIq as above, any quantities
M,N " 1 obeying (2.8) and
x1{2´2$´c Î N Î x1{2 (2.11)
for some sufficiently small fixed c ą 0, any Q Î x1{2`2$, and any coefficient
sequences α, β located at scales M,N respectively, with β having the Siegel-
Walfisz property, we have (2.10) for any fixed A ą 0.
(iii) We say that Type
piq
IIIr$, δ, σs holds if, for any I and a pPIq as above, for any
quantities M,N1, N2, N3 " 1 which satisfy the conditions
MN1N2N3 — x
N1N2, N1N3, N2N3 Ï x1{2`σ (2.12)
x2σ Î N1, N2, N3 Î x1{2´σ, (2.13)
for any coefficient sequences α, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 located at scales M , N1, N2, N3, re-
spectively, with ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 smooth, and finally for any Q Î x1{2`2$, we haveÿ
qďQ
qPDpiqI pxδq
|∆pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3; a pqqq| ! x log´A x (2.14)
for any fixed A ą 0.
Roughly speaking, Type I estimates control the distribution of Dirichlet convolutions
α, β where α, β are rough coefficient sequences at moderately different scales, Type II
estimates control the distribution of Dirichlet convolutions α, β where α, β are rough
coefficient sequences at almost the same scale, and Type III estimates control the dis-
tribution of Dirichlet convolutions α ‹ψ1 ‹ψ2 ‹ψ3 where ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 are smooth and α is
rough but supported at a fairly small scale.
In Section 3, we will use the Heath-Brown identity to reduce MPZpiqr$, δs to a com-
bination of Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs, TypepiqII r$, δs, and TypepiqIIIr$, δ, σs:
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Lemma 2.7 (Combinatorial lemma). Let i ě 1 be a fixed integer, and let 0 ă $ ă 1
4
,
0 ă δ ă 1
4
`$, and 1
10
ă σ ă 1
2
be fixed quantities with σ ą 2$, such that the estimates
Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs, TypepiqII r$, δs, and TypepiqIIIr$, δ, σs all hold. Then MPZpiqr$, δs holds.
Furthermore, if σ ą 1{6, then the hypothesis TypepiqIIIr$, δ, σs may be omitted.
As stated earlier, this lemma is a simple consequence of the Heath-Brown identity,
a dyadic decomposition (or more precisely, a finer-than-dyadic decomposition), some
standard analytic number theory estimates (in particular, the Siegel-Walfisz theorem)
and some elementary combinatorial arguments.
In Zhang’s work [52], the claims TypeIr$, δ, σs, TypeIIr$, δs,TypeIIIr$, δ, σs are (im-
plicitly) proven with $ “ δ “ 1{1168 and σ “ 1{8 ´ 8$. In fact, if one optimizes the
numerology in his arguments, one can derive TypeIr$, δ, σs whenever 44$`12δ`8σ ă 1,
TypeIIr$, δs whenever 116$`20δ ă 1, and TypeIIIr$, δ, σs whenever σ ą 326` 3213$` 213δ
(see [45] for details). We will obtain the following improvements to these estimates,
where the dependency with respect to σ is particularly important:
Theorem 2.8 (New Type I, II, III estimates). Let $, δ, σ ą 0 be fixed quantities.
(i) If 54$ ` 15δ ` 5σ ă 1, then Typep1qI r$, δ, σs holds.
(ii) If 56$ ` 16δ ` 4σ ă 1, then Typep2qI r$, δ, σs holds.
(iii) If 160
3
$ ` 16δ ` 34
9
σ ă 1 and 64$ ` 18δ ` 2σ ă 1, then Typep4qI r$, δ, σs holds.
(iv) If 68$ ` 14δ ă 1, then Typep1qII r$, δs holds.
(v) If σ ą 1
18
` 28
9
$ ` 2
9
δ and $ ă 1{12, then Typep1qIII r$, δ, σs holds.
The proofs of the claims in (iii) and (v) require Deligne’s work on the Riemann Hy-
pothesis over finite fields, but the claims in (i), (ii) and (iv) do not.
In proving these estimates, we will rely on the following general “bilinear” form of
the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem (the principle of which is due to Gallagher [22] and
Motohashi [42]).
Theorem 2.9 (Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem). Let N,M " 1 be such that NM — x
and N ě xε for some fixed ε ą 0. Let α, β be coefficient sequences at scale M,N
respectively such that β has the Siegel-Walfisz property. Then for any fixed A ą 0 there
exists a fixed B ą 0 such thatÿ
qďx1{2 log´B x
sup
aPpZ{qZqˆ
|∆pα ‹ β; a pqqq| ! x log´A x.
See [3, Theorem 0] for the proof. Besides the assumption of the Siegel-Walfisz prop-
erty, the other main ingredient used to establish Theorem 2.9 is the large sieve inequality
for Dirichlet characters, from which the critical limitation to moduli less than x1{2 arises.
The Type I and Type II estimates in Theorem 2.8 will be proven in Section 5, with
the exception of the more difficult Type I estimate (iii) which is proven in Section 8.
The Type III estimate is established in Section 7. In practice, the estimate in Theorem
2.8(i) gives inferior results to that in Theorem 2.8(ii), but we include it here because it
has a slightly simpler proof.
The proofs of these estimates involve essentially all the methods that have been devel-
oped or exploited for the study of the distribution of arithmetic functions in arithmetic
progressions to large moduli, for instance the dispersion method, completion of sums,
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the Weyl differencing technique, and the q-van der Corput A process. All rely ulti-
mately on some estimates of (incomplete) exponential sums over finite fields, either
one-dimensional or higher-dimensional. These final estimates are derived from forms of
the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields, either in the (easier) form due to Weil [51],
or in the much more general form due to Deligne [9].
2.3. Properties of dense divisibility. We present the most important properties of
the notion of multiple dense divisibility, as defined in Definition 2.1. Roughly speaking,
dense divisibility is a weaker form of smoothness which guaranteees a plentiful supply
of divisors of the given number in any reasonable range, and multiple dense divisibility
is a hereditary version of this property which also partially extends to some factors of
the original number.
Lemma 2.10 (Properties of dense divisibility). Let i ě 0 and y ě 1.
(0) If n is i-tuply y-densely divisible, and y1 ě y, then n is i-tuply y1-densely divis-
ible. Furthermore, if 0 ď j ď i, then n is j-tuply y-densely divisible.
(i) If n is i-tuply y-densely divisible, and m is a divisor of n, then m is i-tuply
ypn{mq-densely divisible. Similarly, if l is a multiple of n, then l is i-tuply
ypl{nq-densely divisible.
(ii) If m,n are y-densely divisible, then rm,ns is also y-densely divisible.
(iii) Any y-smooth number is i-tuply y-densely divisible.
(iv) If n is z-smooth and squarefree for some z ě y, andź
p|n
pďy
p ě z
i
y
, (2.15)
then n is i-tuply y-densely divisible.
Proof. We abbreviate “i-tuply y-divisible” in this proof by the shorthand “pi, yq-d.d.”.
(0) These monotony properties are immediate from the definition.
Before we prove the other properties, we make the following remark: in checking that
an integer n is pi, yq-d.d., it suffices to consider parameters R with 1 ď R ď n when
looking for factorizations of the form (2.1): indeed, if n ă R ď yn, the factorization
n “ qr with r “ n and q “ 1 satisfies the condition y´1R ď r ď R, and r “ n is
pj, yq-d.d. (resp. q “ 1 is pk, yq-d.d.) whenever j ` k “ i´ 1. We will use this reduction
in (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) below.
(i) We prove the first part by induction on i. For i “ 0, the statement is obvious
since every integer is p0, yq-d.d. for every y ě 1. Now assume the property holds for
j-tuply dense divisibility for j ă i, let n be pi, yq-d.d., and let m | n be a divisor of n.
We proceed to prove that m is pi, ym1q-d.d.
We write n “ mm1. Let R be such that 1 ď R ď m, and let j, k ě 0 be integers with
j ` k “ i´ 1. Since R ď n, and n is pi, yq-d.d., there exists by definition a factorization
n “ qr where q is pj, yq-d.d., r is pk, yq-d.d., and y{R ď r ď y. Now we write m1 “ n1n11
were n1 “ pr,m1q is the gcd of r and m1. We have then a factorization m “ q1r1 where
q1 “ q
n11
, r1 “ r
n1
,
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and we check that this factorization satisfies the condition required for checking that m
is pi, ym1q-d.d. First, we have
R
ym1
ď r
m1
ď r
n1
“ r1 ď R,
so the divisor r1 is well-located. Next, by induction applied to the divisor r1 “ r{n1 of
the pk, yq-d.d. integer r, this integer is pk, yn1q-d.d., and hence by (0), it is also pk, ym1q-
d.d. Similarly, q1 is pj, yn11q-d.d., and hence also pj, ym1q-d.d. This finishes the proof
that m is pi, ym1q-d.d.
The second part of (i) is similar and left to the reader.
To prove (ii), recall that y-densely divisible means p1, yq-densely divisible. We may
assume that m ď n. Denote a “ rm,nsn´1. Now let R be such that 1 ď R ď rm,ns.
If R ď n, then a factorization n “ qr with Ry´1 ď r ď R, which exists since n is
y-d.d., gives the factorization rm,ns “ aqr, which has the well-located divisor r. If
n ă R ď rm,ns, we get
1 ď n
a
ď R
a
ď n
and therefore there exists a factorization n “ qr with Rpayq´1 ď r ď Ra´1. Then
rm,ns “ qparq with Ry´1 ď ar ď R. Thus we see that rm,ns is y-d.d.
We now prove (iii) by induction on i. The case i “ 0 is again obvious, so we assume
that (iii) holds for j-tuply dense divisibility for j ă i. Let n be a y-smooth integer, let
j, k ě 0 satisfy j ` k “ i´ 1, and let 1 ď R ď n be given. Let r be the largest divisor
of n which is ď R, and let q “ n{r. Since all prime divisors of n are ď y, we have
Ry´1 ď r ď R,
and furthermore both q and r are y-smooth. By the induction hypothesis, q is pj, yq-d.d.
and r is pk, yq-d.d., hence it follows that n is pi, yq-d.d.
We now turn to (iv). The claim is again obvious for i “ 0. Assume then that i “ 1.
Let R be such that 1 ď R ď n. Let
s1 “
ź
p|n
pďy
p, r1 “
ź
p|n
pąy
p.
Assume first that r1 ď R. Since n{r1 “ s1 is y-smooth, it is 1-d.d., and since 1 ď
Rr´11 ď s1, we can factor s1 “ q2r2 with Rpr1yq´1 ď r2 ď Rr´11 . Then n “ q2pr1r2q with
Ry´1 ď r1r2 ď R.
So assume that r1 ą R. Since n and hence r1 are z-smooth, we can factor r1 “ r2q2 with
Rz´1 ď r2 ď R. Let r3 be the smallest divisor of s1 such that r3r2 ě Ry´1, which exists
because s1r2 ě zy´1r2 ě Ry´1 by the assumption (2.15). Since s1 is y-smooth, we have
r3r2 ď R (since otherwise we must have r3 ‰ 1, hence r3 is divisible by a prime p ď y,
and r3p
´1 is a smaller divisor with the required property r3p´1r2 ą Ry´1, contradicting
the minimality of r3). Therefore n “ qpr3r2q with
R
y
ď r3r2 ď R,
as desired.
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Finally we consider the i ą 1 case. We assume, by induction, that (iv) holds for
integers j ă i. Let j, k ě 0 be such that j ` k “ i ´ 1. By assumption, using the
notation r1, s1 as above, we have
s1 ě ziy´1 “ zj ¨ zk ¨ z
y
.
We can therefore write s1 “ n1n2n3 where
zjy´1 ď n1 ď zj, zky´1 ď n2 ď zk (2.16)
and thus
n3 ě z
y
.
Now we divide into several cases in order to find a suitable factorization of n. Suppose
first that n1 ď R ď n{n2. Then
1 ď R
n1
ď n
n1n2
and the integer n{pn1n2q “ r1n3 satisfies the assumptions of (iv) for i “ 1. Thus, by
the previous case, we can find a factorization r1n3 “ q1r1 with y´1 Rn1 ď r1 ď Rn1 . We set
r “ n1r1 and q “ n2q1, and observe that by (2.16), r (resp. q) satisfies the assumption
of (iv) for i “ j (resp. i “ k). By induction, the factorization n “ qr has the required
property.
Next, we assume that R ă n1. Since n1 is y-smooth, we can find a divisor r of n1
such that y´1R ď r ď R. Then q “ n{r is a multiple of n2, and therefore it satisfiesź
p|q
pďy
p ě n2 ě zky´1.
By induction, it follows that q is pk, yq-d.d. Since r is y-smooth, q is also pj, yq-d.d. by
(iii), and hence the factorization n “ qr is suitable in this case.
Finally, suppose that R ą n{n2, i.e., that nR´1 ă n2. We then find a factor q of the
y-smooth integer n2 such that npRyq´1 ď q ď nR´1. Then the complementary factor
r “ n{q is a multiple of n1, and therefore it satisfiesź
p|r
pďy
p ě zjy´1,
so that r is pj, yq-d.d. by induction, and since q is also pj, yq-d.d. by (iii), we also have
the required factorization in this case. 
3. Applying the Heath-Brown identity
The goal of this and the next sections is to prove the assumption MPZpiqr$, δs (Defini-
tion 2.3) for as wide a range of $ and δ as possible, following the outline in Section 1.1.
The first step, which we implement in this section, is the proof of Lemma 2.7. We
follow standard arguments, particularly those in [52]. The main tool is the Heath-
Brown identity, which is combined with a purely combinatorial result about finite sets
of non-negative numbers. We begin with the latter statement:
Lemma 3.1. Let 1{10 ă σ ă 1{2, and let t1, . . . , tn be non-negative real numbers such
that t1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn “ 1. Then at least one of the following three statements holds:
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(Type 0) There is a ti with ti ě 1{2` σ.
(Type I/II) There is a partition t1, . . . , nu “ S Y T such that
1
2
´ σ ă
ÿ
iPS
ti ď
ÿ
iPT
ti ă 1
2
` σ.
(Type III) There exist distinct i, j, k with 2σ ď ti ď tj ď tk ď 1{2´ σ and
ti ` tj, ti ` tk, tj ` tk ě 1
2
` σ. (3.1)
Furthermore, if σ ą 1{6, then the Type III alternative cannot occur.
Proof. We dispose of the final claim first: if σ ą 1{6, then 2σ ą 1{2 ´ σ, and so the
inequalities 2σ ď ti ď tj ď tk ď 1{2´ σ of the Type III alternative are inconsistent.
Now we prove the main claim. Let σ and pt1, . . . , tnq be as in the statement. We
assume that the Type 0 and Type I/II statements are false, and will deduce that the
Type III statement holds.
From the failure of the Type 0 conclusion, we know that
ti ă 1
2
` σ (3.2)
for all i “ 1, . . . , n. From the failure of the Type I/II conclusion, we also know that, for
any S Ă t1, . . . , nu, we have ÿ
iPS
ti R
´1
2
´ σ, 1
2
` σ
¯
since otherwise we would obtain the conclusion of Type I/II by taking T to be the
complement of S, possibly after swapping the role of S and T .
We say that a set S Ă t1, . . . , nu is large if řiPS ti ě 12 ` σ, and that it is small ifř
iPS ti ď 12 ´ σ. Thus, the previous observation shows that every set S Ă t1, . . . , nu is
either large or small, and also (from (3.2)) that singletons are small, as is the empty
set. Also, it is immediate that the complement of a large set is small, and conversely
(since t1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn “ 1).
Further, we say that an element i P t1, . . . , nu is powerful if there exists a small set
S Ă t1, . . . , nuztiu such that S Y tiu is large, i.e., if i can be used to turn a small
set into a large set. Then we say that an element i is powerless if it is not powerful.
Thus, adding or removing a powerless element from a set S cannot alter its smallness
or largeness, and in particular, the union of a small set and a set of powerless elements
is small.
We claim that there exist exactly three powerful elements. First, there must be at
least two, because if P is the set of powerless elements, then it is small, and hence its
complement is large, and thus contains at least two elements, which are powerful. But
picking one of these powerful i, the set tiu Y P is small, and therefore its complement
also has at least two elements, which together with i are three powerful elements.
Now, we observe that if i is powerful, then ti ě 2σ, since the gap between a large
sum
ř
jPSYtiu tj and a small sum
ř
jPS tj is at least 2σ. In particular, if i ‰ j are two
powerful numbers, then
ti ` tj ě 4σ ą 1
2
´ σ,
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where the second inequality holds because of the assumption σ ą 1{10. Thus the set
ti, ju is not small, and is therefore large. But then if ti, j, k, lu was a set of four powerful
elements, it would follow that
1 “ t1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn ě pti ` tjq ` ptk ` tlq ě 2
´1
2
` σ
¯
ą 1,
a contradiction.
Let therefore i, j, k be the three powerful elements. We may order them so that
ti ď tj ď tk. We have
2σ ď ti ď tj ď tk ď 1
2
´ σ
by (3.2) and the previous argument, which also shows that ti, ju, ti, ku and tj, ku are
large, which is (3.1). 
Remark 3.2. For 1{10 ă σ ď 1{6, the Type III case can indeed occur, as can be seen
by considering the examples pt1, t2, t3q “ p2σ, 1{2 ´ σ, 1{2 ´ σq. The lemma may be
extended to the range 1{14 ă σ ă 1{2, but at the cost of adding two additional cases
(corresponding to the case of four or five powerful elements respectively):
(Type IV) There exist distinct i, j, k, l with 2σ ď ti ď tj ď tk ď tl ď 1{2 ´ σ and ti ` tl ě
1{2` σ.
(Type V) There exist distinct i, j, k, l,m with 2σ ď ti ď tj ď tk ď tl ď tm ď 1{2 ´ σ and
ti ` tj ` tk ě 1{2` σ.
We leave the verification of this extension to the reader. Again, for 1{14 ă σ ď 1{10, the
Type IV and Type V cases can indeed occur, as can be seen by considering the examples
pt1, t2, t3, t4q “ p2σ, 2σ, 1{2 ´ 3σ, 1{2 ´ σq and pt1, t2, t3, t4, t5q “ p2σ, 2σ, 2σ, 2σ, 1 ´ 8σq.
With this extension, it is possible to extend Lemma 2.7 to the regime 1{14 ă σ ă 1{2,
but at the cost of requiring additional “Type IV” and “Type V” estimates as hypotheses.
Unfortunately, while the methods in this paper do seem to be able to establish some
Type IV estimates, they do not seem to give enough Type V estimates to make it
profitable to try to take σ below 1{10.
To apply Lemma 3.1 to distribution theorems concerning the von Mangoldt function
Λ, we recall the Heath-Brown identity (see [26] or [30, Prop. 13.3]).
Lemma 3.3 (Heath-Brown identity). For any K ě 1, we have the identity
Λ “
Kÿ
j“1
p´1qj´1
ˆ
K
j
˙
µ‹jď ‹ 1‹pj´1q ‹ L (3.3)
on the interval rx, 2xs, where 1 is the constant function 1pnq :“ 1, L is the logarithm
function Lpnq :“ log n, µď is the truncated Mo¨bius function
µďpnq :“ µpnq1nďp2xq1{K ,
and where we denote f ‹j “ f ‹ . . . ‹ f the j-fold Dirichlet convolution of an arithmetic
function f , i.e.,
f ‹jpnq :“
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
a1¨¨¨aj“n
fpa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fpajq.
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Proof. Write µ “ µď ` µą, where µąpnq :“ µpnq1nąp2xq1{K . Clearly the convolution
µ‹Ką ‹ 1‹K´1 ‹ L
vanishes on r1, 2xs. Expanding out µą “ µ ´ µď and using the binomial formula, we
conclude that
0 “
Kÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
K
j
˙
µ‹pK´jq ‹ µ‹jď ‹ 1‹pK´1q ‹ L (3.4)
on rx, 2xs. Since Dirichlet convolution is associative, the standard identities Λ “ µ ‹ L
and δ “ µ ‹1 (where the Kronecker delta function δpnq :“ 1n“1 is the unit for Dirichlet
convolution) show that the j “ 0 term of (3.4) is
µ‹K ‹ 1‹pK´1q ‹ L “ µ ‹ L “ Λ.
For all the other terms, we can use commutativity of Dirichlet convolution and (again)
µ ‹ 1 “ δ to write
µ‹K´j ‹ µ‹jď ‹ 1‹K´1 ‹ L “ µ‹jď ‹ 1‹pj´1q ‹ L,
so that we get (3.3). 
We will now prove Lemma 2.7, which the reader is invited to review. Let i, $, δ, σ
satisfy the hypotheses of that lemma, and let A0 ą 0 be fixed. By the definition of
MPZpiqp$, δq, which is the conclusion of the lemma, it suffices to show that for any
Q Î x1{2`2$, any bounded set I Ă p0`8q and any residue class a pPIq, we haveÿ
qPQ
|∆pΛ1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A0`Op1q x, (3.5)
where
Q :“ tq ď Q : q P DpiqI pxδqu (3.6)
(recalling the definition (2.2)) and the Op1q term in the exponent is independent of A0.
Let K be any fixed integer with
1
K
ă 2σ (3.7)
(e.g. one can take K “ 10). We apply Lemma 3.3 with this value of K. By the triangle
inequality, it suffices to show thatÿ
qPQ
|∆ppµ‹jď ‹ 1‹j´1 ‹ Lq1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A0{2`Op1q x (3.8)
for each 1 ď j ď K, which we now fix.
The next step is a finer-than-dyadic decomposition (a standard idea going back at
least to Fouvry [10] and Fouvry-Iwaniec [13]). We denote Θ :“ 1 ` log´A0 x. Let
ψ : RÑ R be a smooth function supported on r´Θ,Θs that is equal to 1 on r´1, 1s and
obeys the derivative estimates
|ψpmqpxq| ! logmA0 x
for x P R and any fixed m ě 0, where the implied constant depends only on m. We
then have a smooth partition of unity
1 “
ÿ
NPD
ψNpnq
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indexed by the multiplicative semigroup
D :“ tΘm : m P NY t0uu
for any natural number n, where
ψNpnq :“ ψ
´ n
N
¯
´ ψ
´Θn
N
¯
is supported in rΘ´1N,ΘN s. We thus have decompositions
1 “
ÿ
NPD
ψN , µď “
ÿ
NPD
ψNµď, L “
ÿ
NPD
ψNL.
For 1 ď j ď K, we have
pµ‹jď ‹ 1‹pj´1q ‹ Lq1rx,2xs “
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
N1,...,N2jPD
tpψN1µďq ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ pψNjµďq
‹ ψNj`1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ψN2j´1 ‹ ψN2jLu1rx,2xs
“
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
N1,...,N2jPD
logpN2jqtpψN1µďq ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ pψNjµďq
‹ ψNj`1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ψN2j´1 ‹ ψ1N2ju1rx,2xs
where ψ1N :“ ψN LlogN is a simple variant of ψN .
For each N1, . . . , N2j, the summand in this formula vanishes unless
N1, . . . , Nj ! x1{K (3.9)
and
x
Θ2K
ď N1 ¨ ¨ ¨N2j ď 2xΘ2K .
In particular, it vanishes unless
x
´
1´O
´ 1
logA0 x
¯¯
ď N1 ¨ ¨ ¨N2j ď 2x
´
1`O
´ 1
logA0 x
¯¯
. (3.10)
We conclude that there are at most
! log2jpA0`1q x (3.11)
tuples pN1, . . . , N2jq P D2j for which the summand is non-zero. Let E be the set of these
tuples. We then consider the arithmetic function
α “
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
pN1,...,N2jqPE
logpN2jqtpψN1µďq ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ pψNjµďq ‹ ψNj`1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ψN2j´1 ‹ ψ1N2ju
´ pµ‹jď ‹ 1‹j´1 ‹ Lq1rx,2xs. (3.12)
Note that the cutoff 1rx,2xs is only placed on the second term in the definition of α, and
is not present in the first term.
By the previous remarks, this arithmetic function is supported on
rxp1´Oplog´A0 xqq, xs Y r2x, 2xp1`Oplog´A0 xqqs
and using the divisor bound and trivial estimates, it satisfies
αpnq ! τpnqOp1qplog nqOp1q,
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where the exponents are bounded independently of A0. In particular, we deduce from
Lemma 1.3 that
∆pα; a pqqq ! x log´A0`Op1q x
for all q ě 1. Using the estimate (3.11) for the number of summands in E , we see that,
in order to prove (3.8), it suffices to show thatÿ
qPQ
|∆pα1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ α2j; a pqqq| ! x log´A x (3.13)
for A ą 0 arbitrary, where each αi is an arithmetic function of the form ψNiµď, ψNi or
ψ1Ni , where pN1, . . . , N2jq satisfy (3.9) and (3.10).
We now establish some basic properties of the arithmetic functions αk that may occur.
For a subset S Ă t1 . . . , 2ju, we will denote by
αS :“ ‹
kPS
αk
the convolution of the αk for k P S.
Lemma 3.4. Let 1 ď k ď 2j and S Ă t1, . . . , 2ju. The following facts hold:
(i) Each αk is a coefficient sequence located at scale Nk, and more generally, the
convolution αS is a coefficient sequence located at scale
ś
kPS Nk.
(ii) If Nk " x2σ, then αk is smooth at scale Nk.
(iii) If Nk " xε for some fixed ε ą 0, then αk satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz property.
More generally, αS satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz property if
ś
kPS Nk " xε for some
fixed ε ą 0.
(iv) N1 . . . N2j — x.
Proof. The first part of (i) is clear from construction. For the second part of (i), we
use the easily verified fact that if α, β are coefficient sequences located at scales N,M
respectively, then α ‹ β is a coefficient sequence located at scale NM .
For (ii), we observe that since 2σ ą K´1, the condition Nk " x2σ can only occur for
k ą j in view of (3.9), so that αk takes the form ψNk or ψ1Nk , and the smoothness then
follows directly from the definitions.
For (iii), the Siegel-Walfisz property for αk when k ď j follows from the Siegel-Walfisz
theorem for the Mo¨bius function and for Dirichlet characters (see e.g. [49, Satz 4] or [30,
Th. 5.29]), using summation by parts to handle the smooth cutoff, and we omit the
details. For k ą j, αk is smooth, and the Siegel-Walfisz property for αk follows from the
Poisson summation formula (and the rapid decay of the Fourier transform of smooth,
compactly supported functions; compare with the arguments at the end of this section
for the Type 0 case).
To handle the general case, it therefore suffices to check that if α, β are coefficient
sequences located at scales N,M respectively with xε !M ! xC for some fixed ε, C ą 0,
and β satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz property, then so does α ‹ β. This is again relatively
standard, but we give the proof for completeness.
By Definition 2.5, our task is to show that
|∆ppα ‹ βq1p¨,qq“1; a prqq| ! τpqrqOp1qN log´A x
for any q, r ě 1, any fixed A, and any primitive residue class a prq. We replace α, β by
their restriction to integers coprime to qr (without indicating this in the notation), which
allows us to remove the constraint 1pn,qq“1. We may also assume that r “ OplogA`Op1q xq,
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since the desired estimate follows from the trivial estimate (2.7) for the discrepancy
otherwise.
For any integer n, we haveÿ
n“a prq
pα ‹ βqpnq “
ÿ
bPpZ{rZqˆ
´ ÿ
d“b prq
αpdq
¯´ ÿ
m“b¯a prq
βpmq
¯
and ÿ
n
pα ‹ βqpnq “
˜ÿ
d
αpdq
¸˜ÿ
m
βpmq
¸
“
ÿ
bPpZ{rZqˆ
´ ÿ
d“b prq
αpdq
¯´ÿ
m
βpmq
¯
so that
|∆pα ‹ β, a prqq| ď
ÿ
bPpZ{rZqˆ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
d“b prq
αpdq
ˇˇˇ
|∆pβ; b¯a prqq|.
From (1.4) (and Definition (2.5)), we haveÿ
d“b prq
αpdq ! N
r
τprqOp1q logOp1q x`N op1q
for any b prq, and since β has the Siegel-Walfisz property, we have
|∆pβ; b¯a prqq| ! τprqOp1qM log´B x
for any b prq and any fixed B ą 0. Thus
|∆pα ‹ β, a prqq| ! τprqOp1qϕprq
ˆ
N
r
`N op1q
˙
M log´B`Op1q x
! τprqOp1qMN log´B`Op1q x
by the assumption concerning the size of r.
Finally, the claim (iv) follows from (3.10). 
We can now conclude this section by showing how the assumptions Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs,
Type
piq
II r$, δs and TypepiqIIIr$, δ, σs of Lemma 2.7 imply the estimates (3.13).
Let therefore pα1, . . . , α2jq be given with the condition of (3.13). By Lemma 3.4(iv),
we can write Nk — xtk for k “ 1, . . . , 2j, where the tk are non-negative reals (not
necessarily fixed) that sum to 1. By Lemma 3.1, the ti satisfy one of the three conclusions
(Type 0), (Type I/II), (Type III) of that lemma. We deal with each in turn. The first
case can be dealt with directly, while the others require one of the assumptions of
Lemma 2.7, and we begin with these.
Suppose that we are in the Type I/II case, with the partition t1, . . . , 2ju “ S Y T
given by the combinatorial lemma. We have
α1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ α2j “ αS ‹ αT .
By Lemma 3.4, αS, αT are coefficient sequences located at scales NS, NT respectively,
where
NSNT — x,
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and (by (iii)) αS and αT satisfy the Siegel-Walfisz property. By Lemma 3.1, we also
have
x1{2´σ ! NS ! NT ! x1{2`σ.
Thus, directly from Definition 2.6 and (3.6), the required estimate (3.13) follows either
from the hypothesis Type
piq
I r$, δ, σs (if one has NS ď x1{2´2$´c for some sufficiently
small fixed c ą 0) or from TypepiqII r$, δs (if NS ą x1{2´2$´c, for the same value of c).
Similarly, in the Type III case, comparing Lemmas 3.4 and 3.1 with Definition 2.6
and (3.6) shows that (3.8) is a direct translation of Type
piq
IIIr$, δ, σs.
It remains to prove (3.8) in the Type 0 case, and we can do this directly. In this
case, there exists some k P t1, . . . , 2ju, such that tk ě 1{2 ` σ ą 2σ. Intuitively, this
means that αk is smooth (by Lemma 3.4 (ii)) and has a long support, so that it is very
well-distributed in arithmetic progressions to relatively large moduli, and we can just
treat the remaining αj trivially.
Precisely, we write
α1 ‹ . . . ‹ α2j “ αk ‹ αS
where S “ t1, . . . , 2juztku. By Lemma 3.4, αk is a coefficient sequence which is smooth
at a scale Nk " x1{2`σ, and αS is a coefficient sequence which is located at a scale NS
with NkNS — x. We argue as in Lemma 3.4(iii): we have
∆pαk ‹ αS; a pqqq “
ÿ
mPpZ{qZqˆ
ÿ
`“m pqq
αSp`q∆pαk; m¯a pqqq
and since ÿ
m
|αSpmq| Î NS,
(by (1.3) and Definition 2.5), we getÿ
qPQ
|∆pα1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ α2j; a pqqq| Î NS
ÿ
qďQ
sup
bPpZ{qZqˆ
|∆pαk; b pqqq|. (3.14)
Since αk is smooth at scale Nk, we can write
αkpnq “ ψpn{Nkq
for some smooth function ψ : RÑ R supported on an interval of size ! 1, which satisfies
the estimates
|ψpjqptq| Î 1
for all t and all fixed j ě 0. By the Poisson summation formula, we haveÿ
n“b pqq
αkpnq “ Nk
q
ÿ
mPZ
eqpmbqψˆ
´mNk
q
¯
“ Nk
q
ψˆp0q ` Nk
q
ÿ
m‰0
eqpmbqψˆ
´mNk
q
¯
,
for q ě 1 and b pqq, where
ψˆpsq :“
ż
R
ψptqep´tsq dt
is the Fourier transform of ψ. From the smoothness and support of ψ, we get the boundˇˇˇ
ψˆ
´mNk
q
¯ˇˇˇ
Î
´mNk
q
¯´2
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for m ‰ 0 and q ď Q, and thus we deriveÿ
n“b pqq
αkpnq “ Nk
q
ψˆp0q `O
´Nk
q
pNk{qq´2
¯
.
Since by definition
∆pαk; b pqqq| “
ÿ
n“b pqq
αkpnq ´ 1
ϕpqq
ÿ
cPpZ{qZqˆ
ÿ
n“c pqq
αkpnq,
we get
∆pαk; b pqqq| Î Nk
q
pNk{qq´2.
Therefore, from (3.14), we haveÿ
qPQ
|∆pα1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ α2j; a pqqq| Î NSNk
´ Q
Nk
¯2 ! x1´2σ`4$,
and since σ ą 2$ (by assumption in Lemma 2.7), this implies (3.13), which concludes
the proof of Lemma 2.7.
Remark 3.5. In the case σ ą 1{6, one can replace the Heath-Brown identity of Lemma
3.3 with other decompositions of the von Mangoldt function Λ, and in particular with
the well-known Vaughan identity
Λě “ µă ‹ L´ µă ‹ Λă ‹ 1` µě ‹ Λě ‹ 1
from [50], where
Λěpnq :“ Λpnq1něV , Λăpnq :“ Λpnq1năV (3.15)
µěpnq :“ µpnq1něU , µăpnq :“ µpnq1năU , (3.16)
where U, V ą 1 are arbitrary parameters. Setting U “ V “ x1{3, we then see that to
show (3.5), it suffices to establish the boundsÿ
qPQ
|∆ppµă ‹ Lq1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A0{2`Op1q x (3.17)ÿ
qPQ
|∆ppµă ‹ Λă ‹ 1q1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A0{2`Op1q x (3.18)ÿ
qPQ
|∆ppµě ‹ Λě ‹ 1q1rx,2xs; a pqqq| ! x log´A0{2`Op1q x. (3.19)
To prove (3.17), we may perform dyadic decomposition on µă and L, much as in the
previous arguments. The components of L which give a non-trivial contribution to
(3.17) will be located at scales " x2{3. One can then use the results of the Type 0
analysis above. In order to prove (3.19), we similarly decompose the µě,Λě, and 1
factors and observe that the resulting components of µě and Λě ‹ 1 that give a non-
trivial contribution to (3.19) will be located at scales M,N with x1{3 ! M,N ! x2{3
and MN — x, and one can then argue using Type I and Type II estimates as before
since σ ą 1{6. Finally, for (3.18), we decompose µă ‹ Λă, and 1 into components at
scales M,N respectively with M ! x2{3 and MN — x, so N " x1{3. If N " x2{3, then
the Type 0 analysis applies again, and otherwise we may use the Type I and Type II
estimates with σ ą 1{6.
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Remark 3.6. An inspection of the arguments shows that the interval rx, 2xs used in
Lemma 2.7 may be replaced by a more general interval rx1, x2s for any x ď x1 ď x2 ď 2x,
leading to a slight generalization of the conclusion MPZpiqr$, δs. By telescoping series,
one may then generalize the intervals rx1, x2s further, to the range 1 ď x1 ď x2 ď 2x.
In the next sections, we will turn our attention to the task of proving distribution
estimates of Type I, II and III. All three turn out to be intimately related to estimates
for exponential sums over Z{qZ, either “complete” sums over all of Z{qZ or “incom-
plete” sums over suitable subsets, such as reductions modulo q of intervals or arithmetic
progressions (this link goes back to the earliest works in proving distribution estimates
beyond the range of the large sieve). In the next section, we consider the basic theory
of the simplest of those sums, where the essential results go back to Weil’s theory of
exponential sums in one variable over finite fields. These are enough to handle basic
Type I and II estimates, which we consider next. On the other hand, for Type III
estimates and the most refined Type I estimates, we require the much deeper results
and insights of Deligne’s second proof of the Riemann Hypothesis for algebraic varieties
over finite fields.
4. One-dimensional exponential sums
The results of this section are very general and are applicable to many problems in
analytic number theory. Since the account we provide might well be useful as a general
reference beyond the applications to the main results of this paper, we will not use the
asymptotic convention of Definition 1.2, but provide explicit estimates that can easily be
quoted in other contexts. (In particular, we will sometimes introduce variables named
x in our notation.)
4.1. Preliminaries. We begin by setting up some notation and conventions. We recall
from Section 1.3 that we defined eqpaq “ e2ipia{q for a P Z and q ě 1. This is a group
homomorphism ZÑ Cˆ, and since qZ Ă ker eq, it induces naturally a homomorphism,
which we also denote eq, from Z{qZ to Cˆ. In fact, for any multiple qr of q, we can also
view eq as a homomorphism Z{qrZÑ Cˆ.
It is convenient for us (and compatible with the more algebraic theory for multi-
variable exponential sums discussed in Section 6) to extend further eq to the projective
line P1pZ{qZq by extending it by zero to the point(s) at infinity. Precisely, recall that
P1pZ{qZq is the quotient of
Xq “ tpa, bq P pZ{qZq2 : a and b have no common factoru,
(where a common factor of a and b is a prime p | q such that a and b are zero modulo
p) by the equivalence relation
pa, bq “ pax, bxq
for all x P pZ{qZqˆ. We identify Z{qZ with a subset of P1pZ{qZq by sending x to the
class of px, 1q. We note that
|P1pZ{qZq| “ q
ź
p|q
´
1` 1
p
¯
,
and that a point pa, bq P P1pZ{qZq belongs to Z{qZ if and only if b P pZ{qZqˆ, in which
case pa, bq “ pab´1, 1q.
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Thus, we can extend eq to P1pZ{qZq by defining
eqppa, bqq “ eqpab´1q
if b P pZ{qZqˆ, and eqppa, bqq “ 0 otherwise.
We have well-defined reduction maps P1pZ{qrZq Ñ P1pZ{qZq for all integers r ě 1,
as well as P1pQq Ñ P1pZ{qZq, and we can therefore also naturally define eqpxq for
x P P1pZ{qrZq or for x P P1pQq (for the map P1pQq Ñ P1pZ{qZq, we use the fact
that any x P P1pQq is the class of pa, bq where a and b are coprime integers, so that
pa pqq, b pqqq P Xq).
We will use these extensions especially in the following context: let P , Q P ZrXs be
polynomials, with Q non-zero, and consider the rational function f “ P
Q
P QpXq. This
defines a map P1pQq Ñ P1pQq, and then by reduction modulo q, a map
f pqq : P1pZ{qZq Ñ P1pZ{qZq.
We can therefore consider the function x ÞÑ eqpfpxqq for x P Z{qZ. If x P Z is such
that Qpxq is coprime to q, then this is just eqpP pxqQpxqq. If Qpxq is not coprime to
q, on the other hand, one must be a bit careful. If q is prime, then one should write
f pqq “ P1{Q1 with P1, Q1 P pZ{qZqrXs coprime, and then eqpfpxqq “ eqpP1pxqQ1pxqq
if Q1pxq ‰ 0, while eqpfpxqq “ 0 otherwise. If q is squarefree, one combines the prime
components according to the Chinese Remainder Theorem, as we will recall later.
Example 4.1. Let P “ X, Q “ X ` 3 and q “ 3, and set f :“ P
Q
. Then, although
P pqq and Q pqq both take the value 0 at x “ 0 P Z{qZ, we have eqpfp0qq “ 1.
In rare cases (in particular the proof of Proposition 8.4 in Section 8.4) we will use
one more convention: quantities
ep
´a
b
¯
may arise where a and b are integers that depend on other parameters, and with b
allowed to be divisible by p. However, this will only happen when the formula is to be
interpreted as
ep
´a
b
¯
“ ψ
´1
b
¯
“ ψp8q
where ψpxq “ eppaxq defines an additive character of Fp. Thus we use the convention
ep
´a
b
¯
“
#
0 if a ‰ 0 ppq, b “ 0 ppq
1 if a “ 0 ppq, b “ 0 ppq,
since in the second case, we are evaluating the trivial character at 8.
4.2. Complete exponential sums over a finite field. As is well known since early
works of Davenport and Hasse in particular, the Riemann Hypothesis for curves over
finite fields (proven by Weil [51]) implies bounds with “square root cancellation” for one-
dimensional exponential sums over finite fields. A special case is the following general
bound:
Lemma 4.2 (One-variable exponential sums with additive characters). Let P,Q P ZrXs
be polynomials over Z in one indeterminate X. Let p be a prime number such that
Q ppq P FprXs is non-zero, such that there is no identity of the form
P
Q
ppq “ gp ´ g ` c (4.1)
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in FppXq for some rational function g “ gpXq P FppXq and some c P Fp. Then we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
xPFp
ep
ˆ
P pxq
Qpxq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! ?p (4.2)
where the implicit constant depends only on maxpdegP, degQq, and this dependency is
linear.
Note that, by our definitions, we haveÿ
xPFp
ep
´P pxq
Qpxq
¯
“
ÿ
xPFp
Q1pxq‰0
eppP1pxqQ1pxqq,
where P {Q ppq “ P1{Q1 with P1, Q1 P FprXs coprime polynomials.
As key examples of Lemma 4.2, we record Weil’s bound for Kloosterman sums, namelyˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
xPFp
ep
ˆ
ax` b
x
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! ?p (4.3)
when a, b P Fp are not both zero, as well as the variantˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
xPFp
ep
ˆ
ax` b
x
` c
x` l `
d
x`m `
e
x` l `m
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! ?p (4.4)
for a, b, c, d, e, l,m P Fp with b, c, d, e, l,m, l `m non-zero. In fact, these two estimates
are almost the only two cases of Lemma 4.2 that are needed in our arguments. In both
cases, one can determine a suitable implied constant, e.g., the Kloosterman sum in (4.3)
has modulus at most 2
?
p.
We note also that the case (4.1) must be excluded, since gppxq ´ gpxq ` c “ c for all
x P Fp, and therefore the corresponding character sum has size equal to p.
Proof. This estimate follows from the Riemann Hypothesis for the algebraic curve C
over Fp defined by the Artin-Schreier equation
yp ´ y “ P pxq{Qpxq.
This was first explicitly stated by Perelmuter in [44], although this was undoubtedly
known to Weil; an elementary proof based on Stepanov’s method may also be found in
[6]. A full proof for all curves using a minimal amount of theory of algebraic curves is
found in [2]. 
Remark 4.3. For our purpose of establishing some non-trivial Type I and Type II
estimates for a given choice of σ (and in particular for σ slightly above 1{6) and for
sufficiently small$, δ, it is not necessary to have the full square root cancellation in (4.2),
and any power savings of the form p1´c for some fixed c ą 0 would suffice (with the same
dependency on P and Q); indeed, one obtains a non-trivial estimate for a given value of
σ once one invokes the q-van der Corput method a sufficient number of times, and once
the gains from the cancellation are greater than the losses coming from completion of
sums, with the latter becoming negligible in the limit $, δ Ñ 0. Such a power saving
(with c “ 1{4) was obtained for the Kloosterman sum (4.3) by Kloosterman [34] using
an elementary dilation argument (see also [41] for a generalization), but this argument
does not appear to be available for estimates such as (4.4).
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In order to prove parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.8, we need to extend the bounds
of Lemma 4.2 in two ways: to sums over Z{qZ for q squarefree instead of prime, and to
incomplete sums over suitable subsets of Z{qZ (the other two parts of the theorem also
require exponential sum estimates, but these require the much deeper work of Deligne
[9], and will be considered in Section 6).
4.3. Complete exponential sums to squarefree moduli. To extend Lemma 4.2
to squarefree moduli, we first need some preliminaries. We begin with a version of the
Chinese Remainder Theorem.
Lemma 4.4 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). If q1, q2 are coprime natural numbers, then
for any integer a, or indeed for any a P P1pQq, we have
eq1q2paq “ eq1
ˆ
a
q2
˙
eq2
ˆ
a
q1
˙
. (4.5)
More generally, if q1, . . . , qk are pairwise coprime natural numbers, then for any integer
a or any a P P1pQq, we have
eq1¨¨¨qkpaq “
kź
i“1
eqi
˜
aś
j‰i qj
¸
.
Proof. It suffices to prove the former claim for a P P1pQq, as the latter then follows by
induction.
If a maps to a point at infinity in P1pZ{q1q2Zq, then it must map to a point at infinity
in P1pZ{q1Zq or P1pZ{q2Zq, so that both sides of (4.5) are zero.
So we can assume that a P Z{q1q2Z. Let q1, q2 be integers such that q1q1 “ 1 pq2q and
q2q2 “ 1 pq1q, respectively. Then we have q1q1 ` q2q2 “ 1 pq1q2q, and hence
eq1q2paq “ eq1q2papq1q1 ` q2q2qq “ eq1q2pq1q1aqeq1q2pq2q2aq.
Since eq1q2pq1q1aq “ eq2p aq1 q and eq1q2pq2q2aq “ eq1p aq2 q, the claim follows. 
If q P Z is an integer, we say that q divides f , and write q|f , if q divides f in ZrXs.
We denote by pq, fq the largest factor of q that divides f (i.e., the positive generator of
the ideal of Z consisting of integers dividing f). Thus for instance pq, 0q “ q. We also
write f pqq P pZ{qZqrXs for the reduction of f modulo q.
We need the following algebraic lemma, which can be viewed as a version of (a special
case of) the fundamental theorem of calculus:
Lemma 4.5. Let f “ P
Q
P QpXq with P,Q P ZrXs coprime, and let q be a natural
number such that Q ppq is a non-zero polynomial for all primes p | q (automatic if Q is
monic).
(i) If q|f 1 and all prime factors of q are sufficiently large depending on the degrees of
P and Q, then there exists c P Z{qZ such that q|f ´ c.
(ii) If q is squarefree, if Q ppq has degree degpQq for all p | q and3 degpP q ă degpQq,
and if all prime factors of q are sufficiently large depending on the degrees of P
and Q, then pq, f 1q divides pq, fq. In particular, if pq, fq “ 1 then pq, f 1q “ 1.
3We adopt the convention degp0q “ ´8.
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Proof. We first prove (i). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we may assume that
q “ pj is the power of a prime. Write f 1 “ P1{Q1 where P1 and Q1 P ZrXs are coprime.
By definition, the condition q | f 1 implies that P1pxq “ 0 pqq for all x P Z{qZ. On
the other hand, since Q1 ppq is non-zero in Z{pZrXs, the rational function f 1 pqq is
well-defined at all x P Z{qZ except at most degpQq zeros of Q1, and takes the value 0
at all these ě q ´ degpQq values. If q is large enough in terms of degpP q and degpQq,
this implies that f 1 pqq “ 0 P Z{qZrXs, and therefore that f pqq “ c for some c P Z{qZ,
i.e., that q | f ´ c.
Now we prove (ii). If a prime p divides pq, f 1q, then by (i), there exists c P Z{pZ
such that p | f ´ c. If p - pq, fq, we must have c ‰ 0. But then p | P ´ cQ, where
P ´ cQ ppq P Z{pZrXs is (by assumption) a polynomial of degree degpQq ě 1. For
p ą degpQq, this is a contradiction, so that p | pq, fq. 
We use this to give an estimate for complete exponential sums, which combines the
bounds for Ramanujan sums with those arising from the Riemann Hypothesis for curves.
Proposition 4.6 (Ramanujan-Weil bounds). Let q be a squarefree natural number, and
let f “ P
Q
P QpXq, where P,Q P ZrXs are coprime polynomials with Q non-zero modulo
p for every p | q, for instance Q monic. Then we have
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
ď CΩpqqq1{2 pf
1, qq
pf2, qq1{2
for some constant C ě 1 depending only on degpP q and degpQq.
Example 4.7. (1) Let fpXq :“ b{X for some integer b. We get, after changing the
summation variable, a slightly weaker version of the familiar Ramanujan sum boundˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
epbnq1pn,qq“1
ˇˇˇ
ď pb, qq (4.6)
since pq, f 1q “ pb, qq and pq, f2q “ cpb, qq in this case for some c “ 1, 2.
(2) More generally, let f :“ a{X ` bX for some integers a, b. We get a weaker form
of Weil’s bound for Kloosterman sumsˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpan` bnq1pn,qq“1
ˇˇˇ
ď 2Ωpqqq1{2 pa, b, qqpa, qq1{2 ,
which generalizes (4.3).
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, we can factor the sum as a product of exponential sums over the
prime divisors of q: ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnqq “
ź
p|q
ÿ
nPZ{pZ
ep
ˆ
fpnq
pq{pq
˙
.
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Since, for each p | q, the constant q{p is an invertible element in Z{pZ, we see that it
suffices to prove the estimatesÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppfpnqq ! p, when p|f 1 (which implies p|f2) (4.7)ÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppfpnqq ! 1, when p|f2 but p ffl f 1 (4.8)ÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppfpnqq ! ?p, otherwise, (4.9)
where the implied constants, in all three cases, depend only on degpP q and degpQq.
Thus we may always assume that p | q is large enough in terms of degpP q and degpQq,
since otherwise the result is trivial.
The first bound is clear, with implied constant equal to 1. For (4.8), since p|f2, we
conclude from Lemma 4.5 (since p is large enough) that there exists c P Z{pZ such that
p|f 1 ´ c. Since p ffl f 1, we see that c must be non-zero. Then, since f 1 ´ c “ pf ´ ctq1,
another application of Lemma 4.5 shows that there exists d P Z{pZ such that p|f´ct´d.
This implies that fpnq “ cn`d ppq whenever n is not a pole of f ppq. The denominator
Q of f (which is non-zero modulo p by assumption) has at most degpQq zeroes, and
therefore we see that eppfpnqq “ eppcn ` dq for all but ď degpQq values of n P Z{pZ.
Thus (by orthogonality of characters) we getˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppfpnqq ´
ÿ
nPZ{pZ
eppcn` dq
ˇˇˇ
ď degpQq.
Now we prove (4.9). This estimate follows immediately from Lemma 4.2, except if
the reduction f˜ P FppXq of f modulo p satisfies an identity
f˜ “ gp ´ g ` c (4.10)
for some g P FppXq and c P Fp. We claim that, if p is large enough, this can only happen
if p | f 1, which contradicts the assumption of (4.9) and therefore concludes the proof.
To prove the claim, we just observe that if (4.10) holds, then any pole of g would
be a pole of f˜ of order p, and thus g must be a polynomial if p is large enough. But
then (4.10) implies that f˜ ´ c either vanishes or has degree at least p. If p is large
enough, the latter conclusion is not possible, and thus p | f 1. 
We also need a variant of the above proposition, which is a slight refinement of an
estimate appearing in the proof of [52, Proposition 11]:
Lemma 4.8. Let d1, d2 be squarefree integers, so that rd1, d2s is squarefree, and let
c1, c2, l1, l2 be integers. Then there exists C ě 1 such thatˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{rd1,d2sZ
ed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙ˇˇˇ
ď CΩprd1,d2sqpc1, δ1qpc2, δ2qpd1, d2q
where δi :“ di{pd1, d2q for i “ 1, 2.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we may apply Lemma 4.4 to reduce to the
case where rd1, d2s “ p is a prime number. The bound is then trivial if pc1, δ1q, pc2, δ2q,
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or pd1, d2q is equal to p, so we may assume without loss of generality that d1 “ p, d2 “ 1,
and that c1 is coprime to p. We then need to prove thatÿ
nPZ{pZ
ep
ˆ
c1
n` l
˙
! 1,
but this is clear since, by the change of variable m “ c1{pn ` lq, this sum is just a
Ramanujan sum. 
4.4. Incomplete exponential sums. The bounds in the previous section control
“complete” additive exponential sums in one variable in Z{qZ, by which we mean sums
where the variable n ranges over all of Z{qZ. For our applications, as well as for many
others, one needs also to have good estimates for “incomplete” versions of the sums,
in which the variable n ranges over an interval, or more generally over the integers
weighted by a coefficient sequence which is (shifted) smooth at some scale N .
The most basic technique to obtain such estimates is the method of completion of
sums, also called the Po´lya-Vinogradov method. In essence, this is an elementary ap-
plication of discrete Fourier analysis, but the importance of the results cannot be over-
estimated.
We begin with some facts about the discrete Fourier transform. Given a function
f : Z{qZÑ C
we define its normalized Fourier transform FTqpfq to be the function on Z{qZ given by
FTqpfqphq :“ 1
q1{2
ÿ
xPZ{qZ
fpxqeqphxq. (4.11)
The normalization factor 1{q1{2 is convenient because the resulting Fourier transform
operator is then unitary with respect to the inner product
xf, gy :“
ÿ
xPZ{qZ
fpxqgpxq
on the space of functions Z{qZÑ C. In other words, the Plancherel formulaÿ
xPZ{qZ
fpxqgpxq “
ÿ
hPZ{qZ
FTqpfqphqFTqpgqphq
holds for any functions f , g : Z{qZÑ C. Furthermore, by the orthogonality of additive
characters, we have the discrete Fourier inversion formula
FTqpFTqpfqqpxq “ fp´xq
for all x P Z{qZ.
Lemma 4.9 (Completion of sums). Let M ě 1 be a real number and let ψM be a
function on R defined by
ψMpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
M
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function supported on rc, Cs satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qM
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for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j. Let q ě 1 be an integer,
and let
M 1 :“
ÿ
mě1
ψMpmq !MplogMqOp1q.
We have:
(i) If f : Z{qZÑ C is a function, thenˇˇˇÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq ´ M
1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq
ˇˇˇ
! q1{2plogMqOp1q sup
hPZ{qZzt0u
|FTqpfqphq|. (4.12)
In particular, if M ! qplogMqOp1q, thenˇˇˇÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq
ˇˇˇ
! q1{2plogMqOp1q}FTqpfq}`8pZ{qZq. (4.13)
We also have the variantˇˇˇÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq ´ M
1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq
ˇˇˇ
! plogMqOp1q M
q1{2
ÿ
0ă|h|ďqM´1`ε
|FTqpfqphq|
`M´A
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
|fpmq| (4.14)
for any fixed A ą 0 and ε ą 0, where the implied constant depends on ε and A.
(ii) If I is a finite index set, and for each i P I, ci is a complex number and ai pqq is
a residue class, then for each fixed A ą 0 and ε ą 0, one hasˇˇˇÿ
iPI
ci
ÿ
m
ψMpmq1m“ai pqq ´ M
1
q
ÿ
iPI
ci
ˇˇˇ
! plogMqOp1qM
q
ÿ
0ă|h|ďqM´1`ε
ˇˇˇÿ
iPI
cieqpaihq
ˇˇˇ
`M´A
ÿ
iPI
|ci|, (4.15)
where the implied constant depends on ε and A.
Remark 4.10. One could relax the derivative bounds on ψ to |ψpjqpxq| ! M εj for
various small fixed εj ą 0, at the cost of similarly worsening the various powers of
logM in the conclusion of the lemma to small powers of M , and assuming the εj small
enough depending on ε and A; however this variant of the lemma is a little tricky to
state, and we will not have use of it here.
Proof. Define the function
ψM,qpxq “
ÿ
nPZ
ψMpx` qnq.
This is a smooth q-periodic function on R. By periodization and by the Plancherel
formula, we haveÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq “
ÿ
xPZ{qZ
fpxqψM,qpxq “
ÿ
hPZ{qZ
FTqpfqphqFTqpψM,qqp´hq. (4.16)
The contribution of the frequency h “ 0 is given by
FTqpfqp0qFTqpψM,qqp0q “ 1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
ψM,qpmq “ M
1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq.
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We now consider the contribution of the non-zero frequencies. For h P Z{qZ, the
definition of ψM,q leads to
q1{2FTqpψM,qqp´hq “ Ψ
´h
q
¯
,
where the function Ψ is defined on R{Z by
Ψpyq :“
ÿ
m
ψMpmqep´myq.
This is a smooth function Ψ: R{ZÑ C. We then haveˇˇˇ ÿ
hPZ{qZzt0u
FTqpfqphqFTqpψM,qqp´hq
ˇˇˇ
ď sup
hPZ{qZzt0u
|FTqpfqphq|q´1{2
ÿ
´q{2ăhďq{2
h‰0
ˇˇˇ
Ψ
´h
q
¯ˇˇˇ
.
Applying the Poisson summation formula and the definition ψMpxq “ ψppx ´ x0q{Mq,
we have
Ψpyq “M
ÿ
nPZ
ψˆpMpn` yqqep´pn` yqx0q
where
ψˆpsq “
ż
R
ψptqep´stq dt.
By repeated integrations by parts, the assumption on the size of the derivatives of ψ
gives the bounds
|ψˆpsq| ! plogMqOp1qp1` |s|q´A
for any fixed A ě 0, and therefore
|Ψpyq| !MplogMqOp1qp1` |y|Mq´A (4.17)
for any fixed A ě 0 and any ´1{2 ă y ď 1{2. Taking, e.g., A “ 2, we getÿ
´q{2ăhďq{2
h‰0
ˇˇˇ
Ψ
´h
q
¯ˇˇˇ
! plogMqOp1q
ÿ
1ďhďq{2
M
p1` |h|M{qq2 ! qplogMq
Op1q,
and therefore we obtain (4.12). From this, (4.13) follows immediately.
We now turn to (4.14). Fix A ą 0 and ε ą 0. Arguing as above, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq ´ M
1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď 1q1{2 ÿ´q{2ăhďq{2
h‰0
ˇˇˇ
Ψ
´h
q
¯ˇˇˇ
|FTqpfqphq|
! plogMqOp1q M
q1{2
ÿ
0ă|h|ďqM´1`ε
|FTqpfqphq|
` plogMqOp1q
ÿ
nPZ{qZ
|fpnq|
ÿ
|h|ąqM´1`ε
M
qp1` |h|M{qqA
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Changing A to a large value, we conclude thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
m
ψMpmqfpmq ´ M
1
q
ÿ
mPZ{qZ
fpmq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ !Mq´1{2plogMqOp1q ÿ
0ă|h|ďqM´1`ε
|FTqpfqphq|
`M´A
ÿ
nPZ{qZ
|fpnq|,
as claimed.
Finally, the claim (ii) follows immediately from (4.14) by setting
fpmq :“
ÿ
iPI
ai“m pqq
ci, so that FTqpfqphq “ 1?
q
ÿ
iPI
cieqpaihq.

Remark 4.11. In Section 7, we will use a slightly refined version where the coefficients
Ψph{qq above are not estimated trivially.
By combining this lemma with Proposition 4.6, we can obtain non-trivial bounds for
incomplete exponential sums of the formÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
for various moduli q, which are roughly of the shapeÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! q1{2`ε
when N ! q. A number of bounds of this type were used by Zhang [52] to obtain his
Type I and Type II estimates. However, it turns out that we can improve this bound for
certain regimes of q,N when the modulus q is smooth, or at least densely divisible, by
using the “q-van der Corput A-process” of Heath-Brown [25] and Graham-Ringrose [24].
This method was introduced to handle incomplete multiplicative character sums, but it is
also applicable to incomplete additive character sums. It turns out that these improved
estimates lead to significant improvements in the Type I and Type II numerology over
that obtained in [52].
Here is the basic estimate on incomplete one-dimensional exponential sums that we
will need for the Type I and Type II estimates. Essentially the same bounds were
obtained in [28, Theorem 2].
Proposition 4.12 (Incomplete additive character sums). Let q be a squarefree integer,
and let f “ P
Q
P QpXq with P , Q P ZrXs, such that the degree of Q ppq is equal to
degpQq for all p | q. Assume that degpP q ă degpQq. Set q1 :“ q{pf, qq. Let further
N ě 1 be given with N ! qOp1q and let ψN be a function on R defined by
ψNpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
N
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function with compact support satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qN
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j.
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(i) (Polya´-Vinogradov + Ramanujan-Weil) We have the boundÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! qε
´
q
1{2
1 ` Nq1 1Něq1
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{q1Z
eq1pfpnq{pf, qqq
ˇˇˇ¯
(4.18)
for any ε ą 0. In particular, lifting the Z{q1Z sum to a Z{qZ sum, we haveÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! qε
´
q1{2 ` N
q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ¯
(4.19)
(ii) (one van der Corput + Ramanujan-Weil) If q “ rs, then we have the additional
boundÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! qε
¨˝´
N1{2r1{21 `N1{2s1{41
¯
` N
q1
1Něq1
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{q1Z
eq1pfpnq{pf, qqq
ˇˇˇ‚˛
(4.20)
for any ε ą 0, where r1 :“ pr, q1q and s1 :“ ps, q1q. In particular, we haveÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! qε
¨˝´
N1{2r1{2 `N1{2s1{4
¯
` N
q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ‚˛. (4.21)
In all cases the implied constants depend on ε, degpP q, degpQq and the implied constants
in the estimates for the derivatives of ψ.
Remark 4.13. The estimates obtained by completion of sums are usually inefficient
in the regime M “ opqq, and they become trivial for M ! q1{2. For instance, when f
is bounded in magnitude by 1, the trivial bound for the right-hand side of (4.13) is q,
whereas the trivial bound for the left-hand side is of size about M , which means that
one needs a cancellation at least by a factor q{M in the right-hand side to even recover
the trivial bound. This becomes a prohibitive restriction if this factor is larger than?
M . In this paper, this inefficiency is a major source of loss in our final exponents (the
other main source being our frequent reliance on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, as each
invocation of this inequality tends to halve all gains in exponents arising from application
of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields). It would thus be of considerable interest to
find stronger estimates for incomplete exponential sums. But the only different (general)
method we are aware of is the recent “sliding sum method” of Fouvry, Kowalski and
Michel [18], which however only improves on the completion technique when M is very
close to q1{2, and does not give stronger bounds than Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.12
in most ranges of interest. (Note however that uniformity of estimates is often even
more crucial to obtaining good results, and for this purpose, the completion techniques
are indeed quite efficient.)
Proof. We begin with some technical reductions. First of all, we may assume that q
has no prime factor smaller than any fixed B depending on degpP q and degpQq, as the
general case then follows by factoring out a bounded factor from q and splitting the
summation over n into a bounded number of pieces.
Second, we also observe that, in all cases, we may replace f by f{pf, qq and q by q1
and (in the case when q “ rs) r by r1 and s by s1, since if we write q “ q1q2 we have
eqpfpnqq “ eq1
´ P pnq
q2Qpnq
¯
.
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Thus we can reduce to a situation where pf, qq “ 1, so q “ q1, r “ r1 and s “ s1. In
this case, the condition degpP q ă degpQq implies also pf 1, qq “ pf2, qq “ 1 by Lemma
4.5(ii), provided q has no prime factor less than some constant depending on degpP q
and degpQq, which we may assume to be the case, as we have seen.
We now establish (4.18). We apply (4.14), and put the “main term” with h “ 0 in
the right-hand side, to getÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! N
1`ε
q
ÿ
|h|ďqN´1`ε
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnq ` hnq
ˇˇˇ
` 1
for ε ą 0 arbitrarily small (by selecting A large enough in (4.14) using the assumption
N ! qOp1q).
If N ă q, Proposition 4.6 applied for all h givesÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! N
1`ε
q1{2
ÿ
0ď|h|ďqN´1`ε
pf 1 ` h, qq.
Since pf2, qq “ 1, we also have pf 1 ` h, qq “ 1, and thereforeÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! q1{2N2ε
which implies (4.18). If N ě q, on the other hand, we only apply (4.6) for h ‰ 0, and
we get in the same wayÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! N
1`ε
q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{qZ
eqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
` q1{2N2ε,
which is again (4.18).
Consider now (4.20). We may assume that N ď s, since otherwise the claim follows
simply from (4.18), and we may similarly assume that r ď N , since otherwise we can
use the trivial boundÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq ! NplogNqOp1q ! r1{2N1{2plogNqOp1q.
Let K :“ tN{ru. Using translation invariance, we can writeÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq “ 1
K
ÿ
n
Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqeqpfpn` krqq.
Since q “ rs, we have
eqpfpn` krqq “ erpsfpnqqesprfpn` krqq
by Lemma 4.4 (and periodicity), and hence we obtainˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1
K
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqesprfpn` krqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
! N
1{2
K
¨˝ÿ
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqesprfpn` krqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2‚˛1{2 ,
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where the factor N1{2 arises because the summand is (as a function of n) supported on
an interval of length OpNq. Expanding the square, we obtainˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ2 ! N
K2
ÿ
1ďk,lďK
Apk, lq, (4.22)
where
Apk, lq “
ÿ
n
ψNpn` krqψNpn` lrq es prpfpn` krq ´ fpn` lrqqq .
We have
Apk, kq “
ÿ
n
|ψNpn` krq|2 ! NplogNqOp1q.
and therefore ÿ
1ďkďK
|Apk, kq| ! KNplogNqOp1q. (4.23)
There remains to handle the off-diagonal terms. For each k ‰ l, we have
fpn` krq ´ fpn` lrq
r
“ gpnq
where g “ P1{Q1 P QpXq with integral polynomials
P1pXq “ P pX ` krqQpX ` lrq ´QpX ` krqP pX ` lrq,
Q1pXq “ rQpX ` krqQpX ` lrq.
Note that P1 and Q1 satisfy the assumptions of (4.18) with respect to the modulus s
(although they might not be coprime).
We now claim that (provided all prime factors of q are large enough) we have
ps, g1q | ps, k ´ lq and ps, gq | ps, k ´ lq.
Indeed, since degpP q ă degpQq and the degree of the reduction of Q modulo primes
dividing q is constant, it is enough to show that ps, gq | ps, k ´ lq by Lemma 4.5(ii). So
suppose that a prime p divides ps, gq. Then, by change of variable we have
p | ps, fpX ` pk ´ lqrq ´ fpXqq.
By induction, we thus have
p | ps, fpX ` ipk ´ lqrq ´ fpXqq
for any integer i. If p - k ´ l, then pk ´ lqr generates Z{pZ as an additive group,
and we conclude that p | ps, fpX ` aq ´ fpXqq for all a P Z{pZ. This implies that
f ppq is constant where it is defined. But since degpP q ă degpQq holds modulo p, for
p large enough in terms of degpQq, this would imply that p | f (as in Lemma 4.5(ii)),
contradicting the assumption ps, fq “ 1. Thus we have p | k ´ l, and we conclude
ps, gq | ps, k ´ lq, and then ps, g1q | ps, k ´ lq, as claimed.
By (4.18) and Proposition 4.6, we have
Apk, lq ! qε
´
s1{2 ` N
s
1Něs{ps,k´lq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{sZ
espgpnqq
ˇˇˇ¯
! qε
´
s1{2 ` N
s1{2
ps, k ´ lq1{21Něs{ps,k´lq
¯
.
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Summing over k and l, we haveÿÿ
1ďk‰lďK
|Apk, lq| ! qεK2s1{2 ` qεNs´1{2
ÿ
1ďk‰lďK
ps, k ´ lq1{21Něs{ps,k´lq. (4.24)
We use the simple bound
1Něs{ps,k´lq ď
aps, k ´ lqcN
s
to estimate the last sum as follows:
Ns´1{2
ÿ
1ďk‰lďK
ps, k ´ lq1{21Něs{ps,k´lq ď N
3{2
s
ÿ
1ďk‰lďK
ps, k ´ lq
! N3{2s´1 ˆK2qε ! K2s1{2qε
using Lemma 1.4 and the bound N ă s. We combine this with (4.23) and (4.24) in the
bound (4.22) to obtainˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ2 ! qε N
K2
´
KNplogNqOp1q `K2s1{2
¯
! qεpNr `Ns1{2q,
from which (4.20) follows. 
Remark 4.14. (1) Assuming that pf, qq “ 1, the first bound (4.18) is non-trivial (i.e.,
better than OpNq) as long as N is a bit larger than q1{2. As for (4.20), we see that in the
regime where the factorization q “ rs satisfies r « q1{3 « s1{2, the bound is non-trivial
in the significantly wider range where N is a bit larger than q1{3.
(2) The procedure can also be generalized with similar results to more general q-
periodic functions than n ÞÑ eqpfpnqq, and this will be important for the most advanced
Type I estimates (see Section 6.10.1).
Remark 4.15. One can iterate the above argument and show that
ˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
! qε
´l´1ÿ
i“1
N1´1{2
i
r˜
1{2i
i `N1´1{2l´1 r˜1{2
l
l
` N
q1
1Něq1
ˇˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{q1Z
eq1pfpnq{pf, qqq
ˇˇˇ¯
for any fixed l ě 1 and any factorization q “ r1 . . . rl, with r˜i “ pri, q1q; see [24], [28].
However, we have found in practice that taking l to be 3 or higher (corresponding to
two or more applications of the q-van der Corput A-process) ends up being counterpro-
ductive, mainly because the power of q that one can save over the trivial bound decays
exponentially in l. However, it is possible that some other variation of the arguments
(for instance, taking advantage of the Parseval identity, which would be a q-analogue
of the van der Corput B-process) may give further improvements.
In our particular application, we only need a special case of the above proposition.
This is a strengthening of [52, Lemma 11], and it shows how an assumption of dense
divisibility of a modulus may be exploited in estimates for exponential sums.
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Corollary 4.16. Let N ě 1 and let ψN be a function on R defined by
ψNpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
N
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function with compact support satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qN
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j.
Let d1, d2 be squarefree integers, not necessarily coprime. Let c1, c2, l1, l2 be integers.
Let y ě 1 be a real number, and suppose that rd1, d2s is y-densely divisible. Let d be a
divisor of rd1, d2s and let a pdq be any residue class.
If N ď rd1, d2sOp1q, then we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
n“a pdq
ψNpnqed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙ˇˇˇ
! rd1, d2sε
´
d´1{2N1{2rd1, d2s1{6y1{6 ` d´1 pc1, δ
1
1q
δ11
pc2, δ12q
δ12
N
¯
,
for any ε ą 0, where δi :“ di{pd1, d2q and δ1i :“ δi{pd, δiq for i “ 1, 2. We also have the
variant boundˇˇˇ ÿ
n“a pdq
ψNpnqed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙ˇˇˇ
!
rd1, d2sε
´
d´1{2rd1, d2s1{2 ` d´1 pc1, δ
1
1q
δ11
pc2, δ12q
δ12
N
¯
.
In both cases the implied constant depends on ε.
Proof. Denote q “ rd1, d2s. We first consider the case d “ 1, so that the congruence
condition n “ a pdq is vacuous. Since R “ y1{3q1{3 ď yq, the dense divisibility hypothesis
implies that there exists a factorization q “ rs for some integers r, s such that
y´2{3q1{3 ď r ď y1{3q1{3
and
y´1{3q2{3 ď s ď y2{3q2{3.
Note now that, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (as in Lemma 4.4), we can write
ed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙
“ eqpfpnqq
for a rational function f “ P {Q P QpXq satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 4.12
(in particular degpP q ă degpQq). The first bound follows immediately from Proposition
4.12(ii), combined with the complete sum estimateˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{rd1,d2sZ
ed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ! qεpc1, δ1qpc2, δ2qpd1, d2q
of Lemma 4.8. The second bound similarly follows from Proposition 4.12(i).
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Now we consider the case when d ą 1. Making the substitution n “ n1d` a and ap-
plying the previous argument (with N replaced by N{d, and with suitable modifications
to x0 and f), we reduce to showing thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
nPZ{rd1,d2sZ:n“a pdq
ed1
ˆ
c1
n` l1
˙
ed2
ˆ
c2
n` l2
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ! qεpc1, δ11qpc2, δ12qpd11, d12q
where d1i :“ di{pd, diq for i “ 1, 2 (note that dpd
1
1,d
1
2q
rd1,d2s “ 1δ11δ12 ). However, this again follows
from Lemma 4.8 after making the change of variables n “ n1d` a. 
5. Type I and Type II estimates
Using the estimates of the previous section, we can now prove the Type I and Type
II results of Theorem 2.8, with the exception of part (iii) of that theorem in which we
only make a preliminary reduction for now. The rest of the proof of that part, which
depends on the concepts and results of Section 6, will be found in Section 8.
We recall the statements (see Definition 2.6).
Theorem 5.1 (New Type I and Type II estimates). Let $, δ, σ ą 0 be fixed quantities,
let I be a bounded subset of R, let i ě 1 be fixed, let a pPIq be a primitive congruence
class, and let M,N " 1 be quantities with
MN — x (5.1)
and
x1{2´σ Î N Î x1{2. (5.2)
Let α, β be coefficient sequences located at scales M,N respectively, with β satisfying the
Siegel-Walfisz property. Then we have the estimateÿ
dPDpiqI pxδq
dÎx1{2`2$
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! x log´A x (5.3)
for any fixed A ą 0, provided that one of the following hypotheses holds:
(i) i “ 1, 54$ ` 15δ ` 5σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for some fixed c ą 0.
(ii) i “ 2, 56$ ` 16δ ` 4σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for some fixed c ą 0.
(iii) i “ 4, 160
3
$ ` 16δ ` 34
9
σ ă 1, 64$ ` 18δ ` 2σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for some
fixed c ą 0.
(iv) i “ 1, 68$ ` 14δ ă 1, and N Ï x1{2´2$´c for some sufficiently small fixed c ą 0.
The proof of the case (iii) uses the general form of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite
fields [9], but the proofs of (i), (ii), (iv) only need the Riemann Hypothesis for curves
over finite fields.
Before we begin the rigorous proof of Theorem 5.1, we give an informal sketch of our
strategy of proof for these estimates, which is closely modeled on the arguments of Zhang
[52]. The basic idea is to reduce the estimate (5.3) to a certain exponential sum estimate,
of the type found in Corollary 4.16 (and, for the estimate (iii), in Corollary 6.24 of the
next section). The main tools for these reductions are completion of sums (Lemma 4.9),
the triangle inequality, and many techniques related to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
(viewed in a broad sense), for instance Vinogradov’s bilinear form method, the q-van
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der Corput A-process, the method of Weyl differencing, or the dispersion method of
Linnik.
5.1. Bilinear form estimates. We begin with a short discussion of typical instances
of applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (some examples already appeared in
previous sections). We want to estimate a sumÿ
sPS
cs
of (typically) complex numbers cs indexed by some finite set S of large size. Suppose
we can parameterize S (possibly with repetition) by a non-trivial product set A ˆ B,
i.e., by a product where neither factor is too small, or otherwise prove an inequalityˇˇˇÿ
sPS
cs
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇÿ
aPA
ÿ
bPB
αaβbka,b
ˇˇˇ
for certain coefficients αa, βb and ka,b. The crucial insight is that one can often de-
rive non-trivial estimates for an expression of this type with little knowledge of the
coefficients αa, βb, by exploiting the bilinear structure and studying the coefficients ka,b.
Precisely, one can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound the right-hand side
by ˜ÿ
aPA
|αa|2
¸1{2 ¨˝ÿ
aPA
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
bPB
βbka,b
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2‚˛1{2 .
The first factor in the above expression is usually easy to estimate, and the second factor
can be expanded asˇˇˇ ÿ
b,b1PB
βbβb1Cpb, b1q
ˇˇˇ1{2
, Cpb, b1q “
ÿ
aPA
ka,bka,b1 .
One can then distinguish between the diagonal contribution defined by b “ b1 and the
off-diagonal contribution where b ‰ b1. The contribution of the former isÿ
bPB
ÿ
aPA
|βb|2|ka,b|2
which is (usually) not small, since there cannot be cancellation between these non-
negative terms. It may however be estimated satisfactorily, provided B is large enough
for the diagonal tpb, bq : b P Bu to be a “small” subset of the square BˆB. (In practice,
there might be a larger subset of B ˆB than the diagonal where the coefficient Cpb, b1q
is not small, and that is then incorporated in the diagonal; in this paper, where b and
b1 are integers, it is the size of a gcd pb ´ b1, qq that will dictate which terms can be
considered diagonal).
On the other hand, the individual off-diagonal terms Cpb, b1q can be expected to
exhibit cancellation that makes them individually small. In order for the sum over
b ‰ b1 to remain of manageable size, one needs B to remain not too large. In order
to balance the two contributions, it turns out to be extremely useful to have a flexible
family of parameterizations pa, bq ÞÑ s of S by product sets AˆB, so that one can find
a parameterization for which the set B is close to the optimum size arising from various
estimates of the diagonal and non-diagonal parts. This idea of flexibility is a key idea
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at least since Iwaniec’s discovery [29] of the bilinear form of the error term in the linear
sieve.
One of the key ideas in Zhang’s paper [52] is that if one is summing over smooth
moduli, then such a flexible range of factorizations exists; to put it another way, the
restriction to smooth moduli is essentially a “well-factorable” weight in the sense of
Iwaniec. In this paper, we isolated the key property of smooth moduli needed for such
arguments, namely the property of dense divisibility. The general strategy is thus to
keep exploiting the smoothness or dense divisibility of the moduli to split the sums over
such moduli into a “well-factorable” form to which the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality may
be profitably applied. (Such a strategy was already used to optimize the use of the
q-van der Corput A-process in Corollary 4.16.)
5.2. Sketch of proofs. We now give a more detailed, but still very informal, sketch of
the proof of Theorem 5.1, omitting some steps and some terms for sake of exposition
(e.g., smooth cutoffs are not mentioned). For simplicity we will pretend that the quan-
tities $, δ are negligible, although the quantity σ will still be of a significant size (note
from Lemma 2.7 that we will eventually need to take σ to be at least 1{10). The first
step is to exploit the dense divisibility of the modulus d to factor it as d “ qr, with q, r
located at certain scales Q,R which we will specify later; with $ negligible, we expect
QR to be approximately equal to x1{2 but a bit larger. Our task is then to obtain a
non-trivial bound on the quantityÿ
q—Q
ÿ
r—R
|∆pα ‹ β; a pqrqq|,
or equivalently to obtain a non-trivial bound onÿ
q—Q
ÿ
r—R
cq,r∆pα ‹ β; a pqrqq
for an arbitrary bounded sequence cq,r. We suppress here, and later, some additional
information on the moduli q, r, e.g. that they are squarefree and coprime, to simplify
this informal exposition. For similar reasons we are being vague on what a “non-trivial
bound” means, but roughly speaking, it should improve upon the “trivial bound” by a
factor of log´A x where A is very large (or arbitrarily large).
If we insert the definition (1.1), and denote generically by EMT the contribution of
the second term in that definition (which is the “expected main term”), we see that we
need a non-trivial bound on the quantityÿ
q—Q
ÿ
r—R
cq,r
ÿ
n“a pqrq
α ‹ βpnq ´ EMT.
For simplicity, we will handle the r averaging trivially, and thus seek to control the sumÿ
q—Q
cq,r
ÿ
n“a pqrq
α ‹ βpnq ´ EMT
for a single r — R. We rearrange this asÿ
m—M
αpmq
ÿ
q—Q
cq,r
ÿ
n—N
nm“a pqrq
βpnq ´ EMT.
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Note that for fixed m coprime with q, the number of pairs pq, nq with q — Q, n — N ,
and nm “ a pqrq is expected to be about QN
QR
“ N
R
. Thus, if we choose R to be a little bit
less than N , e.g. R “ x´εN , then the number of pairs pq, nq associated to a given value
of m is expected to be non-trivial. This opens up the possibility of using the dispersion
method of Linnik [37], as the diagonal contribution in that method is expected to be
negligible. Accordingly, we apply Cauchy-Schwarz in the variable m, eliminating the
rough coefficient sequence α, and end up with the task of controlling an expression of
the shape ÿ
m—M
ˇˇˇÿ
q—Q
cq,r
ÿ
n—N
nm“a pqrq
βpnq ´ EMT
ˇˇˇ2
.
Opening the square as sketched above, this is equal toÿ
q1,q2—Q
cq1,rcq2,r
ÿÿ
n1,n2—N
βpn1qβpn2q
´ ÿ
m—M
n1m“a pq1rq
n2m“a pq2rq
1´ EMT
¯
.
Note that, since a pqrq is a primitive residue class, the constraints n1m “ a pq1rq, n2m “
a pq2rq imply n1 “ n2 prq. Thus we can write n2 “ n1` `r for some ` “ OpN{Rq, which
will be rather small (compare with the method of Weyl differencing).
For simplicity, we consider only4 the case ` “ 0 here. We are thus led to the task of
controlling sums such asÿ
q1,q2—Q
cq1,rcq2,r
ÿ
n—N
βpnqβpnq
´ ÿ
m—M
nm“a pq1rq
nm“a pq2rq
1´ EMT
¯
. (5.4)
It turns out (using a technical trick of Zhang which we will describe below) that we
can ensure that the moduli q1, q2 appearing here are usually coprime, in the sense that
the contribution of the non-coprime pairs q1, q2 are negligible. Assuming this, we can
use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to combine the two constraints nm “ a pq1rq,
nm “ a pq2rq into a single constraint nm “ a pq1q2rq on m. Now, we note that if R is
slightly less than N , then (since MN is close to x, and QR is close to x1{2) the modulus
q1q2r is comparable to M . This means that the inner sumÿ
m—M
nm“a pq1q2rq
1´ EMT
is essentially a complete sum, and can therefore be very efficiently handled by Lemma 4.9.
This transforms (5.4) into expressions such asÿ
0ă|h|ďH
ch
ÿ
q1,q2—Q
cq1,rcq2,r
ÿ
n—N
βpnqβpnqeq1q2r
ˆ
ah
n
˙
,
where H « Q2R
M
is a fairly small quantity, and the coefficients ch are bounded. At this
point, the contribution of the zero frequency h “ 0 has cancelled out with the expected
main term EMT (up to negligible error).
4Actually, for technical reasons, in the rigorous argument we will dispose of the ` “ 0 contribution
by a different method, so the discussion here should be viewed as an oversimplification.
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This expression involves the essentially unknown (but bounded) coefficients cq1,r, cq2,r,
βpnq, and as before, we can not do much more than eliminate them using the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. This can be done in several ways here, depending on which variables
are taken “outside” of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. For instance, if we take n to
eliminate the βpnqβpnq term, one is led, after expanding the square and exchanging the
sum in the second factor of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, to expressions such asÿ
0ă|h1|,|h2|ďH
ÿÿ
q1,q2,s1,s2—Q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
n—N
eq1q2r
ˆ
ah1
n
˙
es1s2r
ˆ
´ah2
n
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
The sum over n has length N close to the modulus rq1q2r, s1s2rs « Q4R, and therefore
can be estimated non-trivially using Corollary 4.16. As we will see, this arrangement of
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is sufficient to establish the Type II estimate (iv).
The Type I estimates are obtained by a slightly different application of Cauchy-
Schwarz. Indeed, note for instance that as the parameter σ (which occurs in the Type I
condition, but not in Type II) gets larger, the length N in the sum may become smaller
in comparison to the modulus q1q2s1s2r in the exponential sumÿ
n—N
eq1q2r
ˆ
ah1
n
˙
es1s2r
ˆ
´ah2
n
˙
,
and this necessitates more advanced exponential sum estimates to recover non-trivial
cancellation. Here, the q-van der Corput A-method enlarges the range of parameters
for which we can prove that such a cancellation occurs. This is one of the main reasons
why our Type I estimates improve on those in [52]. (The other main reason is that we
will adjust the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to lower the modulus in the exponential sum
to be significantly smaller than q1q2s1s2r — Q4R, while still keeping both the diagonal
and off-diagonal components of the Cauchy-Schwarz estimate under control.)
5.3. Reduction to exponential sums. We now turn to the details of the above strat-
egy. We begin with the preliminary manipulations (mostly following [52]) to reduce the
estimate (5.3) to a certain exponential sum estimate. This reduction can be done si-
multaneously in the four cases (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), but the verification of the exponential
sum estimate requires a different argument in each of the four cases.
In the remainder of this section $, δ, σ, I, i, a,M,N, α, β are as in Theorem 5.1. First
of all, since β satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz property, the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem
2.9 implies ÿ
dďx1{2 log´B x
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! x log´A x (5.5)
for any fixed A ą 0 and some B depending on A. From this and dyadic decomposition,
we conclude that to prove (5.3), it suffices to establish the estimateÿ
dPDpiqI pxδqXrD,2Ds
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! x log´A x
for any fixed A ą 0, and for all D such that
x1{2 Î D Î x1{2`2$ (5.6)
(recall that this means x1{2 ! xop1qD and D ! x1{2`2$`op1q for any ε ą 0).
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We now fix one such D. In the spirit of [52], we first restrict d to moduli which do
not have too many small prime factors. Precisely, let
D0 :“ expplog1{3 xq, (5.7)
and let EpDq be the set of d P rD, 2Ds such thatź
p|d
pďD0
p ą expplog2{3 xq. (5.8)
We have (cf. [11, lemme 4]):
Lemma 5.2. For any fixed A ą 0, and D obeying (5.6), we have
|EpDq| ! D log´A x.
Proof. If d ě 1 satisfies (5.8), thenź
p|d
pďD0
p ą expplog2{3 xq “ Dlog1{3 x0 .
In particular, d has at least log1{3 x prime factors, and therefore
τpdq ě 2log1{3 x.
On the other hand, we haveÿ
Dďdď2D
τpdqěκ
1 ď 1
κ
ÿ
Dďdď2D
τpdq ! D
κ
log x
for any κ ą 0 by the standard boundÿ
Dďdď2D
τpdq ! D log x
(see (1.3)), and the result follows. 
This allows us to dispose of these exceptional moduli:
Corollary 5.3. We have ÿ
dPDpiqI pxδq
dPEpDq
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! x log´A x
for any fixed A ą 0.
Proof. From (1.4) we derive the trivial bound
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! xD´1τpdqOp1q logOp1q x,
for every d — D, and hence the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality givesÿ
dPDpiqI pxδq
dPEpDq
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! |EpDq|1{2xD´1 logOp1q x
´ ÿ
dPEpDq
τpdqOp1q
¯1{2 ! x log´A x
by Lemma 5.2 and (1.3). 
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It therefore suffices to show thatÿ
dPDpiqI pxδq
dPrD,2DszEpDq
|∆pα ‹ β; a pdqq| ! x log´A x (5.9)
for any fixed A ą 0.
Let ε ą 0 be a small fixed quantity to be chosen later. From (5.2) and (5.6) we have
1 ď x´3εN ď D
for x large enough. Let j ě 0 and k ě 0 be fixed integers so that
i´ 1 “ j ` k (5.10)
Then any integer d P DpiqI pxδq can by definition (see Definition 2.1) be factored as d “ qr,
where q P DpjqI pxδq, r P DpkqI pxδq, and
x´3ε´δN ď r ď x´3εN.
Remark 5.4. The reason that r is taken to be slightly less than N is to ensure that
a diagonal term is manageable when the time comes to apply the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. The factor of 3 in the exponent is merely technical, and should be ignored
on a first reading (ε will eventually be set to be very small, so the constants in front of
ε will ultimately be irrelevant).
Let d P rD, 2DszEpDq, so that
s “
ź
p|d
pďD0
p Î 1.
Then replacing q by q{pq, sq and r by rpq, sq, we obtain a factorization d “ qr where q
has no prime factor ď D0 and
x´3ε´δN Î r Î x´3εN. (5.11)
By Lemma 2.10(0), (i), we have
q P Dpjqpsxδq “ Dpjqpxδ`op1qq, r P Dpkqpsxδq “ Dpkqpxδ`op1qq.
In particular, q P DpjqJ pxδ`op1qq where J :“ I X pD0,`8q. As i ě 1, we also have
qr “ d P DIpxδq “ Dp1qI pxδq.
Remark 5.5. The reason for removing all the small prime factors from q will become
clearer later, when the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is invoked to replace the single pa-
rameter q with two parameters q1, q2 in the same range. By excluding the small primes
from q1, q2, this will ensure that q1 and q2 will almost always be coprime, which will
make things much simpler.
The next step is to perform dyadic decompositions of the range of the q and r vari-
ables, which (in view of (5.1)) reduces the proof of (5.9) to the proof of the estimatesÿÿ
qPDpjqJ pxδ`op1qqXrQ,2Qs
rPDpkqI pxδ`op1qqXrR,2Rs
qrPDIpxδq
|∆pα ‹ β; a pqrqq| !MN log´A x
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for any fixed A ą 0 and any Q,R obeying the conditions
x´3ε´δN Î R Î x´3εN, (5.12)
x1{2 Î QR Î x1{2`2$. (5.13)
We note that these inequalities also imply that
NQ Î x1{2`2$`δ`3ε. (5.14)
For future reference we also claim the bound
RQ2 ! x. (5.15)
In the cases (i)-(iii) of Theorem 5.1, we have σ ` 4$ ` δ ă 1
2
(with plenty of room
to spare), and (5.15) then easily follows from (5.12), (5.13), (5.2). For case (i), we
have 6$ ` δ ă 1
2
, and we may argue as before, but with (5.2) replaced by the bound
N " x1{2´2$´c.
Let Q,R be as above. We will abbreviateÿ
q
Aq “
ÿ
qPDpjqJ pxδ`op1qqXrQ,2Qs
Aq (5.16)
and ÿ
r
Ar “
ÿ
rPDpkqI pxδ`op1qqXrR,2Rs
Ar (5.17)
for any summands Aq, Ar.
We now split the discrepancy by writing
∆pα ‹ β; a pqrqq “ ∆1pα ‹ β; a pqrqq `∆2pα ‹ β; a pqrqq
where
∆1pα ‹ β; a pqrqq :“
ÿ
n“a pqrq
pα ‹ βqpnq ´ 1
ϕpqq
ÿ
pn,qq“1
n“a prq
pα ‹ βqpnq,
∆2pα ‹ β; a pqrqq :“ 1
ϕpqq
ÿ
pn,qq“1
n“a prq
pα ‹ βqpnq ´ 1
ϕpqrq
ÿ
pn,qrq“1
pα ‹ βqpnq.
The second term can be dealt with immediately:
Lemma 5.6. We have ÿÿ
q,r:qrPDIpxδq
|∆2pα ‹ β; a pqrqq| ! NM log´A x
for any fixed A ą 0.
Proof. Since r ď 2R ! x1{2`op1q´3ε, the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem 2.9, applied for
each q to αq ‹ βq, where αq “ α1pn,qq“1, βq “ 1pn,qq“1, givesÿ
Rďrď2R
qrPDIpxδq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pn,qq“1
n“a prq
pα ‹ βqpnq ´ 1
ϕprq
ÿ
pn,qrq“1
pα ‹ βqpnq
ˇˇˇ
! NM log´A x,
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since βq inherits the Siegel-Walfisz property from β. Dividing by ϕpqq and summing
over q ď 2Q, we get the result using the standard estimateÿ
q
1
ϕpqq ! log x.

To deal with ∆1, it is convenient to define
∆0pα ‹ β; a, b1, b2q “
ÿ
n“a prq
n“b1 pqq
pα ‹ βqpnq ´
ÿ
n“a prq
n“b2 pqq
pα ‹ βqpnq
for all integers a, b1, b2 coprime to PI . Indeed, we haveÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆1pα ‹ β; a pqrqq| ď 1
ϕpPIq
ÿ
b pPIq
pb,PIq“1
ÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆0pα ‹ β; a, a, bq|
by the triangle inequality and the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Hence it is enough to
prove that ÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆0pα ‹ β; a, b1, b2q| ! NM log´A x (5.18)
for all a, b1, b2 coprime to PI , and this will be our goal. The advantage of this step is that
the two terms in ∆0 behave symmetrically, in contrast to those in ∆1 (or ∆), and this
will simplify the presentation of the dispersion method: in the notation of [3, 37, 52],
one only needs to control S1, and one avoids dealing explicitly with S2 or S3. This is
mostly an expository simplification, however, since the estimation of S1 is always the
most difficult part in applications of the dispersion method.
The fact that r ď R is slightly less than N ensures that the constraint n “ a prq
leaves room for non-trivial averaging of the variable n, and allows us to profitably use
the dispersion method of Linnik. We begin by writingÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆0pα ‹ β; a, b1, b2q| “
ÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
cq,r
´ ÿ
n“a prq
n“b1 pqq
pα ‹ βqpnq ´
ÿ
n“a prq
n“b2 pqq
pα ‹ βqpnq
¯
where cq,r are complex numbers of modulus 1. Expanding the Dirichlet convolution and
exchanging the sums, we obtainÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆0pα ‹ β; a, b1, b2q| “
ÿ
r
ÿ
m
αpmq
´ ÿÿ
mn“a prq
qrPDIpxδq
cq,rβpnqp1mn“b1 pqq ´ 1mn“b2 pqqq
¯
.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the r and m sums, (2.4), (2.6) and Lemma
1.3 we haveÿÿ
q,r
qrPDIpxδq
|∆0pα ‹ β; a, b1, b2q| ď R1{2M1{2plog xqOp1q
´ÿ
r
ÿ
m
ψMpmq
ˆ
ˇˇˇ ÿÿ
mn“a prq
qrPDIpxδq
cq,rβpnqp1mn“b1 pqq ´ 1mn“b2 pqqq
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
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for any smooth coefficient sequence ψM at scale M such that ψMpmq ě 1 for m in the
support of β. This means in particular that it is enough to prove the estimateÿ
r
ÿ
m
ψMpmq
ˇˇˇ ÿÿ
mn“a prq
qrPDIpxδq
cq,rβpnqp1mn“b1 pqq ´ 1mn“b2 pqqq
ˇˇˇ2 ! N2MR´1 log´A x (5.19)
for any fixed A ą 0, where ψM is a smooth coefficient sequence at scale M .
Let Σ denote the left-hand side of (5.19). Expanding the square, we find
Σ “ Σpb1, b1q ´ Σpb1, b2q ´ Σpb2, b1q ` Σpb2, b2q, (5.20)
where
Σpb1, b2q :“
ÿ
r
ÿ
m
ψMpmq
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
q1,q2,n1,n2
mn1“mn2“a prq
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
cq1,rcq2,rβpn1qβpn2q1mn1“b1 pq1q1mn2“b2 pq2q
for any integers b1 and b2 coprime to PI (where the variables q1 and q2 are subject to
the constraint (5.16)). We will prove that
Σpb1, b2q “ X `OpN2MR´1 log´A xq (5.21)
for all b1 and b2, where the main term X is independent of b1 and b2. From (5.20), the
desired conclusion (5.19) then follows.
Since a is coprime to qr, so are the variables n1 and n2 in the sum. In particular,
they satisfy the congruence n1 “ n2 prq. We write n2 “ n1 ` `r in the sum, rename n1
as n, and therefore obtain
Σpb1, b2q “
ÿ
r
ÿ
`
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
cq1,rcq2,r
ÿ
n
βpnqβpn` `rq
ÿ
m
ψMpmq1mn“b1 pq1q1mpn``rq“b2 pq2q1mn“a prq
after some rearranging (remembering that pn, q1rq “ pn ` `r, q2rq “ 1). Note that the
sum over ` is restricted to a range 0 ď |`| ! L :“ NR´1.
We will now complete the sum in m (which is long since M is just a bit smaller than
the modulus rq1, q2sr ď Q2R) using Lemma 4.9 (ii), but first we handle separately the
diagonal case n1 “ n2, i.e., ` “ 0. This contribution, say T pb1, b2q, satisfies
|T pb1, b2q| ď
ÿ
r
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
ÿ
n
|βpnq|2
ÿ
m
ψMpmq1mn“b1 pq1q1mn“b2 pq2q1mn“a prq
Î
ÿ
r—R
ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q
ÿ
s—x
τpsq1s“b1 pq1q1s“b2 pq2q1s“a prq
Î
ÿ
r—R
ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q
x
rrq1, q2s Î x ! N
2MR´1 log´A x
(since RQ2 ! x (from (5.15)) and R Î x´3N).
Now we consider the contributions where ` ‰ 0. First, since n and n` `r are coprime
to q1r and q2r respectively, we have
1mn“b1 pq1q1mpn``rq“b2 pq2q1mn“a prq “ 1m“γ prq1,q2srq (5.22)
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for some residue class γ prq1, q2srq (which depends on b1, b2, `, n and a). We will denote
q0 “ pq1, q2q, and observe that since q1, q2 have no prime factor less than D0, we have
either q0 “ 1 or q0 ě D0. (The first case gives the principal contribution, and the reader
may wish to assume that q0 “ 1 in a first reading.) The sum over n is further restricted
by the congruence
b1
n
“ b2
n` `r pq0q, (5.23)
and we will use
Cpnq :“ 1 b1
n
“ b2
n``r pq0q (5.24)
to denote the characteristic function of this condition (taking care of the fact that
it depends on other parameters). Observe that, since q0 is coprime to rb1, this is the
characteristic function of a union of at most pb1´b2, q0, `rb1q ď pq0, `q congruence classes
modulo q0.
By Lemma 4.9 (ii) applied to each choice of q1, q2, r, ` (where I is the range of the
remaining parameter n) and summing, we derive
Σpb1, b2q “ Σ0pb1, b2q ` Σ1pb1, b2q `OpMN2R´1 log´A xq,
where
Σ0pb1, b2q :“
´ÿ
m
ψMpmq
¯ÿ
r
r´1
ÿ
`‰0
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
cq1,rcq2,r
rq1, q2s
ÿ
n
βpnqβpn` `rqCpnq
and
Σ1pb1, b2q ! 1` xεΣˆ1pb1, b2q
with
Σˆ1pb1, b2q :“
ÿ
r
ÿ
`‰0
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
cq1,rcq2,r
1
H
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
n
βpnqβpn` `rqCpnqerq1,q2srpγhq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
where H :“ xεrq1, q2srM´1 ! xεQ2RM´1. We caution that H depends on q1 and q2, so
one has to take some care if one is to interchange the h and q1, q2 summations.
Remark 5.7. Before going further, note that H is rather small since M and R are close
to x1{2 and ε ą 0 will be very small: precisely, we have
H ! H0 :“ xε ˆ pQRq2 ˆ N
R
ˆ 1
NM
and using (5.12), (5.13), (5.1), we see that
x4ε Î H0 Î x4$`εpN{Rq Î x4$`δ`4ε. (5.25)
As we will be using small values of $, δ, ε, one should thus think of H as being quite
small compared to x.
We can deal immediately with Σ0pb1, b2q. We distinguish between the contributions
of q1 and q2 which are coprime, and the remainder. The first is independent of b1 and b2
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(since these parameters are only involved in the factor Cpnq “ 1b1{n“b2{pn``rq pq0q, which
is then always 1) and it will be the main term X, thus
X :“
´ÿ
m
ψMpmq
¯ÿ
r
r´1
ÿ
`‰0
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
pq1,q2q“1
cq1,rcq2,r
rq1, q2s
ÿ
n
βpnqβpn` `rq.
The remaining contribution to Σ0pb1, b2q, say Σ10pb1, b2q, satisfies
Σ10pb1, b2q ! Mplog xq
Op1q
R
ÿ
r—R
ÿ
|`|!L
ÿ
1‰q0!Q
q0PSJ
1
q0
ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q{q0
1
q1q2
ÿ
n
pτpnqτpn` `rqqOp1qCpnq.
We rearrange to sum over ` first (remember that Cpnq depends on ` also). Since rb1 is
coprime with q0, the condition b1{n “ b2{pn` `rq pq0q is a congruence condition modulo
q0 for `, and thereforeÿ
|`|!L
τpn` `rqOp1q1b1{n“b2{pn``rq pq0q !
´
1` L
q0
¯
logOp1q x “
´
1` N
q0R
¯
logOp1q x
by Lemma 1.3. Since all q0 ‰ 1 in the sum satisfy D0 ď q0 ! Q, we get
Σ10pb1, b2q ! MNplog xq
Op1q
R
ÿ
r—R
ÿ
D0ďq0!Q
1
q0
´
1` N
q0R
¯ ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q{q0
1
q1q2
!MN logOp1q x
ÿ
D0ďq0!Q
1
q0
´
1` N
q0R
¯
!MN logOp1q x` 1
D0
MN2
R
logOp1q x
!MN2R´1 log´A x,
since R ! x´3εN and D0 " logA x for all A ą 0.
Hence we have shown that
Σpb1, b2q “ X `Opxε|Σˆ1pb1, b2q|q `OpMN2R´1 log´A xq. (5.26)
From the definition, and in particular the localization of r and the value of H, we have
|Σˆ1pb1, b2q| ď
ÿ
r
ÿ
`‰0
ÿÿ
q1,q2
q1r,q2rPDIpxδq
1
H
ÿ
0ă|h|ďH
ˇˇˇÿ
n
Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rqerq1,q2srpγhq
ˇˇˇ
! x´ε M
RQ2
ÿ
1ď|`|!L
ÿ
q0!Q
q0
ÿ
r
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q (5.27)
where q0 is again pq1, q2q and
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q :“
ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“1
1
q0q1,q0q2PDpjqI pxδ`op1qq
q0q1r,q0q2rPDIpxδqÿ
1ď|h|!x
εRQ2
q0M
ˇˇˇÿ
n
Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rqΦ`ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q
ˇˇˇ
. (5.28)
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The latter expression involves the phase function Φ`, which we define for parameters
p “ ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q by
Φ`ppq :“ er
ˆ
ah
nq0q1q2
˙
eq0q1
ˆ
b1h
nrq2
˙
eq2
ˆ
b2h
pn` `rqrq0q1
˙
. (5.29)
Here we have spelled out and split, using (5.22) and the Chinese Remainder Theorem,
the congruence class of γ modulo rq1, q2sr, and changed variables so that q1 is q0q1, q2 is
q0q2 (hence rq1, q2sr becomes q0q1q2r). Moreover, the r summation must be interpreted
using (5.17). It will be important for later purposes to remark that we also have
Σˆ1pb1, b2q “ 0
unless
xεQ2R
q0M
" 1, (5.30)
since otherwise the sum over h is empty.
Gathering these estimates, we obtain the following general reduction statement, where
we pick a suitable value of pj, kq in each of the four cases of Theorem 5.1:
Theorem 5.8 (Exponential sum estimates). Let $, δ, σ ą 0 be fixed quantities, let I
be a bounded subset of R, let j, k ě 0 be fixed, let a pPIq, b1 pPIq, b2 pPIq be primitive
congruence classes, and let M,N " 1 be quantities satisfying the conditions (5.1) and
(5.2). Let ε ą 0 be a sufficiently small fixed quantity, and let Q,R be quantities obeying
(5.12), (5.13). Let ` be an integer with 1 ď |`| ! N{R, and let β be a coefficient sequence
located at scale N .
Let Φ`ppq be the phase function defined by (5.29) for parameters p “ ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q,
let Cpnq be the cutoff (5.24) and let Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q be defined in terms of β,Φ, C by
(5.28). Then we have ÿ
r
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q Î x´εQ2RNpq0, `qq´20 (5.31)
for all q0 P SI , where the sum over r is over r P DpkqI pxδ`op1qq X rR, 2Rs, provided that
one of the following hypotheses is satisfied:
(i) pj, kq “ p0, 0q, 54$ ` 15δ ` 5σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for some fixed c ą 0.
(ii) pj, kq “ p1, 0q, 56$ ` 16δ ` 4σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for some fixed c ą 0.
(iii) pj, kq “ p1, 2q, 160
3
$` 16δ` 34
9
σ ă 1, 64$` 18δ` 2σ ă 1, and N Î x1{2´2$´c for
some fixed c ą 0.
(iv) pj, kq “ p0, 0q, 68$`14δ ă 1, and N Ï x1{2´2$´c for some sufficiently small fixed
c ą 0.
The proof of the estimate (iii) requires Deligne’s form of the Riemann Hypothesis for
algebraic varieties over finite fields, but the proofs of (i), (ii), (iv) do not.
Indeed, inserting this bound in (5.27) we obtain
xε|Σˆpb1, b2q| Î x´εMN
ÿ
q0!Q
1
q0
ÿ
1ď|`|!NR´1
pq0, `q Î x´εMN2R´1
(by Lemma 1.4, crucially using the fact that we have previously removed the ` “ 0
contribution), and hence using (5.26), we derive the goal (5.21).
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Remark 5.9. As before, one should consider the q0 “ 1 case as the main case, so
that the technical factors of q0, p`, q0q, and Cpnq should be ignored at a first reading;
in practice, we will usually (though not always) end up discarding several powers of
q0 in the denominator in the final bounds for the q0 ą 1 case. The trivial bound for
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q is about pQ{q0q2NH with H “ xεRQ2M´1q´10 . Thus one needs to gain
about H over the trivial bound. As observed previously, H is quite small, and even a
modestly non-trivial exponential sum estimate can suffice for this purpose (after using
Cauchy-Schwarz to eliminate factors such as βpnqβpn` `rq).
It remains to establish Theorem 5.8 in the four cases indicated. We will do this for (i),
(ii), (iv) below, and defer the proof of (iii) to Section 8. In all four cases, one uses the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to eliminate non-smooth factors such as βpnq and βpn` `rq,
and reduces matters to incomplete exponential sum estimates. In the cases (i), (ii), (iv)
treated below, the one-dimensional exponential sum estimates from Section 4.4 suffice;
for the final case (iii), a multidimensional exponential sum estimate is involved, and
we will prove it using Deligne’s formalism of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields,
which we survey in Section 6.
5.4. Proof of Type II estimate. We begin with the proof of Theorem 5.8(iv), which
is the simplest of the four estimates to prove. We fix notation and hypotheses as in this
statement.
To prove (5.31), we will not exploit any averaging in the variable r, and more precisely,
we will show that
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q Î x´εQ2Npq0, `qq´20 (5.32)
for each q0 ě 1, r — R and ` ! N{R. We abbreviate Υ “ Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q in the remainder
of this section and denote
H “ xεRQ2M´1q´10 .
By (5.28), we can then write
Υ “
ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“1
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ch,q1,q2
ÿ
n
Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rqΦ`ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q (5.33)
for some coefficients ch,q1,q2 with modulus at most 1. We then exchange the order of
summation to move the sum over n (and the terms Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rq) outside. Since
Cpnq is the characteristic function of at most pq0, `q congruence classes modulo q0 (as
observed after (5.23)), we have
ÿ
n
Cpnq|βpnq|2|βpn` `rq|2 Î N pq0, `q
q0
(5.34)
by (1.3) (and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality), using the fact that Q ď N .
By another application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and after inserting (by
positivity) a suitable coefficient sequence ψNpnq, smooth at scale N and ě 1 for n in
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the support of βpnqβpn` `rq, we conclude the bound
|Υ|2 Î N pq0, `q
q0
ÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnq
ˇˇˇ ÿÿ
q1,q2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“1
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ch,q1,q2Φ`ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q
ˇˇˇ2
Î N
pq0, `q
q0
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
q1,q2,s1,s2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“ps1,s2q“1
ÿÿ
1ďh1,h2ď|H|
|S`,rph1, h2, q1, q2, s1, s2q|,
where the exponential sum S`,r “ S`,rph1, h2, q1, q2, s1, s2q is given by
S`,r :“
ÿ
n
CpnqψNpnqΦ`ph1, n, r, q0, q1, q2qΦ`ph2, n, r, q0, s1, s2q. (5.35)
We will prove below the following estimate for this exponential sum (compare with
[52, (12.5)]):
Proposition 5.10. For any
p “ ph1, h2, q1, q2, s1, s2q
with pq0q1q2s1s2, rq “ 1, any ` ‰ 0 and r as above with
q0qi, q0si ! Q, r ! R,
we have
|S`,rppq| Î pq0, `q
´
q´20 Q
2R1{2 ` N
q0R
ph1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2, rq
¯
.
Assuming this, we obtain
|Υ|2 Î N
´pq0, `q
q0
¯2 ÿ ¨ ¨ ¨ÿ
q1,q2,s1,s2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“ps1,s2q“1
ÿÿ
1ďh1,h2ď|H|
´ 1
q0
Q2R1{2 ` N
R
ph1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2, rq
¯
(since S`,r “ 0 unless pq0q1q2s1s2, rq “ 1, by the definition (5.29) and the definition of
eq in Section 4).
Making the change of variables ∆ “ h1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2, and noting that each ∆ has at
most τ3p∆q “ |tpa, b, cq : abc “ ∆u| representations in terms of h2, q1, q2 for each fixed
h1, s1, s2, we haveÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
q1,q2,s1,s2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“ps1,s2q“1
ÿÿ
1ďh1,h2ď|H|
ph1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2, rq ď
ÿ
|∆|!HpQ{q0q2
p∆, rq
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
h1,s1,s2
τ3ph1s1s2 ´∆q
Î H
´Q
q0
¯2 ÿ
0ď|∆|!HpQ{q0q2
p∆, rq
Î H
´Q
q0
¯2´HQ2
q20
`R
¯
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by Lemma 1.3 (bounding τ3 ď τ 2) and Lemma 1.4. Therefore we obtain
|Υ|2 Î N pq0, `q
2
q20
!H2Q2R1{2
q0
´Q
q0
¯4 ` H2N
R
´Q
q0
¯4 `NH´Q
q0
¯2)
Î
N2Q4pq0, `q2
q40
!H2Q2R1{2
N
` H
2
R
` H
Q2
)
Î
N2Q4pq0, `q2
q40
!
x2ε
Q6R5{2
M2N
` x2εRQ
4
M2
` x
εR
M
)
(5.36)
where we have discarded some powers of q0 ě 1 in the denominator to reach the second
and third lines. We now observe that
Q6R5{2
M2N
— pNQqpQRq
5
x2R5{2
Î
x1`12$`δ`3ε
R5{2
Î
x1`12$`7δ{2`21ε{2
N5{2
Q4R
M2
— N
2RQ4
x2
“ pQRqpNQq
3
x2N
Î
x8$`3δ`9ε
N
R
M
— NR
x
Î x´1´3εN2 Î x´3ε
by (5.13) and (5.14) and N Î M . Under the Type II assumption that N Ï x1{2´2$´c
for a small enough c ą 0 and that ε ą 0 is small enough, we see that (5.36) implies (5.32)
provided $ and δ satisfy#
1` 12$ ` 7δ
2
ă 5
2
p1
2
´ 2$q
8$ ` 3δ ă 1
2
´ 2$ ô
#
68$ ` 14δ ă 1
20$ ` 6δ ă 1,
both of which are, indeed, consequences of the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8 (iv) (the first
implies the second because $ ą 0 so δ ă 1{14).
To finish this treatment of the Type II sums, it remains to prove the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 5.10. For fixed pr, `, q0, a, b1, b2q we can use (5.29) to express the
phase Φ` in the form
Φ`ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q “ ep1qr
´ h
q1q2n
¯
ep2qq0q1
´ h
nq2
¯
ep3qq2
´ h
pn` τqq0q1
¯
where e
piq
d denotes various non-trivial additive characters modulo d which may depend
on pr, `, q0, a, b1, b2q and τ “ `r.
We denote Φ1pnq “ Φ`ph1, n, r, q0, q1, q2q and Φ2pnq “ Φ`ph2, n, r, q0, s1, s2q, and thus
we have
Φ1pnqΦ2pnq “ ep1qr
´ h1
q1q2n
´ h2
s1s2n
¯
ep2qq0q1
´ h1
nq2
¯
ep2qq0s1
´
´ h2
ns2
¯
ep3qq2
´ h1
pn` τqq0q1
¯
ep3qs2
´
´ h2pn` τqq0s1
¯
(5.37)
and this can be written
Φ1pnqΦ2pnq “ ep4qd1
´c1
n
¯
e
p5q
d2
´ c2
n` τ
¯
where
d1 :“ rq0rq1, s1s, d2 :“ rq2, s2s
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for some c1 and c2.
Now, since Cpnq is the characteristic function of ď pq0, `q residue classes modulo q0,
we deduce
|S`,r| “
ˇˇˇÿ
n
CpnqψNpnqΦ1pnqΦ2pnq
ˇˇˇ
ď pq0, `q max
tPZ{q0Z
ˇˇˇ ÿ
n“t pq0q
ψNpnqΦ1pnqΦ2pnq
ˇˇˇ
,
and by the second part of Corollary 4.16, we derive
|S`,r| Î pq0, `q
´rd1, d2s1{2
q
1{2
0
` N
q0
pc1, δ11q
δ11
pc2, δ12q
δ12
¯
Î pq0, `q
´
R1{2
´Q
q0
¯2 ` N
q0
pc1, δ11q
δ11
¯
where δi “ di{pd1, d2q and δ1i “ δi{pq0, δiq, since
rd1, d2s ď rq0q1q2s1s2 ! q0R
´Q
q0
¯4
,
pc2, δ12q
δ12
ď 1.
Finally, we have
pc1, δ11q
δ11
“
ź
p|δ1
p-c1,q0
p ď pc1, rq
r
(since r | δ1 and pr, q0q “ 1). But a prime p | r divides c1 precisely when the r-component
of (5.37) is constant, which happens exactly when p | h1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2, so that
S`,r Î pq0, `qR1{2
´Q
q0
¯2 ` pq0, `qN
q0R
pr, h1s1s2 ´ h2q1q2q.

Remark 5.11. By replacing the lower bound N Ï x1{2´2$´c with the lower bound
N Ï x1{2´σ, the above argument also yields the estimate Typep1qI r$, δ, σs whenever
48$` 14δ ` 10σ ă 1. However, as this constraint does not allow σ to exceed 1{10, one
cannot use this estimate as a substitute for Theorem 2.8(ii) or Theorem 2.8(iii). If one
uses the first estimate of Corollary 4.16 in place of the second, one can instead obtain
Type
p1q
I r$, δ, σs for the range 56$ ` 16δ ` 6σ ă 1, which now does permit σ to exceed
1{10, and thus gives some version of Zhang’s theorem after combining with a Type III
estimate. However, σ still does not exceed 1{6, and so one cannot dispense with the
Type III component of the argument entirely with this Type I estimate. By using a
second application of q-van der Corput, though (i.e. using the l “ 3 case of Proposition
4.12 rather than the l “ 2 case), it is possible to raise σ above 1{6, assuming sufficient
amounts of dense divisibility; we leave the details to the interested reader. However,
the Cauchy-Schwarz arguments used here are not as efficient in the Type I setting as
the Cauchy-Schwarz arguments in the sections below, and so these estimates do not
supersede their Type I counterparts.
5.5. Proof of first Type I estimate. We will establish Theorem 5.8(i), which is the
easiest of the Type I estimates to prove. The strategy follows closely that of the previous
section. The changes, roughly speaking, are that the Cauchy-Schwarz argument is
slightly modified (so that only the q2 variable is duplicated, rather than both q1 and q2)
and that we use an exponential sum estimate based on the first part of Corollary 4.16
instead of the second.
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As before, we will establish the bound (5.32) for each individual r. We abbreviate
again Υ “ Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q and denote
H “ xεRQ2M´1q´10 .
We begin with the formula (5.33) for Υ, move the q1 and n sums outside, apply the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (and insert a suitable smooth coefficient sequence ψNpnq at
scale N to the n sum), so that we get
|Υ|2 ď Υ1Υ2
with
Υ1 :“
ÿ
q1—Q{q0
ÿ
n
Cpnq|βpnq|2|βpn` `rq|2 Î NQpq0, `q
q20
,
(as in (5.34)) and
Υ2 :“
ÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnq
ÿ
q1—Q{q0
ˇˇˇ ÿ
q2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“1
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ch,q1,q2Φ`ph, n, r, q0, q1, q2q
ˇˇˇ2
“
ÿ
q1—Q{q0
ÿÿ
q2,s2—Q{q0
pq1,q2q“pq1,s2q“1
ÿÿ
1ďh1,h2ď|H|
ch1,q1,q2ch2,q1,s2S`,rph1, h2, q1, q2, q1, s2q,
where S`,r is the same sum (5.35) as before and the variables pq1, q2, s2q are restricted
by the condition q0q1r, q0q2r, q0s2r P DIpxδq (recall the definition (5.28)).
We will prove the following bound:
Proposition 5.12. For any
p “ ph1, h2, q1, q2, q1, s2q
with pq0q1q2s2, rq “ 1 and for any ` ‰ 0 and r as above with
q0qir, q0s2r P DIpxδq
q0qi ! Q, q0s2 ! Q, r ! R,
we have
|S`,rppq| Î q1{60 N1{2xδ{6pQ3Rq1{6 `R´1Nph1s2 ´ h2q2, rq.
We first conclude assuming this estimate: arguing as in the previous section to sum
the gcd ph1s2 ´ h2q2, rq, we obtain
Υ2 Î
´Q
q0
¯3
H2
!
q
1{6
0 N
1{2pQ3Rq1{6xδ{6 ` N
R
)
`HN
´Q
q0
¯2
,
and therefore
|Υ|2 Î NQpq0, `q
q20
!
q
1{6
0
´Q
q0
¯3
H2N1{2pQ3Rq1{6xδ{6 `
´Q
q0
¯3H2N
R
`HN
´Q
q0
¯2)
Î
N2Q4pq0, `q2
q40
!H2Q1{2R1{6xδ{6
N1{2
` H
2
R
` H
Q
)
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where we once again discard some powers of q0 ě 1 from the denominator. Using
again (5.13) and (5.14) and N ÎM , we find that
H2Q1{2R1{6xδ{6
N1{2
Î xδ{6`2ε
R13{6Q9{2
M2N1{2
Î x´2`δ{6`2ε
N3{2pQRq9{2
R7{3
Î
x1{4`9$`5δ{2`9ε
N5{6
H2
R
Î
x8$`3δ`11ε
N
H
Q
ď xεRQ
M
Î
x1{2`2$`ε
M
Î x´c`ε,
and using the assumption N Ï x1{2´σ from (5.2), we will derive (5.32) if c “ 3ε, ε ą 0
is small enough, and#
1
4
` 9$ ` 5 δ
2
ă 5
6
´
1
2
´ σ
¯
8$ ` 3δ ă 1
2
´ σ ô
#
54$ ` 15δ ` 5σ ă 1
16$ ` 6δ ` 2σ ă 1.
For $, δ, σ ą 0, the first condition implies the second (as its coefficients are larger).
Since the first condition is the assumption of Theorem 5.8(i), we are then done.
We now prove the exponential sum estimate.
Proof of Proposition 5.12. We denote
Φ1pnq “ Φ`ph1, n, r, q0, q1, q2q, Φ2pnq “ Φ`ph2, n, r, q0, q1, s2q,
as in the proof of Proposition 5.10, and we write
Φ1pnqΦ2pnq “ ep4qd1
´c1
n
¯
e
p5q
d2
´ c2
n` τ
¯
for some c1 and c2, where
d1 :“ rq0q1, d2 :“ rq2, s2s.
Since rq0q1, rq0q2 and rq0s2 are x
δ-densely divisible, Lemma 2.10(ii) implies that the
lcm rd1, d2s “ rrq0q1, rq0q2, rq0s2s is also xδ-densely divisible.
Splitting again the factor Cpnq into residue classes modulo q0, and applying the first
part of Corollary 4.16 to each residue class, we obtain
|S`,r| Î pq0, `q
´N1{2
q
1{2
0
rd1, d2s1{6xδ{6 ` N
q0
pc1, δ11q
δ1
pc2, δ12q
δ12
¯
where δi “ di{pd1, d2q and δ1i “ δi{pq0, δiq. Again, as in the proof of Proposition 5.10, we
conclude by observing that rd1, d2s ď Q3R{q0, pc2, δ12q{δ12 ď 1 while
pc1, δ11q
δ11
ď pc1, rq
r
,
and inspection of the r-component of Φ1pnqΦ2pnq using (5.29) shows that a prime p | r
divides c1 if and only if p | h1s2 ´ h2q2. 
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5.6. Proof of second Type I estimate. We finish this section with the proof of
Theorem 5.8(ii). The idea is very similar to the previous Type I estimate, the main
difference being that since q1 (and q2) is densely divisible in this case, we can split the
sum over q1 to obtain a better balance of the factors in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
As before, we will prove the bound (5.32) for individual r, and we abbreviate Υ “
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q and denote
H “ xεRQ2M´1q´10 .
We may assume that H ě 1, since otherwise the bound is trivial. We note that q0q1 is,
by assumption, xδ`op1q-densely divisible, and therefore by Lemma 2.10(i), q1 is y-densely
divisible with y “ q0xδ`op1q. Furthermore we have
x´2εQ{H Ï xc´3ε
by (5.13) and M Ï x1{2`2$`c, and
x´2εQ{H Î q1y “ q1q0xδ`op1q
since q1q0 — Q and H ě 1. Thus (assuming c ą 3ε) we can factor
q1 “ u1v1
where u1, v1 are squarefree with
q´10 x
´δ´2εQ{H Î u1 Î x´2εQ{H
q´10 x
2εH Î v1 Î xδ`2εH
(either from dense divisibility if x´2εQ{H Î q1, or taking u1 “ q1, v1 “ 1 otherwise).
Let
ΥU,V :“
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ÿ
u1—U
ÿ
v1—V
ÿ
q2—Q{q0
pu1v1,q0q2q“1
ˇˇˇÿ
n
Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rqΦ`ph, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2q
ˇˇˇ
,
where u1, v1 are understood to be squarefree.
By dyadic decomposition of the sum over q1 “ u1v1 in Υ, it is enough to prove that
ΥU,V Î x´εpq0, `qQ2Nq´20 (5.38)
whenever
q´10 x
´δ´2εQ{H Î U Î x´2εQ{H (5.39)
q´10 x
2εH Î V Î xδ`2εH (5.40)
UV — Q{q0. (5.41)
We replace the modulus by complex numbers ch,u1,v1,q2 of modulus at most 1, move
the sum over n, u1 and q2 outside and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as in the
previous sections to obtain
|ΥU,V |2 ď Υ1Υ2
with
Υ1 :“
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿ
n
Cpnq|βpnq|2|βpn` `rq|2 Î pq0, `qNQU
q20
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as in (5.34) and
Υ2 :“
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
v1—V ;pu1v1,q0q2q“1
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ch,u1,v1,q2Φ`ph, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2q
ˇˇˇ2
“
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿÿ
v1,v2—V ;pu1v1v2,q0q2q“1
ÿÿ
1ď|h1|,|h2|ďH
ch1,u1,v1,q2ch2,u1,v2,q2T`,rph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2, q0q
where the exponential sum T`,r is a variant of S`,r given by
T`,r :“
ÿ
n
CpnqψNpnqΦ`ph1, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2qΦ`ph2, n, r, q0, u1v2, q2q. (5.42)
The analogue of Propositions 5.10 and 5.12 is:
Proposition 5.13. For any
p “ ph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2, q0q
with pu1v1v2, q0q2q “ pq0, q2q “ 1, any ` ‰ 0 and r as above, we have
|T`,rppq| Î pq0, `q
´
q
´1{2
0 N
1{2xδ{3`ε{3pRHQ2q1{6 ` N
q0R
ph1v2 ´ h2v1, rq
¯
.
Assuming this, we derive as before
Υ2 Î pq0, `qH2UV 2
´Q
q0
¯!
N1{2pRHQ2q1{6xδ{3`ε{3 ` N
R
)
`HNUV
´Q
q20
¯
,
and then
|ΥU,V |2 Î pq0, `q2NQU
q0
!H2Q3N1{2pHQ2Rq1{6xδ{3`ε{3
Uq30
` H
2NQ3
URq30
`HN
´Q2
q30
¯)
Î pq0, `q2N
2Q4
q40
!H13{6Q1{3R1{6xδ{3`ε{3
N1{2
` H
2
R
` H
V q0
)
since UV — Q{q0, where we have again discarded a factor of q0 in the first line. Using
again (5.13), (5.14), (5.40), we find that
H13{6Q1{3R1{6xδ{3`ε{3
N1{2
Î xδ`5ε{2
R7{3Q14{3
N1{2M13{6
Î x1{6`28${3`δ{3`5ε{2
N5{3
R7{3
Î
x28${3`8δ{3`1{6`19ε{2
N2{3
H2
R
Î
x8$`3δ`11ε
N
H
V q0
Î x´2ε,
and therefore (5.38) holds for sufficiently small ε provided#
28$
3
` 8δ
3
` 1
6
ă 2
3
`
1
2
´ σ˘
8$ ` 3δ ă 1
2
´ σ ô
#
56$ ` 16δ ` 4σ ă 1
16$ ` 6δ ` 2σ ă 1.
Again the first condition implies the second, and the proof is completed.
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Proof of Proposition 5.13. We proceed as in the previous cases. Denoting
Φ1pnq :“ Φ`ph1, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2q, Φ2pnq :“ Φ`ph2, n, r, q0, u1v2, q2q
for brevity, we may write
Φ1pnqΦ2pnq “ ep4qd1
´c1
n
¯
e
p5q
d2
´ c2
n` τ
¯
by (5.29) for some c1 and c2 and τ , where
d1 :“ rq0u1rv1, v2s, d2 :“ q2.
Since rq0u1v1, rq0u1v2 and rq0q2 are x
δ-densely divisible, Lemma 2.10(ii) implies that
their gcd rd1, d2s is also xδ-densely divisible.
Splitting again the factor Cpnq into residue classes modulo q0, and applying the first
part of Corollary 4.16 to each residue class, we obtain
|T`,r| Î pq0, `q
´N1{2
q
1{2
0
rd1, d2s1{6xδ{6 ` N
q0
pc1, δ11q
δ11
pc2, δ12q
δ12
¯
where δi “ di{pd1, d2q and δ1i “ δi{pq0, δiq. We conclude as before by observing that
rd1, d2s ! QRUV 2 Î xδ`2εHQ
2R
q0
,
by (5.40) and (5.41), that pc2, δ2q{δ2 ď 1 and that pc1, δq{δ1 ď pc1, rq{r, where inspection
of the r-component of Φ1pnqΦ2pnq using (5.29) shows that a prime p | r divides c1 if
and only if p | h1v2 ´ h2v1. 
6. Trace functions and multidimensional exponential sum estimates
In this section (as in Section 4), we do not use the standard asymptotic convention
(Definition 1.2), since we discuss general ideas that are of interest independently of the
goal of bounding gaps between primes.
We will discuss some of the machinery and formalism of `-adic sheaves F on curves5
and their associated Frobenius trace functions tF . This will allow us to state and
then apply the deep theorems of Deligne’s general form of the Riemann Hypothesis
over finite fields for such sheaves. We will use these theorems to establish certain
estimates for multi-variable exponential sums which go beyond the one-dimensional
estimates obtainable from Lemma 4.2 (specifically, the estimates we need are stated in
Corollary 6.24 and Corollary 6.26).
The point is that these Frobenius trace functions significantly generalize the rational
phase functions x ÞÑ ep
´
P pxq
Qpxq
¯
which appear in Lemma 4.2. They include more general
functions, such as the hyper-Kloosterman sums
x ÞÑ p´1q
m´1
p
m´1
2
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
y1,...,ymPFp
y1...ym“x
eppy1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ymq,
and satisfy a very flexible formalism. In particular, the class of Frobenius trace functions
is (essentially) closed under basic operations such as pointwise addition and multipli-
cation, complex conjugation, change of variable (pullback), and the normalized Fourier
5In our applications, the only curves U we deal with are obtained by removing a finite number of
points from the projective line P1.
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transform. Using these closure properties allows us to build a rich class of useful trace
functions from just a small set of basic trace functions. In fact, the sheaves we actually
use in this paper are ultimately obtained from only two sheaves: the Artin-Schreier
sheaf and the third hyper-Kloosterman sheaf.6 However, we have chosen to discuss
more general sheaves in this section in order to present the sheaf-theoretic framework
in a more natural fashion.
Because exponential sums depending on a parameter are often themselves trace func-
tions, one can recast many multidimensional exponential sums (e.g.ÿ
x1,...,xnPFp
eppfpx1, . . . , xnqq
for some rational function f P FppX1, . . . , Xnq) in terms of one-dimensional sums of
Frobenius trace functions. As a very rough first approximation, Deligne’s results [9]
imply that the square root cancellation exhibited in Lemma 4.2 is also present for these
more general sums of Frobenius trace functions, as long as certain degenerate cases are
avoided. Therefore, at least in principle, this implies square root cancellation for many
multidimensional exponential sums.
In practice, this is often not entirely straightforward, as we will explain. One par-
ticular issue is that the bounds provided by Deligne’s theorems depend on a certain
measure of complexity of the `-adic sheaf defining the trace function, which is known
as the conductor of a sheaf. In estimates for sums of trace functions, this conductor
plays the same role that the degrees of the polynomials f, g play in Lemma 4.2. We
will therefore have to expend some effort to control the conductors of various sheaves
before we can extract usable estimates from Deligne’s results.
This section is not self-contained, and assumes a certain amount of prior formal
knowledge of the terminology of `-adic cohomology on curves. For readers who are
not familiar with this material, we would recommend as references such surveys as [30,
§11.11], [35], [20], and some of the books and papers of Katz, in particular [31, 33, 32], as
well as Deligne’s own account [7, Sommes trig.]. We would like to stress that, if the main
results of the theory are assumed and the construction of some main objects (e.g. the
Artin-Schreier and hyper-Kloosterman sheaves) is accepted, working with `-adic sheaves
essentially amounts to studying certain finite-dimensional continuous representations of
the Galois group of the field FppXq of rational functions over Fp.
Alternatively, for the purposes of establishing only the bounds on (incomplete) multi-
variable exponential sums used in the proofs of the main theorems of this paper (namely
the bounds in Corollary 6.24 and Corollary 6.26), it is possible to ignore all references to
sheaves, if one accepts the estimates on complete multi-dimensional exponential sums
in Proposition 6.11 and Theorem 6.17 as “black boxes”; the estimates on incomplete
exponential sums will be deduced from these results via completion of sums and the
q-van der Corput A-process.
6.1. `-adic sheaves on the projective line. For p a prime, we fix an algebraic closure
Fp of Fp and denote by k Ă Fp “ k a finite extension of Fp. Its cardinality is usually
denoted |k| “ prk:Fps “ pdegpkq “ q. For us, the Frobenius element relative to k means
6One can even reduce the number of generating sheaves to one, because the sheaf-theoretic Fourier
transform, combined with pullback via the inversion map x ÞÑ 1x , may be used to iteratively build the
hyper-Kloosterman sheaves from the Artin-Schreier sheaf.
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systematically the geometric Frobenius Frk, which is the inverse in Galpk{kq of the
arithmetic Frobenius, x ÞÑ xq on k.
We denote by K “ Fpptq the function field of the projective line P1Fp and by K Ą Fp
some separable closure; let η “ SpecpKq be the corresponding geometric generic point.
We fix another prime ` ‰ p, and we denote by ι : Q` ãÑ C an algebraic closure of the
field Q` of `-adic numbers, together with an embedding into the complex numbers. By
an `-adic sheaf F on a noetherian scheme X (in practice, a curve), we always mean
a constructible sheaf of finite-dimensional Q`-vector spaces with respect to the e´tale
topology on X, and we recall that the category of `-adic sheaves is abelian.
We will be especially interested in the case X “ P1k (the projective line) and we will
use the following notation for the translation, dilation, and fractional linear maps from
P1 to itself:
r`ls : x ÞÑ x` l,
rˆas : x ÞÑ ax,
γ : x ÞÑ γ ¨ x “ ax` b
cx` d for γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pFpq.
We will often transform a sheaf F on P1k by applying pullback by one of the above maps,
and we denote these pullback sheaves by r`ls˚F , rˆas˚F and γ˚F .
6.1.1. Galois representations. The category of `-adic sheaves on P1k admits a relatively
concrete description in terms of representations of the Galois group GalpK{k.Kq. We
recall some important features of it here and we refer to [31, 4.4] for a complete presen-
tation.
For j : U ãÑ P1k some non-empty open subset defined over k, we denote by pi1pUq
(resp. pig1pUq) the arithmetic (resp. geometric) fundamental group of U , which may be
defined as the quotient of GalpK{k.Kq (resp. of GalpK{k.Kq) by the smallest closed
normal subgroup containing all the inertia subgroups above the closed points of U . We
have then a commutative diagram of short exact sequences of groups
1 GalpK{k.Kq GalpK{k.Kq Galpk{kq 1
1 pig1pUq pi1pUq Galpk{kq 1
“ (6.1)
Given an `-adic sheaf F on P1k, there exists some non-empty (hence dense, in the
Zariski topology) open set j : U ãÑ P1k such that the pullback j˚F (the restriction of
F to U) is lisse, or in other words, for which j˚F “is” a finite-dimensional continuous
representation ρF of GalpK{k.Kq factoring through pi1pUq
ρF : GalpK{k.Kq pi1pUq Ñ GLpFηq,
where the geometric generic stalk Fη of F is a finite-dimensional Q`-vector space. Its
dimension is the (generic) rank of F and is denoted rkpFq. There is a maximal (with
respect to inclusion) open subset on which F is lisse, which will be denoted UF .
We will freely apply the terminology of representations to `-adic sheaves. The prop-
erties of ρF as a representation of the arithmetic Galois group GalpK{k.Kq (or of the
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arithmetic fundamental group pi1pUq) will be qualified as “arithmetic”, while the prop-
erties of its restriction ρgF to the geometric Galois group GalpK{k.Kq (or the geometric
fundamental group pig1pUq) will be qualified as “geometric”. For instance, we will say
that F is arithmetically irreducible (resp. geometrically irreducible) or arithmetically
isotypic (resp. geometrically isotypic) if the corresponding arithmetic representation ρF
(resp. the geometric representation ρgF) is.
We will be mostly interested in the geometric properties of a sheaf, therefore we
will usually omit the adjective “geometric” in our statements, so that “isotypic” will
mean “geometrically isotypic”. We will always spell out explicitly when an arithmetic
property is intended, so that no confusion can arise.
6.1.2. Middle-extension sheaves. An `-adic sheaf is a called a middle-extension sheaf if,
for some (and in fact, for any) non-empty open subset j : U ãÑ P1k such that j˚F is
lisse, we have an arithmetic isomorphism
F » j˚j˚F ,
or equivalently if, for every x P P1pkq, the specialization maps (cf. [31, 4.4])
sx : Fx Ñ F Ixη
are isomorphisms, where Ix is the inertia subgroup at x. Given an `-adic sheaf, its
associated middle-extension is the sheaf
Fme “ j˚j˚F
for some non-empty open subset j : U ãÑ P1k on which F is lisse. This sheaf is a middle-
extension sheaf, and is (up to arithmetic isomorphism) the unique middle-extension
sheaf whose restriction to U is arithmetically isomorphic to that of F . In particular,
Fme does not depend on the choice of U .
6.2. The trace function of a sheaf. Let F be an `-adic sheaf on the projective line
over Fp. For each finite extension k{Fp, F defines a complex valued function
x ÞÑ tFpx; kq
on kYt8u “ P1pkq, which is called the Frobenius trace function, or just trace function,
associated with F and k. It is defined by
P1pkq Q x ÞÑ tFpx; kq :“ ιpTrpFrx,k|Fxqq.
Here x : Specpkq Ñ P1k denotes a geometric point above x, and Fx is the stalk of F
at that point, which is a finite-dimensional Q`-vector space on which Galpk{kq acts
linearly, and Frx,k denotes the geometric Frobenius of that Galois group. The trace of
the action of this operator is independent of the choice of x.
If k “ Fp, which is the case of importance for the applications in this paper, we will
write tFpx; pq or simply tFpxq instead of tFpx;Fpq.
If x P UFpkq, the quantity tFpx; kq is simply the trace of the geometric Frobenius
conjugacy class of a place of K above x acting through the associated representation
Fη, i.e., the value (under ι) of the character of the representation at this conjugacy
class:
tFpx; kq “ ιpTrpFrx,k|Fηqq.
If F is a middle-extension sheaf one has more generally
tFpx; kq “ ιpTrpFrx,k|F Ixη qq.
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For any sheaf F , the trace function of F restricted to UFpkq coincides with the
restriction of the trace function of Fme.
6.2.1. Purity and admissibility. The following notion was introduced by Deligne [9].
Definition 6.1 (Purity). For i P Z, an `-adic sheaf on P1Fp is generically pure (or pure,
for short) of weight i if, for any k{Fp and any x P UFpkq, the eigenvalues of Frx,k acting
on Fη are Q-algebraic numbers whose Galois conjugates have complex absolute value
equal to qi{2 “ |k|i{2.
Remark 6.2. Deligne proved (see [9, (1.8.9)]) that if F is generically pure of weight
i, then for any k{Fp and any x P P1pkq, the eigenvalues of Frx,k acting on F Ixη are
Q-algebraic numbers whose Galois conjugates have complex absolute value ď qi{2.
In particular, if F is a middle-extension sheaf which is pointwise pure of weight i,
then we get
|tFpx; kq| “ |ιpTrpFrx|F Ixη qq| ď rkpFqqi{2 (6.2)
for any x P P1pkq.
We can now describe the class of sheaves and trace functions that we will work with.
Definition 6.3 (Admissible sheaves). Let k be a finite extension of Fp. An admissible
sheaf over k is a middle-extension sheaf on P1k which is pointwise pure of weight 0. An
admissible trace function over k is a function k Ñ C which is equal to the trace function
of some admissible sheaf restricted to k Ă P1pkq.
Remark 6.4. The weight 0 condition may be viewed as a normalization to ensure that
admissible trace functions typically have magnitude comparable to 1. Sheaves which are
pure of some other weight can be studied by reducing to the 0 case by the simple device
of Tate twists. However, we will not need to do this, as we will be working exclusively
with sheaves which are pure of weight 0.
6.2.2. Conductor. Let F be a middle-extension sheaf on P1k. The conductor of F is
defined to be
condpFq :“ rkpFq ` |pP1 ´ UFqpkq| `
ÿ
xPpP1´UF qpkq
swanxpFq
where swanxpFq denotes the Swan conductor of the representation ρF at x, a non-
negative integer measuring the “wild ramification” of ρF at x (see e.g. [32, Definition
1.6] for the precise definition of the Swan conductor). If swanxpFq “ 0, one says that
F is tamely ramified at x, and otherwise that it is wildly ramified.
The invariant condpFq is a non-negative integer (positive if F ‰ 0) and it measures the
complexity of the sheaf F and of its trace function tF . For instance, if F is admissible,
so that it is also pure of weight 0, then we deduce from (6.2) that
|tFpx; kq| ď rkpFq ď condpFq (6.3)
for any x P k.
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6.2.3. Dual and Tensor Product. Given admissible sheaves F and G on P1k, their tensor
product, denoted F b G, is by definition the middle-extension sheaf associated to the
tensor product representation ρF b ρG (computed over the intersection of UF and UG,
which is still a dense open set of P1k). Note that this sheaf may be different from
the tensor product of F and G as constructible sheaves (similarly to the fact that the
product of two primitive Dirichlet characters is not necessarily primitive).
Similarly, the dual of F , denoted qF , is defined as the middle extension sheaf associated
to the contragredient representation |ρF .
We have
UF X UG Ă UFbG, U qF “ UF .
It is not obvious, but true, that the tensor product and the dual of admissible sheaves
are admissible. We then have
tFbGpx; kq “ tFpx; kqtGpx; kq, t qFpx; kq “ tFpx; kq (6.4)
for x P UFpkq X UGpkq and x P P1pkq, respectively. In particular, the product of two
admissible trace functions tF and tG coincides with an admissible trace function outside
a set of at most condpFq`condpGq elements, and the complex conjugate of an admissible
trace function is again an admissible trace function.
We also have
condp qFq “ condpFq (6.5)
(which is easy to check from the definition of Swan conductors) and
condpF b Gq ! rkpFqrkpGq condpFq condpGq ď condpFq2 condpGq2 (6.6)
where the implied constant is absolute (which is also relatively elementary, see [15, Prop.
8.2(2)] or [19, Lemma 4.8]).
6.3. Irreducible components and isotypic decomposition. Let k be a finite field,
let F be an admissible sheaf over P1k and consider U “ UF and the corresponding open
immersion j : U ãÑ P1k. A fundamental result of Deligne [9, (3.4.1)] proves that ρF is
then geometrically semisimple. Thus there exist lisse sheaves G on U ˆ k, irreducible
and pairwise non-isomorphic, and integers npGq ě 1, such that we have
j˚F »à
G
GnpGq
as an isomorphism of lisse sheaves on U ˆ k (the G might not be defined over k).
Extending with j˚ to P1k we obtain a decomposition
F »à
G
j˚GnpGq
where each j˚G is a middle-extension sheaf over k. We call the sheaves j˚G the geomet-
rically irreducible components of F .
Over the open set UF , we can define the arithmetic semisimplification ρssF as the direct
sum of the Jordan-Ho¨lder arithmetically irreducible components of the representation
ρF . Each arithmetically irreducible component is either geometrically isotypic or in-
duced from a proper finite index subgroup of pi1pUFq. If an arithmetically irreducible
component pi is induced, it follows that the trace function of the middle-extension sheaf
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corresponding to pi vanishes identically. Thus, if we denote by IsopFq the set of middle-
extensions associated to the geometrically isotypic components of ρssF , we obtain an
identity
tF “
ÿ
GPIsopFq
tG (6.7)
(indeed, these two functions coincide on UF and are both trace functions of middle-
extension sheaves), where each summand is admissible. For these facts, we refer to [31,
§4.4, §4.5] and [15, Prop. 8.3].
6.4. Deligne’s main theorem and quasi-orthogonality. The generalizations of
complete exponential sums over finite fields that we consider are sums
SpF ; kq “
ÿ
xPk
tFpx; kq
for any admissible sheaf F over P1k. By (6.3), we have the trivial bound
|SpF ; kq| ď condpFq|k| “ condpFqq.
Deligne’s main theorem [9, Thm. 1] provides strong non-trivial estimates for such sums,
at least when p is large compared to condpFq.
Theorem 6.5 (Sums of trace functions). Let F be an admissible sheaf on P1k where|k| “ q and U “ UF . We have
SpF ; kq “ qTr `Frk|pFηqpig1pUq˘`OpcondpFq2q1{2q
where pFηqpig1pUq denotes the Tate-twisted pig1pUFq-coinvariant space7 of ρF , on which
Galpk{kq acts canonically, and where the implied constant is effective and absolute.
Proof. Using (6.3), we have
SpF ; kq “
ÿ
xPUpkq
tFpx; kq `OpcondpFq2q
where the implied constant is at most 1. The Grothendieck-Lefshetz trace formula (see,
e.g., [32, Chap. 3]) gives
SFpU, kq “
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qi Tr `Frk|H icpU bk k,Fq˘
where H icpU bk k,Fq is the ith compactly supported e´tale cohomology group of the base
change of U to k with coefficients in F , on which the global Frobenius automorphism
Frk acts.
Since U is affine and F is lisse on U , it is known that H0c pU bk k,Fq “ 0. For i “ 1,
Deligne’s main theorem shows that, because F is of weight 0, all eigenvalues of Frk
acting on H1c pU ˆk k,Fq are algebraic numbers with complex absolute value ď |k|1{2,
so that ˇˇ
Tr
`
Frk|H1c pU bk k,Fq
˘ˇˇ ď dim `H1c pU bk k,Fq˘ q1{2.
Using the Euler-Poincare´ formula and the definition of the conductor, one easily obtains
dim
`
H1c pU bk k,Fq
˘ ! condpFq2
7Recall that the coinvariant space of a representation of a group G is the largest quotient on which
the group G acts trivially.
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with an absolute implied constant (see, e.g., [32, Chap. 2] or [17, Th. 2.4]).
Finally for i “ 2, it follows from Poincare´ duality that H2c pUbk k,Fq is isomorphic to
the Tate-twisted space of pig1pUq-coinvariants of Fη (see, e.g., [32, Chap. 2.]), and hence
the contribution of this term is the main term in the formula. 
6.4.1. Correlation and quasi-orthogonality of trace functions. An important application
of the above formula arises when estimating the correlation between the trace functions
tF and tG associated to two admissible sheaves F ,G, i.e., when computing the sum
associated to the tensor product sheaf F b qG. We define the correlation sum
CpF ,G; kq :“
ÿ
xPk
tFpx; kqtGpx; kq.
From (6.3) we have the trivial bound
|CF ,Gpkq| ď condpFq condpGqq.
The Riemann Hypothesis allows us improve upon this bound when F , G are “disjoint”:
Corollary 6.6 (Square root cancellation). Let F ,G be two admissible sheaves on P1k
for a finite field k. If F and G have no irreducible constituent in common, then we have
|CpF ,G; kq| ! pcondpFq condpGqq4q1{2
where the implied constant is absolute. In particular, if in addition condpFq and condpGq
are bounded by a fixed constant, then
|CpF ,G; kq| ! q1{2.
Proof. We have
tFb qGpx; kq “ tFpx; kqtGpx; kq
for x P UFpkq X UGpkq and
|tFb qGpx; kq|, |tFpx; kqtGpx; kq| ď condpFq condpGq.
Thus the previous proposition applied to the sheaf F b qG gives
CpF ,G; kq “ SpF b qG; kq `OppcondpFq ` condpGqq condpFq condpGqq
“ qTr
´
Frk|pF b qGqηqpig1pUq¯`OppcondpFq condpGqq4q1{2q
using (6.5) and (6.6). We conclude by observing that, by Schur’s Lemma and the
geometric semisimplicity of admissible sheaves (proved by Deligne [9, (3.4.1)]), our
disjointness assumption on F and G implies that the coinvariant space vanishes. 
6.5. The Artin-Schreier sheaf. We will now start discussing specific important ad-
missible sheaves. Let p be a prime and let ψ : pFp,`q Ñ Cˆ be a non-trivial additive
character. For any finite extension k of Fp, we then have an additive character
ψk :
#
k Ñ Cˆ
x ÞÑ ψpTrk{Fppxqq,
where Trk{Fp is the trace map from k to Fp.
One shows (see [32, Chap. 4], [7, §1.4], [30, p. 302–303]) that there exists an admissible
sheaf Lψ, called the Artin-Schreier sheaf associated to ψ, with the following properties:
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‚ the sheaf Lψ has rank 1, hence is automatically geometrically irreducible, and it
is geometrically non-trivial;
‚ the sheaf Lψ is lisse on A1Fp , and wildly ramified at 8 with swan8pLψq “ 1,
so that in particular condpLψq “ 3, independently of p and of the non-trivial
additive character ψ;
‚ the trace function is given by the formula
tLψpx; kq “ ψkpxq
for every finite extension k{Fp and every x P A1pkq “ k, and
tLψp8; kq “ 0.
Let f P FppXq be a rational function not of the shape gp´ g` c for g P FppXq, c P Fp
(for instance whose zeros or poles have order prime to p). Then f defines a morphism
f : P1Fp Ñ P1Fp , and we denote by Lψpfq the pull-back sheaf f˚Lψ, which we call the
Artin-Schreier sheaf associated to f and ψ. Then Lψpfq has the following properties:
‚ it has rank 1, hence is geometrically irreducible, and it is geometrically non-
trivial (because f is not of the form gp ´ g ` c for some other function g, by
assumption);
‚ it is lisse outside the poles of f , and wildly ramified at each pole with Swan
conductor equal to the order of the pole, so that if the denominator of f has
degree d (coprime to p) we have condpLψpfqq “ 1` e` d, where e is the number
of distinct poles of f ;
‚ it has trace function given by the formula
tLψpfqpx; kq “ ψptrk{Fppfpxqqq
for any finite extension k{Fp and any x P P1pkq which is not a pole of f , and
tLψpfqpx; kq “ 0 if x is a pole of f .
In particular, from Theorem 6.5, we thus obtain the estimateˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFp
ψpfpxqq
ˇˇˇ
! degpfq2p1{2
for such f , which is a slightly weaker form of the Weil bound from Lemma 4.2. Note
that this weakening, which is immaterial in our applications, is only due to the general
formulation of Theorem 6.5 which did not attempt to obtain the best possible estimate
for specific situations.
6.6. The `-adic Fourier transform. Let p be a prime, k{Fp a finite extension and ψ
a non-trivial additive character of k. For a finite extension k{Fp and a function x ÞÑ tpxq
defined on k, we define the normalized Fourier transform FTψtpxq by the formula
FTψtpxq :“ ´ 1
q1{2
ÿ
yPk
tpyqψpxyq
(which is similar to (4.11) except for the sign). It is a very deep fact that, when
applied to trace functions, this construction has a sheaf-theoretic incarnation. This was
defined by Deligne and studied extensively by Laumon [36] and Katz [32]. However, a
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restriction on the admissible sheaves is necessary, in view of the following obstruction:
if tpxq “ ψpbxq for some b P k, then its Fourier transform is a Dirac-type function
FTψptqpxq “ ´q1{2δ´bpxq “
#
´q1{2 if x “ ´b
0 otherwise.
But this cannot in general be an admissible trace function with bounded conductor as
this would violate (6.2) at x “ ´b if q is large enough. We make the following definition,
as in [32]:
Definition 6.7 (Admissible Fourier sheaves). An admissible sheaf over P1k is a Fourier
sheaf if its geometrically irreducible components are neither trivial nor Artin-Schreier
sheaves Lψ for some non-trivial additive character ψ.
Theorem 6.8 (Sheaf-theoretic Fourier transform). Let p be a prime and k{Fp a finite
extension, and let ψ be a non-trivial additive character of k. Let F be an admissible
`-adic Fourier sheaf on P1k. There exists an `-adic sheaf
G “ FTψpFq,
called the Fourier transform of F , which is also an admissible `-adic Fourier sheaf, with
the property that for any finite extension k1{k, we have
tGp¨; k1q “ FTψk1 tFp¨; kq,
in particular
tGpx; kq “ ´ 1a|k|ÿyPk tFpy; kqψpxyq.
Moreover, the following additional assertions hold:
‚ The sheaf G is geometrically irreducible, or geometrically isotypic, if and only if
F is;
‚ The Fourier transform is (almost) involutive, in the sense that we have a canon-
ical arithmetic isomorphism
FTψG » rˆp´1qs˚F (6.8)
where rˆp´1qs˚ denotes the pull-back by the map x ÞÑ ´x;
‚ We have
condpGq ď 10 condpFq2. (6.9)
Proof. These claims are established for instance in [32, Chap. 8], with the exception of
(6.9) which is proved in [15, Prop. 8.2(1)]. 
6.7. Kloosterman sheaves. Given a prime p ě 3, a non-trivial additive character ψ
of Fp and an integer m ě 1, the mth hyper-Kloosterman sums are defined by the formula
Klmpx; kq :“ 1
q
m´1
2
ÿ
y1,¨¨¨ ,ymPk
y1¨¨¨ym“x
ψkpy1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ymq (6.10)
for any finite extension k{Fp and any x P k. Thus, we have for instance Kl1px; kq “
ψkpxq, while Kl2 is essentially a classical Kloosterman sum.
The following deep result shows that, as functions of x, these sums are trace functions
of admissible sheaves.
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Proposition 6.9 (Deligne; Katz). There exists an admissible Fourier sheaf K`m such
that, for any k{Fp and any x P kˆ, we have
tK`mpx; kq “ p´1qm´1 Klmpx; kq.
Furthermore:
‚ K`m is lisse on Gm “ P1 ´ t0,8u; if m ě 2, it is tamely ramified at 0, and
for m “ 1 it is lisse at 0; for all m ě 1, it is wildly ramified at 8 with Swan
conductor 1;
‚ K`m is of rank m, and is geometrically irreducible;
‚ if p is odd, then the Zariski closure of the image ρK`mppig1pGmqq, which is called
the geometric monodromy group of K`m, is isomorphic to SLm if m is odd, and
to Spm if m is even.
It follows that condpK`mq “ m` 3 for all m ě 2 and all p, and that condpK`1q “ 3.
Proof. All these results can be found in the book of Katz [32]; more precisely, the first
two points are part of Theorem 4.1.1 in [32] and the last is part of Theorem 11.1 in the
same reference. 
Remark 6.10. In particular, for x ‰ 0, we get the estimate
|Klmpx; kq| ď m,
first proved by Deligne. Note that this exhibits square-root cancellation in the pm´ 1q-
variable character sum defining Klpx; kq. For x “ 0, it is elementary that
Klmp0; kq “ p´1qm´1q´pm´1q{2.
We have the following bounds for hyper-Kloosterman sums, where the case m “ 3 is
the important one for this paper:
Proposition 6.11 (Estimates for hyper-Kloosterman sums). Let m ě 2 be an integer,
and ψ1 an additive character of Fp, which may be trivial. We haveˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFpˆ
Klmpx; pqψ1pxq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2. (6.11)
Further, let a P Fpˆ . If either a ‰ 1 or ψ1 is non-trivial, we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFpˆ
Klmpx; pqKlmpax; pqψ1pxq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2 (6.12)
In these bounds, the implied constants depend only, and at most polynomially, on m.
Proof. The first bound (6.11) follows directly from Corollary 6.6 and (6.6) because K`m
is, for m ě 2, geometrically irreducible of rank ą 1, and therefore not geometrically
isomorphic to the rank 1 Artin-Schreier sheaf Lψ1 .
For the proof of (6.12), we use the identity8
Klmpxq “ 1
p1{2
ÿ
yPFpˆ
Klm´1py´1qψpxyq “ ´FTψpry´1s˚ Klm´1qpxq
8One could use this identity to recursively build the hyper-Kloosterman sheaf from the Artin-Schreier
sheaf, Theorem 6.8, and pullback via the map x ÞÑ 1x , if desired.
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which is valid for all x P Fp (including x “ 0). If we let b P Fp be such that ψ1pxq “ ψpbxq
for all x, then by the Plancherel formula, we deduceÿ
xPFp
Klmpx; pqKlmpax; pqψ1pxq “
ÿ
yPFpzt0,´bu
Klm´1py´1qKlm´1papy ` bq´1q
“
ÿ
yPFp,
y‰0,´1{b
Klm´1py; pqKlm´1pγ ¨ y; pq
where
γ :“
ˆ
a 0
b 1
˙
.
We are in the situation of Corollary 6.6, with both sheaves K`m´1 and γ˚K`m´1 ad-
missible and geometrically irreducible. If m ě 3, K`m´1 is tamely ramified at 0 and
wildly ramified at 8, and γ˚K`m´1 is therefore tame at γ´1p0q and wild at γ´1p8q,
so that a geometric isomorphism K`m´1 » γ˚K`m´1 can only occur if γp0q “ 0 and
γp8q “ 8, or in other words if b “ 0. If b “ 0, we have γ˚K`m´1 “ rˆas˚K`m´1 which
is known to be geometrically isomorphic to K`m´1 if and only if a “ 1, by [32, Prop.
4.1.5]. Thus (6.12) follows from Corollary 6.6 for m ě 3, using (6.6) and the formulas
condpK`m´1q “ condpγ˚K`m´1q “ m` 3.
The case m “ 2 is easy since the sum above is then simplyÿ
yPFp,
y‰0,´1{b
ψpy ´ ay{pby ` 1qq
where the rational function fpyq “ y´ay{pby`1q is constant if and only if a “ 1, b “ 0,
so that we can use Lemma 4.2 in this case. 
Remark 6.12. A similar result was proved by Michel using a different method in [39,
Cor. 2.9]. That method requires more information (the knowledge of the geometric
monodromy group of K`m) but gives more general estimates. The case m “ 3 is
(somewhat implicitly) the result used by Friedlander and Iwaniec in [21], which is proved
by Birch and Bombieri in the Appendix to [21] (with in fact two proofs, which are rather
different and somewhat more ad-hoc than the argument presented here). This same
estimate is used by Zhang [52] to control Type III sums.
6.8. The van der Corput method for trace functions. Let t “ tF be the trace
function associated to an admissible sheaf F . In the spirit of Proposition 4.12, the q-van
der Corput method, when applied to incomplete sums of t, followed by completion of
sums, produces expressions of the formÿ
xPFp
tpxqtpx` lqψphxq
for ph, lq P Fp ˆ Fpˆ , and for some additive character ψ. We seek sufficient conditions
that ensure square-root cancellation in the above sum, for any l ‰ 0 and any h.
Observe that if
tpxq “ ψpax2 ` bxq,
then the sum is sometimes of size p. Precisely, this happens if and only if h “ 2al.
As we shall see, this phenomenon is essentially the only obstruction to square-root
cancellation.
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Definition 6.13 (No polynomial phase). For a finite field k and d ě 0, we say that an
admissible sheaf F over P1k has no polynomial phase of degree ď d if no geometrically
irreducible component of F is geometrically isomorphic to a sheaf of the form LψpP pxqq
where P pXq P FprXs is a polynomial of degree ď d.
Thus, for instance, an admissible sheaf is Fourier if and only if it has no polynomial
phase of degree ď 1.
Remark 6.14. An obvious sufficient condition for F not to contain any polynomial
phase (of any degree) is that each geometrically irreducible component of F be irre-
ducible of rank ě 2, for instance that F itself be geometrically irreducible of rank
ě 2.
The following inverse theorem is a variant of an argument of Fouvry, Kowalski and
Michel [17, Lemma 5.4].
Theorem 6.15. Let d ě 1 be an integer, and let p be a prime such that p ą d. Let F
be an isotypic admissible sheaf over P1Fp with no polynomial phase of degree ď d. Then
either condpFq ě p` 1, or for any l P Fpˆ the sheaf F b r`ls˚ qF contains no polynomial
phase of degree ď d´ 1.
In all cases, for any l P Fpˆ and any P pXq P FprXs of degree d´ 1, we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFp
tFpx` lqtFpxqψpP pxqq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2 (6.13)
where the implied constant depends, at most polynomially, on condpFq and on d. Fur-
thermore, this estimate holds also if l “ 0 and P pxq “ hx with h ‰ 0.
Proof. First suppose that l ‰ 0. Observe that if condpFq ě p ` 1, the bound (6.13)
follows from the trivial bound
|tFpx` lqtFpxqψpP pxqq| ď rkpFq2 ď condpFq2,
and that if the sheaf r`ls˚F b qF contains no polynomial phase of degree ď d´ 1, then
the bound is a consequence of Corollary 6.6.
We now prove that one of these two properties holds. We assume that r`ls˚F b qF
contains a polynomial phase of degree ď d´ 1, and will deduce that condpFq ě p` 1.
Since F is isotypic, the assumption implies that there is a geometric isomorphism
r`ls˚F » F b LψpP pxqq
for some polynomial P pXq P FprXs of degree ď d´ 1. Then, considering the geometric
irreducible component G of F (which is a sheaf on P1Fp) we also have
r`ls˚G » G b LψpP pxqq. (6.14)
If G is ramified at some point x P A1pkq, then since LψpP pxqq is lisse on A1pkq, we conclude
by iterating (6.14) that G is ramified at x, x`l, x`2l, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x`pp´1ql, which implies that
condpFq ě condpGq ě p` rkpGq. Thus there remains to handle the case when G is lisse
outside 8. It then follows from [17, Lemma 5.4 (2)] that either condpGq ě rkpGq` p, in
which case condpFq ě p ` 1 again, or that G is isomorphic (over Fp) to a sheaf of the
form LψpQpxqq for some polynomial of degree ď d. Since G is a geometrically irreducible
component of F , this contradicts the assumption on F .
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Finally, consider the case where l “ 0 and P pxq “ hx with h ‰ 0. Using Corollary 6.6
and (6.6), the result holds for a given h P Fpˆ unless the geometrically irreducible
component G of F satisfies
G » G b Lψphxq.
Since d ě 1, F is a Fourier sheaf, and hence so are G and GbLψphxq. Taking the Fourier
transform of both sides of this isomorphism, we obtain easily
r`hs˚FTψG » FTψG
and it follows from [17, Lemma 5.4 (2)] again that condpFTψGq ě p ` 1. Using the
Fourier inversion formula (6.8) and (6.9), we derive
condpFq ě condpGq " p1{2,
so that the bound (6.13) also holds trivially in this case. 
Remark 6.16. For later use, we observe that the property of having no polynomial
phase of degree ď 2 of an admissible sheaf F is invariant under the following transfor-
mations:
‚ Twists by an Artin-Schreier sheaf associated to a polynomial phase of degree
ď 2, i.e., F ÞÑ F b Lψpax2`bxq;
‚ Dilations and translations: F ÞÑ rˆas˚F and F ÞÑ r`bs˚F where a P Fpˆ and
b P Fp;
‚ Fourier transforms, if F is Fourier: F ÞÑ FTψF . Indeed, the Fourier transform
of a sheaf LψpP pxqq with degpP q “ 2 is geometrically isomorphic to LψpQpxqq for
some polynomial Q of degree 2.
6.9. Study of some specific exponential sums. We now apply the theory above to
some specific multi-dimensional exponential sums which appear in the refined treatment
of the Type I sums in Section 8. For parameters pa, b, c, d, eq P Fp, with a ‰ c, we
consider the rational function
fpX, Y q :“ 1pY ` aX ` bqpY ` cX ` dq ` eY P FppX, Y q.
For a fixed non-trivial additive character ψ of Fp and for any x P Fp, we define the
character sum
Kf px; pq :“ ´ 1
p1{2
ÿ
yPFp
py`ax`bqpy`cx`dq‰0
ψpfpx, yqq. (6.15)
For any x P Fp, the specialized rational function fpx, Y q P FppY q is non-constant (it has
poles in A1Fp), and therefore by Lemma 4.2 (or Theorem 6.5) we have
|Kf px; pq| ď 4 (6.16)
We will prove the following additional properties of the sums Kf px; pq:
Theorem 6.17. For a prime p and parameters pa, b, c, d, eq P F5p with a ‰ c, the function
x ÞÑ Kf px; pq on Fp is the trace function of an admissible geometrically irreducible sheaf
F whose conductor is bounded by a constant independent of p. Furthermore, F contains
no polynomial phase of degree ď 2.
In particular, we have ˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFp
Kf px; pqψphxq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2 (6.17)
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for all h P Fp and ˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFp
Kf px; pqKf px` l; pqψphxq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2 (6.18)
for any ph, lq P F2p ´ tp0, 0qu, where the implied constants are absolute.
Proof. Note that the estimates (6.17) and (6.18) follow from the first assertion (see
Theorem 6.15).
We first normalize most of the parameters: we have
Kf px; pq “ ´ψp´eax´ ebq
p1{2
ÿ
zPFp
ψ
´
ez ` 1
zpz ` pc´ aqx` d´ bq
¯
,
and by Remark 6.16, this means that we may assume that c “ d “ 0, a ‰ 0. Further-
more, we have then
Kf px; pq “ Kf˜ pax` b; pq
where f˜ is the rational function f with parameters p1, 0, 0, 0, eq. Again by Remark 6.16,
we are reduced to the special case f “ f˜ , i.e., to the sum
Kf px; pq “ ´ 1
p1{2
ÿ
yPFp
py`xqy‰0
ψ
ˆ
1
py ` xqy ` ey
˙
.
We will prove that the Fourier transform of Kf is the trace function of a geometrically
irreducible Fourier sheaf with bounded conductor and no polynomial phase of degree ď
2. By the Fourier inversion formula (6.8) and (6.9), and the invariance of the property of
not containing a polynomial phase of degree ď 2 under Fourier transform (Remark 6.16
again), this will imply the result for Kf .
For z P Fp, we have
FTψpKf qpzq “ 1
p
ÿÿ
y`x,y‰0
ψ
ˆ
1
py ` xqy ` ey ` zx
˙
If z ‰ 0, the change of variables
y1 :“ 1py ` xqy , y2 :“ zpy ` xq
is a bijection
tpx, yq P Fp ˆ Fp : ypx` yq ‰ 0u Ñ tpy1, y2q P Fˆp ˆ Fˆp u
(with inverse y “ z{py1y2q and x “ y2{z ´ z{py1y2q), which satisfies
1
py ` xqy ` ey ` zx “ y1 `
ez
y1y2
` y2 ´ z
2
y1y2
“ y1 ` y2 ` zpe´ zq
y1y2
for ypx` yq ‰ 0. Thus
FTψpKf qpzq “ 1
p
ÿÿ
y1,y2PFpˆ
ψ
´
y1 ` y2 ` zpe´ zq
y1y2
¯
“ Kl3pzpe´ zq; pq
for zpe´ zq ‰ 0.
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Similar calculations reveal that this identity also holds when z “ 0 and z “ e (treating
the doubly degenerate case z “ e “ 0 separately), i.e., both sides are equal to 1
p
in these
cases. This means that FTψpKf q is the trace function of the pullback sheaf
Gf :“ ϕ˚K`3,
where ϕ is the quadratic map ϕ : z ÞÑ zpe´ zq.
The sheaf Gf has bounded conductor (it has rank 3 and is lisse on U “ P1Fp´t0, e,8u,
with wild ramification at 8 only, where the Swan conductor can be estimated using [32,
1.13.1], for p ě 3). We also claim that Gf is geometrically irreducible. Indeed, it suffices
to check that pig1pUq acts irreducibly on the underlying vector space of ρK`3 . But since
z ÞÑ zpe ´ zq is a non-constant morphism P1Fp Ñ P1Fp , pig1pUq acts by a finite-index
subgroup of the action of pig1pGmq on K`3. Since the image of pig1pGmq is Zariski-dense
in SL3 (as recalled in Proposition 6.9), which is a connected algebraic group, it follows
that the image of pig1pUq is also Zariski-dense in SL3, proving the irreducibility.
Since Gf is geometrically irreducible of rank 3 ą 1, it does not contain any polynomial
phase (see Remark 6.14), concluding the proof.

Remark 6.18. Another natural strategy for proving this theorem would be to start with
the observation that the function x ÞÑ Kf px; kq is the trace function of the constructible
`-adic sheaf
Kf “ R1pi1,!Lψpfqp1{2q, Lψpfq “ f˚Lψ
where pi1 : A2Fp Ñ A1Fp is the projection on the first coordinate and R1pi1,! denotes the
operation of higher-direct image with compact support associated to that map (and
p1{2q is a Tate twist). This is known to be mixed of weights ď 0 by Deligne’s work [9],
and it follows from the general results9 of Fouvry, Kowalski and Michel in [19] that
the conductor of this sheaf is absolutely bounded as p varies. To fully implement this
approach, it would still remain to prove that the weight 0 part of Kf is geometrically
irreducible with no polynomial phase of degree ď 2. Although such arguments might
be necessary in more advanced cases, the direct approach we have taken is simpler here.
Remark 6.19. In the remainder of this paper, we will only use the bounds (6.17) and
(6.18) from Theorem 6.17. These bounds can also be expressed in terms of the Fourier
transform FTψpKf q of Kf , since they are equivalent to
|FTψpKf qphq| ! p1{2
and ˇˇˇ ÿ
xPFp
FTψpKf qpx` hqFTψpKf qpxqψp´lxq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2,
respectively. As such, we see that it is in fact enough to show that FTψpKf q, rather than
Kf , is the trace function of a geometrically irreducible admissible sheaf with bounded
conductor and no quadratic phase component. Thus, in principle, we could avoid any
use of Theorem 6.8 in our arguments (provided that we took the existence of the Kloost-
erman sheaves for granted). However, from a conceptual point of view, the fact that
Kf has a good trace function interpretation is more important than the corresponding
fact for FTψ (for instance, the iterated van der Corput bounds in Remark 6.23 rely on
the former fact rather than the latter).
9Which were partly motivated by the current paper.
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6.10. Incomplete sums of trace functions. In this section, we extend the discussion
of Section 4 to general admissible trace functions. More precisely, given a squarefree
integer q, we say that a q-periodic arithmetic function
t : ZÑ Z{qZÑ C
is an admissible trace function if we have
tpxq “
ź
p|q
tpx; pq (6.19)
for all x where, for each prime p | q, x ÞÑ tpx; pq is the composition of reduction modulo
p and the trace function associated to an admissible sheaf Fp on P1Fp .
An example is the case discussed in Section 4: for a rational function fpXq “
P pXq{QpXq P QpXq with P,Q P ZrXs and a squarefree integer q such that Q pqq ‰ 0,
we can write
eqpfpxqq “ eq
ˆ
P pxq
Qpxq
˙
“
ź
p|q
ep pqpfpxqq , where qp “ q{p.
(by Lemma 4.4). In that case, we take
Fp “ Lψpfq, where ψpxq “ eppqpxq.
Another example is given by the Kloosterman sums defined for q squarefree and x P Z
by
Klmpx; qq “ 1
qm´1{2
ÿ
x1,...,xmPZ{qZ
x1¨¨¨xm“x
eqpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xmq, (6.20)
for which we have
Klmpx; qq “
ź
p|q
Klmpqpmx; pq “
ź
p|q
prˆqpms˚ Klmp¨; pqqpxq.
and hence
Klmpx; qq “ p´1qpm´1qΩpqqtpxq
where
tpxq “
ź
p|q
p´1qm´1tFppx; pq with Fp “ rˆqpms˚K`m
is an admissible trace function modulo q.
Given a tuple of admissible sheaves F “ pFpqp|q, we define the conductor condpFq as
condpFq “
ź
p|q
condpFpq.
Thus, for the examples above, the conductor is bounded by CΩpqq for some constant
C depending only on f (resp. on m). This will be a general feature in applications.
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6.10.1. A generalization of Proposition 4.12. Thanks to the square root cancellation for
complete sums of trace functions provided by Corollary 6.6, we may extend Proposition
4.12 to general admissible trace functions to squarefree moduli.
Proposition 6.20 (Incomplete sum of trace function). Let q be a squarefree natural
number of polynomial size and let tp¨; qq : ZÑ C be an admissible trace function modulo
q associated to admissible sheaves F “ pFpqp|q.
Let further N ě 1 be given with N ! qOp1q and let ψN be a function on R defined by
ψNpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
N
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function with compact support satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qN
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j.
(i) (Po´lya-Vinogradov + Deligne) Assume that, for every p|q, the sheaf Fp has no
polynomial phase of degree ď 1. Then we haveˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq
ˇˇˇ
! q1{2`ε
´
1` N
q
¯
. (6.21)
for any ε ą 0.
(ii) (one van der Corput + Deligne) Assume that, for every p|q, the sheaf Fp has no
polynomial phase of degree ď 2. Then, for any factorization q “ rs and N ď q,
we have ˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq
ˇˇˇ
! qε
´
N1{2r1{2 `N1{2s1{4
¯
. (6.22)
In all cases the implied constants depend on ε, condpFq and the implied constants in
the estimates for the derivatives of ψ.
Remark 6.21. In the context of Proposition 4.12, where tpn; qq “ eq
´
P pnq
Qpnq
¯
, the as-
sumptions degP ă degQ and degpQ ppqq “ degpQq (for all p | q), ensure that the
sheaves L
eppqp P pxqQpxqq do not contain any polynomial phase of any degree.
Remark 6.22. For future reference, we observe that, in the proof of (6.22) below, we
will not use any of the properties of the functions x ÞÑ tpx; pq for p | r for a given
factorization q “ rs, except for their boundedness.
Proof. For each p | q, the trace function tFp decomposes by (6.7) into a sum of at
most rkpFpq ď condpFpq ď condpFq trace functions of isotypic admissible sheaves,
and therefore n ÞÑ tpn; qq decomposes into a sum of at most Cωpqq functions, each
of which is an admissible trace function modulo q associated to isotypic admissible
sheaves. Moreover, if no Fp contains a polynomial phase of degree ď d, then all isotypic
components share this property (in particular, since d ě 1 for both statements, each
component is also a Fourier sheaf). Thus we may assume without loss of generality that
each Fp is isotypic.
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We start with the proof of (6.21). By (4.12) we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! q1{2`ε´1` |N 1|q ¯ suphPZ{qZ |FTqptph; qqq|
! q1{2`ε
ˆ
1` N
q
˙
sup
hPZ{qZ
|FTqptph; qqq|
for any ε ą 0, where N 1 “ řn ψNpnq. By Lemma 4.4, (6.19) and the definition of the
Fourier transform, we have
FTqptp¨; qqqphq “
ź
p|q
FTpptp¨; pqqpqphq.
Since tp¨; pq “ tFp is the trace function of a Fourier sheaf, we have
|FTpptp¨; pqqpqphq| ď 10 condpFpq2 ď 10 condpFq2
for all h by (6.9) (or Corollary 6.6 applied to the sheaves Fp and Lepp´qpxq). Combining
these bounds, we obtain (6.21).
The proof of (6.22) follows closely that of (4.20). It is sufficient to prove this bound
in the case r ď s. We may also assume that r ď N ď s, since, otherwise, the result
follows either from the trivial bound or (6.21). Then, denoting K :“ tN{ru, we writeÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq “ 1
K
ÿ
n
Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqtpn` kr; qq.
Since q “ rs, we have
tpn` kr; qq “ tpn; rqtpn` kr; sq,
where
tpn; rq “
ź
p|r
tpn; pq, tpn; sq “
ź
p|s
tpn; pq
are admissible trace functions modulo r and s, respectively. Henceˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq
ˇˇˇ
! 1
K
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇ Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqtpn` kr; sq
ˇˇˇ
! N
1{2
K
´ÿ
n
ˇˇˇ Kÿ
k“1
ψNpn` krqtpn` kr; sq
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
! N
1{2
K
´ ÿ
1ďk,lďK
Apk, lq
¯1{2
,
where
Apk, lq “
ÿ
n
ψNpn` krqψNpn` lrqtpn` kr; sqtpn` lr; sq.
The diagonal contribution satisfiesÿ
1ďkďK
Apk, kq ! qεKN
for any ε ą 0, where the implied constant depends on condpFq.
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Instead of applying (6.21) for the off-diagonal terms, it is slightly easier to just
apply (4.12). For given k ‰ l, since kr, lr ! N , the sequence ΨNpnq “ ψNpn `
krqψNpn` lrq satisfies the assumptions of (4.12). Denoting
wpn; sq “ tpn` kr; sqtpn` lr; sq,
we obtain
|Apk, lq| “
ˇˇˇÿ
n
ΨNpnqwpn; sq
ˇˇˇ
! qεs1{2 sup
hPZ{sZ
|FTspwp¨; sqqphq|
by (4.12) (since N ď s). We have
FTspwp¨; sqqphq “
ź
p|s
FTppwp¨; pqqpsphq
with sp “ s{p. For p | k ´ l, we use the trivial bound
|FTppwp¨; pqqpsphq| ! p1{2
and for p - k ´ l, we have
FTppwp¨; pqqpsphq “ 1
p1{2
ÿ
xPFp
tpx` kr; pqtpx` lr; pqeppsphxq ! 1
by the change of variable x ÞÑ x`kq1 and (6.13), which holds for Fp by our assumptions.
In all cases, the implied constant depends only on condpFpq. Therefore we have
Apk, lq ! pk ´ l, sq1{2qεs1{2,
and summing over k ‰ l, we deriveˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqeqpfpnqq
ˇˇˇ
! q
εN1{2
K
´
KN ` s1{2
ÿ
1ďk‰lďK
pk ´ l, sq1{2
¯1{2
! q
εN1{2
K
pK1{2N1{2 ` s1{4Kq
which gives the desired conclusion (6.22). 
Remark 6.23. Similarly to Remark 4.15, one can iterate the above argument and
conclude that, for any l ě 1, and any factorization q “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qlˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
n
ψNpnqtpn; qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! qε
˜˜
l´1ÿ
i“1
N1´1{2
i
q
1{2i
i
¸
`N1´1{2l´1q1{2ll
¸
,
assuming that N ă q and the Fp do not contain any polynomial phase of degree ď l.
Specializing Proposition 6.20 to the functions in Theorem 6.17, we conclude:
Corollary 6.24. Let q ě 1 be a squarefree integer and let Kp¨; qq be given by
Kpx; qq :“ 1
q1{2
ÿ
yPZ{qZ
eqpfpx, yqq
where
fpx, yq “ 1py ` ax` bqpy ` cx` dq ` ey
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and a, b, c, d, e are integers with pa´c, qq “ 1. Let further N ě 1 be given with N ! qOp1q
and let ψN be a function on R defined by
ψNpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
N
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function with compact support satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qN
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j.
Then we have ˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqKpn; qq
ˇˇˇ
! q1{2`ε
ˆ
1` N
q
˙
(6.23)
for any ε ą 0.
Furthermore, for any factorization q “ rs and N ď q, we have the additional boundˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqKpn; qq
ˇˇˇ
! qε
´
N1{2r1{2 `N1{2s1{4
¯
. (6.24)
Indeed, it follows from Theorem 6.17 and the assumption pa´ c, qq “ 1 that Kf p¨; qq
is an admissible trace function modulo q associated to sheaves which do not contain any
polynomial phase of degree ď 2.
6.10.2. Correlations of hyper-Kloosterman sums of composite moduli. Finally, we ex-
tend Proposition 6.11 to composite moduli:
Lemma 6.25 (Correlation of hyper-Kloosterman sums). Let s, r1, r2 be squarefree inte-
gers with ps, r1q “ ps, r2q “ 1. Let a1 P pZ{r1sqˆ, a2 P pZ{r2sqˆ, and n P Z{prr1, r2ssqZ.
Then we haveÿ
hPpZ{srr1,r2sZqˆ
Kl3pa1h; r1sqKl3pa2h; r2sqerr1,r2sspnhq !
psrr1, r2sqεs1{2rr1, r2s1{2pa2 ´ a1, n, r1, r2q1{2pa2r31 ´ a1r32, n, sq1{2
for any ε ą 0, where the implied constant depends only on ε.
Proof. Let S be the sum to estimate. From Lemma 4.4, we get
Kl3paih; risq “ Kl3pais¯3h; riqKl3pairi3h; sq
for i “ 1, 2, as well as
err1,r2sspnhq “ err1,r2sps¯nhqesprr1, r2snhq.
and therefore S “ S1S2 with
S1 “
ÿ
hPpZ{rr1,r2sZqˆ
Kl3pa1s¯3h; r1qKl3pa2s¯3h; r2qerr1,r2sps¯nhq,
S2 “
ÿ
hPpZ{sZqˆ
Kl3pa1r13h; sqKl3pa2r23h; sqesprr1, r2snhq.
Splitting further the summands as products over the primes dividing rr1, r2s and s,
respectively, we see that it is enough to prove the estimateˇˇˇ ÿ
hPpZ{pZqˆ
Kl3pb1h; d1qKl3pb2h; d2qeppmhq
ˇˇˇ
! p1{2pb1 ´ b2,m, d1, d2q1{2 (6.25)
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for p prime and integers d1, d2 ě 1 such that rd1, d2s “ p is prime, and for all m P Z{pZ,
and b1, b2 P pZ{pZqˆ.
We now split into cases. First suppose that d2 “ 1, so that d1 “ p. Then we have
Kl3pb2h; d2q “ 1, and the left-hand side of (6.25) simplifies toÿ
hPpZ{pZqˆ
Kl3pb1h; pqeppmhq ! p1{2
by the first part of Proposition 6.11. Similarly, we obtain (6.25) if d1 “ 1.
If d1 “ d2 “ p and b1 ´ b2 “ m “ 0 ppq, then the claim follows from the bound
|Kl3ph; pq| ! 1 (see Remark 6.10).
Finally, if d1 “ d2 “ p and b1 ´ b2 ‰ 0 ppq or m ‰ 0 ppq, then (6.25) is a consequence
of the second part of Proposition 6.11. 
Finally, from this result, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 6.26 (Correlation of hyper-Kloosterman sums, II). Let s, r1, r2 be squarefree
integers with ps, r1q “ ps, r2q “ 1. Let a1 P pZ{r1sqˆ, a2 P pZ{r2sqˆ. Let further H ě 1
be given with H ! psrr1, r2sqOp1q and let ψH be a function on R defined by
ψHpxq “ ψ
´x´ x0
H
¯
where x0 P R and ψ is a smooth function with compact support satisfying
|ψpjqpxq| ! logOp1qH
for all fixed j ě 0, where the implied constant may depend on j. Then we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
ph,srr1,r2sq“1
ΨHphqKl3pa1h; r1sqKl3pa2h; r2sq
ˇˇˇ
! psrr1, r2sqε
ˆ
H
rr1, r2ss ` 1
˙
s1{2rr1, r2s1{2pa2 ´ a1, r1, r2q1{2pa2r31 ´ a1r32, sq1{2
for any ε ą 0 and any integer n.
This exponential sum estimate will be the main estimate used for controlling Type
III sums in Section 7.
Proof. This follows almost directly from Lemma 6.25 and the completion of sums in
Lemma 4.9, except that we must incorporate the restriction ph, srr1, r2sq “ 1. We do
this using Mo¨bius inversion: the sum S to estimate is equal toÿ
δ|srr1,r2s
µpδqt1pδqS1pδq
where t1pδq satisfies |t1pδq| ď δ´2 because Kl3p0; pq “ p´1 for any prime p, and
S1pδq “
ÿ
δ|h
ΨHphqKl3pα1h; r1s{pδ, r1sqqKl3pα2h; r2s{pδ, r2sqq
“
ÿ
h
ΨH{δphqKl3pδα1h; r1s{pδ, r1sqqKl3pδα2h; r2s{pδ, r2sqq
for some αi P pZ{ris{pδ, risqZqˆ. By Lemma 6.25 and Lemma 4.9, we have
S1pδq ! psrr1, r2sqε
´ H
δsrr1, r2s ` 1
¯´srr1, r2s
δ
¯1{2pa2 ´ a1, r1, r2q1{2pa2r31 ´ a1r32, sq1{2
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(the gcd factors for S1pδq are divisors of those for δ “ 1). Summing over δ | srr1, r2s
then gives the result. 
6.10.3. The Katz Sato-Tate law over short intervals. In this section, which is indepen-
dent of the rest of this paper, we give a sample application of the van der Corput method
to Katz’s equidistribution law for the angles of the Kloosterman sums Kl2pn; qq.
Given a squarefree integer q ě 1 with ωpqq ě 1 prime factors, we define the Kloost-
erman angle θpn; qq P r0, pis by the formula
2ωpqq cospθpn; qqq “ Kl2pn; qq.
In [32], as a consequence of the determination of the geometric monodromy group of
the Kloosterman sheaf K`2, Katz proved (among other things) a result which can be
phrased as follows:
Theorem 6.27 (Katz’s Sato-Tate equidistribution law). As pÑ 8, the set of angles
tθpn; pq, 1 ď n ď pu P r0, pisu
becomes equidistributed in r0, pis with respect to the Sato-Tate measure µST with density
2
pi
sin2pθqdθ,
i.e., for any continuous function f : r0, pis Ñ C, we haveż
fpxqdµST pxq “ lim
pÑ`8
1
p´ 1
ÿ
1ďnďp
fpθpn; pqq.
By the Po´lya-Vinogradov method one can reduce the length of the interval r1, ps:
Proposition 6.28. For any ε ą 0, the set of angles
tθpn; pq, 1 ď n ď p1{2`εu P r0, pis
becomes equidistributed on r0, pis with respect to the Sato-Tate measure µST as pÑ `8.
(In fact, using the “sliding sum method” [18], one can reduce the range to 1 ď n ď
p1{2Ψppq for any increasing function Ψ with Ψppq Ñ `8).
As we show here, as a very special example of application of the van der Corput
method, we can prove a version of Katz’s Sato-Tate law for Kloosterman sums of com-
posite moduli over shorter ranges:
Theorem 6.29. Let q denote integers of the form q “ rs where r, s are two distinct
primes satisfying
s1{2 ď r ď 2s1{2.
For any ε ą 0, the set of pairs of angles
tpθpns2; rq, θpnr2; sqq, 1 ď n ď q1{3`εu P r0, pis2
becomes equidistributed on r0, pis2 with respect to the product measure µST ˆ µST as
q Ñ `8 among such integers.
Consequently the set
tθpn; qq, 1 ď n ď q1{3`εu P r0, pis
becomes equidistributed on r0, pis with respect to the measure µST,2 obtained as the push
forward of the measure µST ˆ µST by the map pθ, θ1q ÞÑ acospcos θ cos θ1q.
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Proof. The continuous functions
symk,k1pθ, θ1q :“ symkpθqsymk1pθ1q “ sinppk ` 1qθqsin θ
sinppk ` 1qθ1q
sin θ1
for pk, k1q P Ně0´tp0, 0qu generate a dense subspace of the space of continuous functions
on r0, pis2 with mean 0 with respect to µST ˆµST . Thus, by the classical Weyl criterion,
it is enough to prove thatÿ
1ďnďq1{3`ε
symkpθps2n; rqqsymk1pθpr2n; sqq “ opq1{3`εq.
By partition of unity, it is sufficient to prove thatÿ
n
Ψ
´ n
N
¯
symkpθps2n; rqqsymk1pθpr2n; sqq !k,k1 q1{3`9ε{10. (6.26)
for any N ď q1{3`ε log q and any smooth function Ψ as above, where the subscripting
in !k,k1 indicates that the implied constant is allowed to depend on k, k1. For any fixed
pk, k1q, the function
x ÞÑ symk1pθpr2x; sqq
is a trace function modulo s, namely the trace function associated to the lisse sheaf ob-
tained by composing the representation corresponding to the rank 2 pullback of the
Kloosterman sheaf rˆr2s˚K`2 with the kth symmetric power representation symk1 :
GL2 Ñ GLk1`1. By [32], this sheaf symk1K`2 is non-trivial if k1 ě 1, and geometri-
cally irreducible of rank k1 ` 1 ą 1. Therefore, if k1 ě 1, the van der Corput method
(6.22) (see also Remark 6.22) givesÿ
n
ΨNpnqsymkpθps2n; rqqsymk1pθpr2n; sqq ! N1{2q1{6 !k,k1 q1{3`9ε{10.
Indeed, symk1K`2, being geometrically irreducible of rank ą 1, does not contain any
quadratic phase.
If k1 “ 0 (so that the function modulo s is the constant function 1), then we have
k ě 1 and symkK`2 is geometrically irreducible of rank ą 1. Therefore it does not
contain any linear phase, and by the Po´lya-Vinogradov method (6.21), we deduceÿ
n
ΨNpnqsymkpθps2n; rqqsymk1pθpr2n; sqq ! r1{2`ηp1`N{rq !η q1{6`η`ε
for any η ą 0. 
7. The Type III estimate
In this section we establish Theorem 2.8(v). Let us recall the statement:
Theorem 7.1 (New Type III estimates). Let $, δ, σ ą 0 be fixed quantities, let I be a
bounded subset of R, let i ě 1 be fixed, let a pPIq be a primitive congruence class, and
let M , N1, N2, N3 " 1 be quantities with
MN1N2N3 — x (7.1)
N1N2, N1N3, N2N3 Ï x1{2`σ (7.2)
x2σ Î N1, N2, N3 Î x1{2´σ. (7.3)
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Let α, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 be smooth coefficient sequences located at scales M , N1, N2, N3,
respectively. Then we have the estimateÿ
dPDIpxδq
dÎx1{2`2$
|∆pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3; a pdqq| ! x log´A x
for any fixed A ą 0, provided that
$ ă 1
12
, σ ą 1
18
` 28
9
$ ` 2
9
δ. (7.4)
Our proof of this theorem is inspired in part by the recent work of Fouvry, Kowalski
and Michel [16], in which the value of the exponent of distribution of the ternary divisor
function τ3pnq in arithmetic progressions to large (prime) moduli is improved upon the
earlier results of Friedlander-Iwaniec [14] and Heath-Brown [27]. Our presentation is
also more streamlined. The present argument moreover exploits the existence of an
averaging over divisible moduli to derive further improvements to the exponent.
7.1. Sketch of proofs. Before we give the rigorous argument, let us first sketch the
solution of the model problem (in the spirit of Section 5.2), of obtaining a non-trivial
estimate for ÿ
q—Q
|∆pψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3, a pqqq| (7.5)
for Q slightly larger than x1{2 in logarithmic scale (i.e. out of reach of the Bombieri-
Vinogradov theorem). Here ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 are smooth coefficient sequences at scales N1, N2,
N3 respectively with N1N2N3 — x and N1, N2, N3 Î ?x, and q is implicitly restricted
to suitably smooth or densely divisible moduli (we do not make this precise to simplify
the exposition). The trivial bound for this sum is ! logOp1q x, and we wish to improve
it at least by a factor log´A x for arbitrary fixed A ą 0.
This problem is equivalent to that of estimatingÿ
q—Q
cq∆pψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3, a pqqq
when cq is an arbitrary bounded sequence. As in Section 5.2, we write EMT for un-
specified main terms, and we wish to control the expressionÿ
q—Q
cq
ÿ
n“a pqq
ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3pnq ´ EMT
to accuracy better than x. After expanding the convolution and completing the sums,
this sum can be transformed to a sum roughly of the form
1
H
ÿÿÿ
1ď|hi|!Hi
ÿ
q—Q
cq
ÿÿÿ
n1,n2,n3PZ{qZ
n1n2n3“a pqq
eqph1n1 ` h2n2 ` h3n3q
where Hi :“ Q{Ni and H :“ H1H2H3 — Q3{x, the main term having cancelled out
with the zero frequencies. As we are taking Q close to x1{2, H is thus close to x1{2 as
well. Ignoring the degenerate cases when h1, h2, h3 share a common factor with q, we
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see from (6.20) thatÿÿÿ
n1,n2,n3PZ{qZ
n1n2n3“a pqq
eqph1n1 ` h2n2 ` h3n3q “ qKl3pah1h2h3; qq,
so we are now dealing essentially with the sum of hyper-Kloosterman sums
Q
H
ÿÿÿ
1ď|hi|!Hi
ÿ
q—Q
cq Kl3pah1h2h3; qq “ Q
H
ÿ
1ď|h|!H
τ˜3phq
ÿ
q—Q
cq Kl3pah; qq
where
τ˜3phq :“
ÿÿÿ
1ď|hi|!Hi
h1h2h3“h
1
is a variant of the divisor function τ3.
A direct application of the deep Deligne bound
|Kl3pah; qq| Î 1 (7.6)
for hyper-Kloosterman sums (see Remark 6.10) gives the trivial bound Î Q2, which
just fails to give the desired result, so the issue is to find some extra cancellation in the
phases of the hyper-Kloosterman sums.
One can apply immediately the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to eliminate the weight
τ˜3phq, but it turns out to be more efficient to first use the assumption that q is restricted
to densely divisible moduli and to factor q “ rs where r — R, s — S, in which R and S
are well-chosen in order to balance the diagonal and off-diagonal components resulting
from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (it turns out that the optimal choices here will be
R, S « x1{4).
Applying this factorization, and arguing for each s separately, we are led to expres-
sions of the form
Q
H
ÿ
1ď|h|!H
τ˜3phq
ÿ
r—R
crs Kl3pah; rsq,
where we must improve on the bound Î QR coming from (7.6) for any given s — S. If
we then apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the sum over h, we get
Q
H
ÿ
1ď|h|!H
τ˜3phq
ÿ
r—R
crs Kl3pah; rsq Î Q
H1{2
´ ÿ
1ď|h|!H
ˇˇˇÿ
r—R
crs Kl3pah; rsq
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
Î
Q
H1{2
´ÿÿ
r1,r2—R
ÿ
1ď|h|!H
Kl3pah; r1sqKl3pah; r2sq
¯1{2
.
The inner sum over h is now essentially of the type considered by Corollary 6.26, and this
result gives an adequate bound. Indeed, the contribution of the diagonal terms r1 “ r2
is Î RH (using (7.6)) and the contribution of each non-diagonal sum (assuming we
are in the model case where r1, r2 are coprime, and the other greatest common divisors
appearing in Corollary 6.26 are negligible) isÿ
1ď|h|!H
Kl3pah; r1sqKl3pah; r1sq Î pr1r2sq1{2 Î RS1{2
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by Corollary 6.26, leading to a total estimate of size
Î
Q
H1{2
´
R1{2H1{2 `R3{2S1{4
¯
.
If R “ S « x1{4, this is very comfortably better than what we want, and this strongly
suggests that we can take Q quite a bit larger than x1{2.
Remark 7.2. It is instructive to run the same analysis for the fourth order sumÿ
q—Q
|∆pψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3 ‹ ψ4, a pqqq|
where ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4 are smooth at scales N1, N2, N3, N4 with N1 . . . N4 — x and N1 ,. . . ,
N4 Î x1{2 « Q. This is a model for the “Type IV” sums mentioned in Remark 3.2, and
is clearly related to the exponent of distribution for the divisor function τ4.
The quantity H is now of the form H « Q4{x « x, and one now has to estimate the
sum ÿ
1ď|h|!H
τ˜4phq
ÿ
q—Q
cq Kl4pah; qq
to accuracy better than Hx{Q3{2 « x5{4. If we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
in the same manner after exploiting a factorization q “ rs with r — R, s — S and
RS — Q « x1{2, we end up having to control
ÿÿ
r1,r2—R
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
1ď|h|!H
Kl4pah; r1sqKl4pah; r2sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
with accuracy better than px5{4{Sq2{H « x3{2{S2. The diagonal contribution r1 “ r2
is Î RH « x3{2{S, and the off-diagonal contribution is « R2pR2Sq1{2 « x3{2{S5{2.
However even with the optimal splitting S « 1, R « Q, one cannot make both of these
terms much smaller than the target accuracy of x3{2{S2. Thus the above argument
does not improve upon the Bombieri-Vinogradov inequality for Type IV sums. (It is
known, due to Linnik, that the exponent of distribution for τ4 is at least 1{2, in the
stronger sense that the asymptotic formula holds for all moduli ď x1{2´ε for ε ą 0.)
The situation is even worse, as the reader will check, for the Type V sums, in that one
now cannot even recover Bombieri-Vinogradov with this method.
We will give the rigorous proof of Theorem 2.8(v) in the next two sections, by first
performing the reduction to exponential sums, and then concluding the proof.
7.2. Reduction to exponential sums. By Theorem 2.9 (the general version of the
Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem) we haveÿ
qďx1{2 log´BpAq x
|∆pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3q| ! x log´A x
for some BpAq ě 0. We may therefore restrict our attention to moduli q in the range
x1{2{ logB x ď q Î x1{2`2$.
We also write N “ N1N2N3. From (7.2) and (7.3), we deduce
x3{4`3σ{2 Î pN1N2q1{2pN1N3q1{2pN2N3q1{2 “ N Î x3{2´3σ. (7.7)
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It is convenient to restrict q to a finer-than-dyadic interval IpQq in order to separate
variables later using Taylor expansions. More precisely, for a small fixed ε ą 0 and some
fixed c ě 1, we denote by I “ IpQq a finer-than-dyadic interval of the type
IpQq :“ tq : Qp1´ cx´εq ď q ď Qp1` cx´εqu,
(assuming, as always, that x is large, so that cx´ε is less than (say) 1{2) and abbreviateÿ
q
Aq “
ÿ
qPDIpxδq
qPIpQq
Aq
for any Aq.
Theorem 7.1 will clearly follow if we prove that, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small, we haveÿ
q
|∆pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3; a pqqq| Î x´2εMN (7.8)
for all Q such that
x1{2 Î Q Î x1{2`2$. (7.9)
We fix Q as above and denote by ΣpQ; aq the left-hand side of (7.8). We have
ΣpQ; aq “
ÿ
q
cq∆pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3; a pqqq
for some sequence cq with |cq| “ 1. We will prove that, for any a pqq, we haveÿ
q
cq
ÿ
n“a pqq
pα ‹ ψ1 ‹ ψ2 ‹ ψ3qpnq “ X `Opx´2ε`op1qMNq (7.10)
for some X that is independent of a (but that can depend on all other quantities, such
as cq, α, or ψ1, ψ2, ψ3). Then (7.8) follows by averaging over all a coprime to PI (as in
the reduction to (5.18) in Section 5).
The left-hand side of (7.10), say Σ1pQ; aq, is equal to
Σ1pQ; aq “
ÿ
q
cq
ÿ
pm,qq“1
αpmq
ÿÿÿ
n1,n2,n3
ψ1pn1qψ2pn2qψ3pn3q1mn1n2n3“a pqq. (7.11)
The next step is a variant of the completion of sums technique from Lemma 4.9. In
that lemma, the Fourier coefficients of the cutoff functions were estimated individually
using the fast decay of the Fourier transforms. In our current context, we want to keep
track to some extent of their dependency on the variable q. Since we have restricted
q to a rather short interval, we can separate the variables fairly easily using a Taylor
expansion.
Note first that for i “ 1, 2, 3, one has
Ni Î x1{2´σ Î x´σQ,
so in particular ψi is supported in p´q{2, q{2s if x is large enough. By discrete Fourier
inversion, we have
ψipxq “ 1
q
ÿ
´q{2ăhďq{2
Ψi
´h
q
¯
e
´hx
q
¯
(7.12)
where
Ψipyq “
ÿ
n
ψipnqep´nyq
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is the analogue of the function Ψ in the proof of Lemma 4.9. As in that lemma, using the
smoothness of ψi, Poisson summation, and integration by parts, we derive the bound
|Ψipyq| Î Nip1`Ni|y|q´C
for any fixed C ě 0 and any ´1{2 ď y ď 1{2 (see (4.17)). More generally we obtain
|Ψpjqi pyq| Î N1`ji p1`Ni|y|q´C
for any fixed C ě 0, any j ě 0 and any ´1{2 ď y ď 1{2.
Denoting Hi :“ Q{Ni Ï xσ, we thus have
Ψ
pjq
i
´h
q
¯
! x´100
(say) for xε{2Hi ă |h| ď q{2 and all fixed j. On the other hand, for |h| ď xε{2Hi and
q P I, a Taylor expansion using the definition of I and Hi gives
1
q
Ψi
´h
q
¯
“ 1
q
Jÿ
j“0
1
j!
Ψ
pjq
i ph{Qqηj `OpN2`Ji |η|J`1q
for any fixed J where α is the q-dependent quantity
η :“ h
q
´ h
Q
“ hpQ´ qq
qQ
! x´ε h
Q
! x´ε{2 1
Ni
.
Thus we obtain
1
q
Ψi
´h
q
¯
“ 1
q
Jÿ
j“0
1
j!
Ψ
pjq
i
´ h
Q
¯´ h
Q
¯j´q ´Q
q
¯j `Opx´pJ`1qε{2Niq.
Taking J large enough, depending on ε ą 0 but still fixed, this gives an expansion
1
q
Ψi
´h
q
¯
“ 1|h|ăxε{2Hi
1
Hi
Jÿ
j“0
cipj, hqQ
q
ˆ
q ´Q
q
˙j
`Opx´100q (7.13)
with coefficients that satisfy
cipj, hq “ 1
j!
Ψ
pjq
i
´ h
Q
¯´ h
Q
¯jHi
Q
! 1,
as well as ´Q
q
¯´q ´Q
q
¯j ! 1.
Let
H :“ H1H2H3 “ Q3{N. (7.14)
Inserting (7.13) for i “ 1, 2, 3 into (7.12) and the definition (7.11) of Σ1pQ; aq, we see
that Σ1pQ; aq can be expressed (up to errors of Opx´100q) as a sum of a bounded number
(depending on ε) of expressions, each of the form
Σ2pQ; aq “ 1
H
ÿ
q
ηq
ÿ
pm,qq“1
αpmq
ÿ
h
cphq
ÿ
nPpZ{qZq3
eqph1n1 ` h2n2 ` h3n3q1mn1n2n3“a pqq,
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where ηq is a bounded sequence supported on I XDIpxδq, h :“ ph1, h2, h3q and cphq are
bounded coefficients supported on |hi| ď xε{2Hi, and n abbreviates pn1, n2, n3q. Our
task is now to show that
Σ2pQ; aq “ X2 `Opx´2ε`op1qMNq
for some quantity X2 that can depend on quantities such as ηq, α, c, H, but which is
independent of a.
We use F ph, a; qq to denote the hyper-Kloosterman type sum
F ph, a; qq :“ 1
q
ÿ
nPppZ{qZqˆq3
eqph1n1 ` h2n2 ` h3n3q1n1n2n3“a pqq (7.15)
for h “ ph1, h2, h3q P pZ{qZq3 and a P pZ{qZqˆ (note that the constraint n1n2n3 “ a pqq
forces n1, n2, n3 coprime to q), so that
Σ2pQ; aq “ Q
H
ÿ
q
η1q
ÿ
pm,qq“1
αpmq
ÿ
h
cphqF ph, am; qq
where η1q :“ qQηq is a slight variant of ηq.
We next observe that F ph, am; qq is independent of a if h1h2h3 “ 0 (as can be
seen by a change of variable). Thus the contribution X2 to the sum from tuples h with
h1h2h3 “ 0 is independent of a. The combination of these terms X2 in the decomposition
of Σ1pQ; aq in terms of instances of Σ2pQ; aq is the quantity X in (7.10). We denote by
Σ12pQ; aq the remaining contribution. Our task is now to show that
Σ12pQ, aq Î x´2εMN. (7.16)
We must handle possible common factors of q and h1h2h3 for h1h2h3 ‰ 0 (the reader
may skip the necessary technical details and read on while assuming that q is always
coprime to each of the hi, so that all the b-factors appearing below become equal to 1).
For i “ 1, 2, 3, we write
hi “ bili
where pli, qq “ 1 and bi | q8 (i.e., bi is the product of all the primes in hi, with
multiplicity, that also divide q). We also write
b :“
ź
p|b1b2b3
p “ ph1h2h3, qq, (7.17)
so that we have a factorization q “ bd, where d P DIpbxδq by Lemma 2.10(i), since q is
xδ-densely divisible.
By Lemma 4.4, we have
F ph, am; qq “ F pd¯h, am; bqF pb¯h, am; dq
where b¯h :“ pb¯h1, b¯h2, b¯h3q. By an easy change of variable, the second factor satisfies
F pb¯h, am; dq “ Kl3pah1h2h3mb3; dq “ Kl3
´ab1b2b3
b3
l1l2l3
m
; d
¯
.
We observe that the residue class ab1b2b3mb3 pdq is invertible.
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Denoting b :“ pb1, b2, b3q, l :“ pl1, l2, l3q, we can thus write
Σ12pQ; aq “ QH
ÿ
b
ÿ
l
cpb, lq
ÿ
dPDIpbxδq
pd,bl1l2l3q“1
η1bd
ÿ
pm,bdq“1
αpmqF pd¯h, am; bqKl3
´ab1b2b3
b3
l1l2l3
m
; d
¯
where b is defined as in (7.17), cpb, lq :“ cpb1l1, b2l2, b3l3q, and the sum over li is now
over the range
0 ă |li| ď x
ε{2Hi
bi
. (7.18)
To control the remaining factor of F , we have the following estimate, where we denote
by n5 the largest squarefree divisor of an integer n ě 1 (the squarefree radical of n).
Note that b “ pb1b2b3q5.
Lemma 7.3. Let the notation and hypotheses be as above.
(1) We have
|F pdh, am; bq| ď b
5
1b
5
2b
5
3
b2
.
(2) The sum F pdh, am; bq is independent of d and m.
Proof. By further applications of Lemma 4.4 it suffices for (1) to show that
|F pc, a; pq| ď pc1, pqpc2, pqpc3, pq
p2
whenever p is prime, c “ pc1, c2, c3q P pZ{pZq3, with c1c2c3 “ 0 ppq, and a P pZ{pZqˆ.
Without loss of generality we may assume that c3 “ 0 ppq, and then
F pc, a; pq “ 1
p
ÿÿ
n1,n2PpZ{pZqˆ
eppc1n1 ` c2n2q,
from which the result follows by direct computation of Ramanujan sums (see e.g. [30,
(3.5)]). Similarly, we see that the value of F pc, a; pq only depends on which ci are
divisible by p and which are not, and this gives (2). 
This lemma leads to the estimate
|Σ12pQ; aq| ! QH
ÿ
b
b51b52b53
b2
ÿ
l
ˇˇˇ ÿ
dPDIpbxδq
pbl1l2l3,dq“1
η1bd
ÿ
pm,bdq“1
αpmqKl3
´ab1b2b3l1l2l3
b3m
; d
¯ˇˇˇ
! Q
H
ÿ
b
b51b52b53
b2
T pbq (7.19)
with
T pbq :“
ÿ
0ă|`|ďx3ε{2H{b1b2b3
τ3p`q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
dPb´1DIpbxδqXI
pb`,dq“1
η1bd
ÿ
pm,bdq“1
αpmqKl3
´a`b1b2b3
b3m
; d
¯ˇˇˇ
;
following [27] (particularly the arguments on p. 42), we have collected common values
of ` “ l1l2l3, and also replaced the bounded coefficients η1bd, supported on I, with their
absolute values. This is the desired reduction of Type III estimates to exponential sums.
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7.3. End of the proof. We now focus on estimating T pbq. First of all, we may assume
that
Q
b
" 1, x3ε{2 H
b1b2b3
" 1 (7.20)
since otherwise T pbq “ 0.
Let y “ bxδ and let S be a parameter such that
1 ď S ď y Q
2b
“ x
δQ
2
. (7.21)
The moduli d in the definition of T pbq are y-densely divisible and we have 1 ď S ď dy
(for x sufficiently large), so that there exists a factorization d “ rs with
y´1S ď s ď S, Q
bS
! r ! yQ
bS
,
and pr, sq “ 1 (if d ă S ď dy, we take s “ d and r “ 1).
Thus we may write
T pbq !
ÿ
y´1SďsďS
pb`,sq“1
ÿ
0ă|`|ďHb
τ3p`q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
rPSI
Q
bS
!r! yQ
bSpb`s,rq“1
η1b,r,s
ÿ
pm,brsq“1
αpmqKl3
´a`b1b2b3
b3m
; rs
¯ˇˇˇ
where η1b,r,s is some bounded sequence and
Hb :“ x
3ε{2H
b1b2b3
.
We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the sum over s and l. As usual, we may
insert a smooth coefficient sequence ψHb at scale Hb, equal to one on r´Hb, Hbs, and
derive
|T pbq|2 ď T1T2
where
T1 :“
ÿ
y´1SďsďS
1
s
ÿ
0ă|`|ďHb
τ3p`q2 Î Hb
(by Lemma 1.2) and
T2 :“
ÿ
y´1SďsďS
ÿ
`
sψHbp`q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
rPSI
Q
bS
!r! yQ
bSpb`,rsq“pr,sq“1
η1b,r,s
ÿ
pm,brsq“1
αpmqKl3
´a`b1b2b3
b3m
; rs
¯ˇˇˇ2
.
We expand the square and find
|T2| ď
ÿ
y´1SďsďS
s
ÿÿ
r1,r2
ÿÿ
m1,m2
|αpm1q||αpm2q||Upr1, r2, s,m1,m2q|,
where we have omitted the summation conditions
ri P SI ; Q
bS
! ri ! yQ
bS
; pb`, risq “ pri, sq “ pmi, brisq “ 1 for i “ 1, 2
on r1, r2 and m1, m2 for brevity, and where
Upr1, r2, s,m1,m2q :“
ÿ
`:p`,r1r2sq“1
ψHbp`qKl3
´a`b1b2b3
b3m1
; r1s
¯
Kl3
´a`b1b2b3
b3m2
; r2s
¯
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is exactly the type of sum considered in Corollary 6.26 (recall that ab1b2b3 is coprime
to r1r2s).
We first consider the “diagonal terms”, which here mean the cases where
ab1b2b3
b3m1
r32 ´ ab1b2b3b3m2 r
3
1 “ ab1b2b3b3m1m2 pm2r
3
2 ´m1r31q “ 0.
Using the Deligne bound |Kl3px; dq| Î 1 when pd, xq “ 1 (Remark 6.10), this contribu-
tion T 12 is bounded by
T 12 Î Hb
ÿÿ
r1,r2
ÿ
y´1SďsďS
s
ÿÿ
m1,m2
m1r31“m2r32
|αpm1qαpm2q|
Î HbM
ÿ
Q{pbSq!r1!yQ{pbSq
´ Q
br1
¯2
since each pair pr1,m1q determines Î 1 pairs pr2,m2q, and since s is, for each r1,
constrained to be — Q{pbr1q by the condition r1s — Q{b. Summing, we obtain
T 12 Î
HbMQS
b
. (7.22)
We now turn to the off-diagonal case m1r
3
1 ´m2r32 ‰ 0. By Corollary 6.26, we have
Upr1, r2, s,m1,m2q Î
´ Hb
rr1, r2ss ` 1
¯
psrr1, r2sq1{2
ˆ pr1, r2,m2 ´m1q1{2pm1r31 ´m2r32, sq1{2
in this case. We now sum these bounds to estimate the non-diagonal contribution T 22
to T2. This is a straightforward, if a bit lengthy, computation, and we state the result
first:
Lemma 7.4. We have
T 22 Î
M2Q2
b2
´Hbb1{2
Q1{2
´bS
Q
¯1{2 ` Q1{2
b1{2
´xδQ
S
¯1{2¯
.
We first finish the proof of the Type III estimate using this. We first derive
T2 “ T 12 ` T 22 Î MQHbSb `
M2QS1{2Hb
b
` y
1{2M2Q3
b3S1{2
.
We select the parameter S now, by optimizing it to minimize the sum of the first and
last terms, subject to the constraint S ď pyQq{p2bq. Precisely, let
S “ min
´´Q
b
¯4{3y1{3M2{3
H
2{3
b
,
yQ
2b
¯
.
This satisfies (7.21) if x is large enough: we have S ď pyQq{p2bq by construction, while
S ě 1 (for x large enough) follows either from pyQq{p2bq " y{2 (see (7.20)), or from´Q
b
¯4yM2
H2b
“ pb1b2b3q
2
b2
pMNq2xδ´3ε
bQ2
" x2`δ´3εQ´3 " x1{2`δ´6$´3ε " xε
if ε ą 0 is small enough (using b ! Q and $ ă 1{12).
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This value of S leads to
|T pbq|2 Î Hb
´y1{3H1{3b M5{3Q7{3
b7{3
` y
1{6H2{3b M
7{3Q5{3
b5{3
`M2
´Q
b
¯5{2¯
(where the third term only arises if S “ pyQq{p2bq), which gives
T pbq Î x
5ε{4
pb1b2b3q1{2b
´
xδ{6H2{3M5{6Q7{6 ` xδ{12H5{6M7{6Q5{6 `H1{2MQ5{4
¯
using the definition of Hb and the bound bi ě 1 (to uniformize the three denominators
involving b and b).
We will shortly establish the following elementary fact.
Lemma 7.5. The unsigned seriesÿÿÿ
b1,b2,b3ě1
b51b52b53
pb1b2b3q1{2b3
converges to a finite value.
Now from (7.19) and this lemma, we get
Σ12pQ; aq Î x
5ε{4Q
H
´
xδ{6H2{3M5{6Q7{6 ` xδ{12H5{6M7{6Q5{6 `H1{2MQ5{4
¯
,
We now show that this implies (7.16) under suitable conditions on δ, $ and σ. Indeed,
we have
x5ε{4Q
H
´
xδ{6H2{3M5{6Q7{6 ` xδ{12H5{6M7{6Q5{6 `H1{2MQ5{4
¯
ÎMNpE1 ` E2 ` E3q
where
E1 :“ x
5ε{4`δ{6Q13{6
H1{3M1{6N
“ x
5ε{4`δ{6´1{6Q7{6
N1{2
Î Q7{6x5ε{4`δ{6´3σ{4´13{24
E2 :“ x
5ε{4`δ{12Q11{6M7{6
H1{6MN
“ x
5ε{4`δ{12`1{6Q4{3
N
Î Q4{3x5ε{4`δ{12´3σ{2´7{12
E3 :“ x
5ε{4Q9{4
H1{2N
“ x
5ε{4Q3{4
N1{2
Î Q3{4x5ε{4´3{8´3σ{4
using the definition (7.14) of H and the lower bound (7.7) for N . Using Q Î x1{2`2$,
we see that we will have E1 ` E2 ` E3 Î x´2ε for some small positive ε ą 0 provided$’&’%
7
6
p1
2
` 2$q ` δ
6
´ 3σ
4
´ 13
24
ă 0
4
3
p1
2
` 2$q ` δ
12
´ 3σ
2
´ 7
12
ă 0
3
4
p1
2
` 2$q ´ 3σ
4
´ 3
8
ă 0
ô
$’&’%
σ ą 28
9
$ ` 2
9
δ ` 1
18
σ ą 16
9
$ ` 1
18
δ ` 1
18
σ ą 2$.
However, the first condition implies the second and third. Thus we deduce Theorem 7.1,
provided that we prove the two lemmas above, which we will now do.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. We will relax somewhat the conditions on r1, r2 and s. We recall
first that
Q
bS
! r1, r2 ! yQ
bS
“ x
δQ
S
.
Furthermore, the summation conditions imply r1s — Q{b — r2s, and in particular r1
and r2 also satisfy r1 — r2. In addition, as above, we have s — Q{pbr1q for a given r1.
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Using this last property to fix the size of s, we have
T 22 Î
Q
b
ÿÿ
Q
bS
!r1—r2! yQbS
1
r1
´ Hbpbr1q1{2
pQrr1, r2sq1{2 `
pQrr1, r2sq1{2
pbr1q1{2
¯
ÿÿ
m1,m2—M
r31m1‰r32m2
pr1, r2,m1 ´m2q1{2
ÿ
s—Q{pbr1q
pr31m1 ´ r32m2, sq1{2.
By Lemma 1.4, the inner sum is Î Q{pbr1q for all pr1, r2,m1,m2q, and similarly, we getÿÿ
m1,m2—M
pr1, r2,m1 ´m2q1{2 ÎM2 `Mpr1, r2q1{2,
so that
T 22 Î
´Q
b
¯2 ÿÿ
Q
bS
!r1—r2! yQbS
1
r21
pM2 `Mpr1, r2q1{2q
´ Hbpbr1q1{2
pQrr1, r2sq1{2 `
pQrr1, r2sq1{2
pbr1q1{2
¯
.
We denote r “ pr1, r2q and write ri “ rti, and thus obtain
T 22 Î
´Q
b
¯2 ÿ
r! yQ
bS
M2 ` r1{2M
r2
ÿÿ
Q
rbS
!t1—t2! yQrbS
1
t21
´ Hbb1{2
pQt2q1{2 `
pQt2q1{2
b1{2
¯
Î
´Q
b
¯2 ÿ
r! yQ
bS
M2 ` r1{2M
r2
ÿ
Q
rbS
!t2! yQrbS
´ Hbb1{2
Q1{2t3{22
` Q
1{2
b1{2t1{22
¯
Î
´MQ
b
¯2´Hbb1{2
Q1{2
´ Q
bS
¯´1{2 ` Q1{2
b1{2
´yQ
bS
¯1{2¯
,
as claimed. (Note that it was important to keep track of the condition r1 — r2.) 
Proof of Lemma 7.5. If we write ti :“ b5i, bi “ tiui, then we have ti|b and ui|t8i and
b51b52b53
pb1b2b3q1{2b3 “
1
b3
3ź
i“1
t
1{2
i
u
1{2
i
and thus we can bound the required series byÿ
bě1
1
b3
´ÿ
t|b
t1{2
ÿ
u|t8
1
u1{2
¯3
.
Using Euler products, we have ÿ
u|t8
1
u1{2
ď τptqOp1q
and thus ÿ
t|b
t1{2
ÿ
u|t8
1
u1{2
ď τpbqOp1qb1{2
and the claim now follows from another Euler product computation. 
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8. An improved Type I estimate
In this final section, we prove the remaining Type I estimate from Section 5, namely
Theorem 5.1(iii). In Section 5.3, we reduced this estimate to the exponential sum
estimate of Theorem 5.8(iii).
8.1. First reduction. The reader is invited to review the definition and notation of
Theorem 5.8. We consider the sum
Υ :“
ÿ
r
Υ`,rpb1, b2; q0q
of (5.31) for each 1 ď |`| ! N{R, where Υ`,r was defined in (5.29) and the sum over r is
restricted to r P Dp2qI pxδ`op1qq X rR, 2Rs (the property that r is doubly densely divisible
being part of the assumptions of 5.8(iii)). Our task is to show the bound
Υ Î x´εQ2RNpq0, `qq´20
under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8(iii).
In contrast to the Type I and II estimates of Section 5 (but similarly to the Type III
estimate), we will exploit here the average over r, and hence the treatment will combine
some features of all the methods used before.
As before, we denote
H :“ xεRQ2M´1q´10 . (8.1)
We recall that, from (5.30), we have H " 1. We begin as in Section 5.6 by exploiting
the xδ-dense divisibility of q0q1, which implies the x
δq0-dense divisibility of q1 by Lemma
2.10(i). Thus we reduce by dyadic decomposition to the proof ofÿ
r
ΥU,V Î x´εpq0, `qRQ2Nq´20 (8.2)
(which corresponds to (5.38) with the average over r preserved) where
ΥU,V :“
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ÿ
u1—U
ÿ
v1—V
ÿ
q2—Q{q0
pu1v1,q0q2q“1
ˇˇˇÿ
n
Cpnqβpnqβpn` `rqΦ`ph, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2q
ˇˇˇ
as in Section 5.6, whenever
q´10 x
´δ´2εQ{H Î U Î x´2εQ{H (8.3)
q´10 x
2εH Î V Î xδ`2εH (8.4)
UV — Q{q0 (8.5)
(which are identical constraints to (5.39), (5.40) and (5.41)), and whenever the parame-
ters p$, δ, σq satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.8(iii). As before, u1, v1 are understood
to be squarefree.
We replace again the modulus by complex numbers cr,h,u1,v1,q2 of modulus ď 1, which
we may assume to be supported on parameters pr, h, u1, v1, q2q with
pu1v1, q2q “ 1
and with
q0u1v1r, q0q2r squarefree.
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(These numbers cr,h,u1,v1,q2 are unrelated to the exponent c in Theorem 5.1.) We then
move the sums over r, n, u1 and q2 outside and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
as in the previous sections to obtainˇˇˇÿ
r
ΥU,V
ˇˇˇ2 ď Υ1Υ2
with
Υ1 :“
ÿ
r
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿ
n
Cpnq|βpnq|2|βpn` `rq|2 Î pq0, `qNQRU
q20
(again as in (5.34)) and
Υ2 :“
ÿ
r
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
v1—V
ÿ
1ď|h|ďH
ch,r,u1,v1,q2Φ`ph, n, r, q0, u1v1, q2q
ˇˇˇ2
“
ÿ
r
ÿÿ
u1—U
q2—Q{q0
ÿÿ
v1,v2—V
ÿÿ
1ď|h1|,|h2|ďH
ch1,r,u1,v1,q2ch2,r,u1,v2,q2T`,rph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2q,
where T`,r is defined by (5.42) and ψN is a smooth coefficient sequence at scale N .
The analysis of Υ2 will now diverge from Section 5.6. In our setting, the modulus r is
doubly xδ`op1q-densely divisible. As in the previous section, we will exploit this divisility
to split the average and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality a second time.
Let D be a parameter such that
1 Î D Î xδR, (8.6)
which will be chosen and optimized later. By definition (see Definition 2.1) of doubly
densely divisible integers, for each r, there exists a factorization r “ dr1 where
x´δD Î d Î D,
and where r1 is x
δ`op1q-densely divisible (and pd, r1q “ 1, since r is squarefree). As
before, in the case D ě R one can simply take d “ r and r1 “ 1.
We consider the sums
Υ3 :“
ÿ
d—∆pd,r1q“1
ÿÿ
1ď|h1|,|h2|ďH
ÿÿ
v1,v2—Vpv1v2,dr1q0u1q2q“1
|T`,dr1ph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2q|,
with d understood to be squarefree, for all ∆ such that
maxp1, x´δDq Î ∆ Î D (8.7)
and all pr1, u1, q2q such that
r1 — R{∆, u1 — U, q2 — Q{q0, (8.8)
and such that r1q0u1q2 is squarefree and the integers r1, q0u1v1, q0u1v2 and q0q2 are
xδ`op1q-densely divisible.
For a suitable choice of D, we will establish the bound
Υ3 Î pq0, `qx´2ε∆NV 2q0 (8.9)
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for all such sums. It then follows by dyadic subdivision of the variable d and by trivial
summation over r1, u1 and q2 that
Υ2 Î pq0, `qx´2εNV 2q0RUQ
q0
“ pq0, `qx´2εNRUV 2Q,
and hence that ˇˇˇÿ
r
ΥU,V
ˇˇˇ2
Î pq0, `q2x´2εN2R2
´Q
q0
¯4
,
which gives the desired result.
We first write Υ3 “ Υ13 ` Υ23, where Υ13 is the diagonal contribution determined by
h1v2 “ h2v1. The number of quadruples ph1, v1, h2, v2q satisfying this condition is Î HV
by the divisor bound, and therefore a trivial bound Î N for T`,rph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2q
gives
Υ13 Î ∆HNV Î pq0, `qx´2ε∆NV 2q0
by (8.4). We now write
Υ23 “
ÿÿ
ph1,v1,h2,v2q
h1v2‰h2v1
Υ4ph1, v1, h2, v2q
where h1, v1, h2, v2 obey the same constraints as in the definition of Υ3, and
Υ4ph1, v1, h2, v2q :“
ÿ
d—∆pd,r1q“1
|T`,dr1ph1, h2, u1, v1, v2, q2q|.
We will shortly establish the following key estimate.
Proposition 8.1. If ε ą 0 is small enough, then we have
Υ4ph1, v1, h2, v2q Î pq0, `qx´2ε∆NH´2q0 ph1v2 ´ h2v1, q0q2r1u1rv1, v2sq ,
if we take
D :“ x´5ε N
H4
(8.10)
and if #
160
3
$ ` 16δ ` 34
9
σ ă 1
64$ ` 18δ ` 2σ ă 1. (8.11)
Assuming this proposition, we obtain
Υ23 Î pq0, `qx´2ε∆NV 2q0,
and hence (8.9), by the following lemma, which will be proved later.
Lemma 8.2. We haveÿÿ
ph1,v1,h2,v2q
h1v2‰h2v1
ph1v2 ´ h2v1, q0q2r1u1rv1, v2sq Î H2V 2.
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8.2. Reduction of Proposition 8.1 to exponential sums. We now consider a spe-
cific choice of parameters r1, u1, q2 and ph1, v1, h2, v2q, so that Υ4 “ Υ4ph1, v1, h2, v2q is
a sum with two variables which we write as
Υ4 “
ÿ
d—∆
ˇˇˇÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnqΨpd, nq
ˇˇˇ
where Cpnq restricts n to the congruence (5.23) and
Ψpd, nq :“ Φ`ph1, n, dr1, q0, u1v1, q2qΦ`ph2, n, dr1, q0, u1v2, q2q. (8.12)
We define D by (8.10), and we first check that this satisfies the constraints (8.6). Indeed,
we first have
D “ x´5ε N
H4
“ x
´9εq40NM4
Q8R4
Ï x´9ε´16$
R4
N3
Ï x1{2´σ´16$´4δ´21ε
by (5.2) and (5.12). Under the condition (8.11), this gives D Ï 1 if ε ą 0 is taken small
enough.
Moreover, since H " 1, we have
D “ x´5ε N
H4
Î x´5εN Î x´2ε`δR ď xδR.
We apply the van der Corput technique with respect to the modulus d. Let
L :“ x´ε
Z
N
∆
^
. (8.13)
Note that from (8.6) and (5.12), it follows that L Ï x´εNR´1 ě 1 for x sufficiently
large.
For any l with 1 ď l ď L, we haveÿ
n
ψNpnqCpnqΨpd, nq “
ÿ
n
ψNpn` dlqCpn` dlqΨpd, n` dlq
and therefore
|Υ4| ď 1
L
ÿ
d—∆
ÿ
n!N
ˇˇˇ Lÿ
l“1
ψNpn` dlqCpn` dlqΨpd, n` dlq
ˇˇˇ
.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for some smooth coefficient sequence ψ∆ at scale
∆, we have
|Υ4|2 ď N∆
L2
|Υ5| (8.14)
where
Υ5 :“
ÿ
d—∆
ψ∆pdq
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇ Lÿ
l“1
ψNpn` dlqCpn` dlqΨpd, n` dlq
ˇˇˇ2
.
Lemma 8.3. Let
m “ q0r1u1rv1, v2sq2.
There exist residue classes α pmq and β pmq, independent of n and l, such that for all
n and l we have
Ψpd, n` dlq “ ξpn, dqem
´ α
dpn` pβ ` lqdq
¯
where |ξpn, dq| ď 1. Moreover we have pα,mq “ ph1v2 ´ h2v1,mq.
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Proof. From the definitions (8.12) and (5.29), if Ψpd, nq does not vanish identically, then
we have
Ψpd, n`dlq “ edr1
ˆ
aph1 ´ h2q
pn` dlqq0u1v1q2
˙
eq0u1v1
ˆ
b1h1
pn` dlqdr1q2
˙
eq0u1v2
ˆ
´ b1h2pn` dlqdr1q2
˙
eq2
ˆ
b2h1
pn` dl ` d`r1qdr1q0u1v1
˙
eq2
ˆ
´ b2h2pn` dl ` d`r1qdr1q0u1v2
˙
.
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the first factor splits into an phase edp. . . q that
is independent of l, and an expression involving er1 , which when combined with the
other four factors by another application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, becomes
an expression of the type
em
´ α
dpn` ld` βdq
¯
for some residue classes α and β modulo m which are independent of l. Furthermore
pα,mq is the product of primes p dividing m such that the product of these four factors
is trivial, which (since pq2, q0u1rv1, v2sq “ 1) occurs exactly when p | h2v1 ´ h1v2 (recall
that b1 and b2 are invertible residue classes). 
Using this lemma, and the notation introduced there, it follows thatˇˇˇ Lÿ
l“1
ψNpn`dlqCpn`dlqΨpd, n`dlq
ˇˇˇ2 ď ÿ
1ďl1,l2ďL
ψNpn`dl1qψNpn`dl2qCpn`dl1qCpn`dl2q
em
´ α
dpn` βd` l1dq
¯
em
´
´ α
dpn` βd` l2dq
¯
“
ÿ
1ďl1,l2ďL
ψNpn` dl1qψNpn` dl2qem
´ αpl2 ´ l1q
pn` βd` l1dqpn` βd` l2dq
¯
,
and therefore, after shifting n by dl1, writing l :“ l2 ´ l1, and splitting n, d into residue
classes modulo q0, that
Υ5 ď
ÿ
n0,d0PZ{q0Z
Cpn0qΥ5pn0, d0q
where
Υ5pn0, d0q :“
ÿÿ
|l|ďL´1
1ďl1ďL
ˇˇˇ ÿ
d“d0 pq0q
ψ∆pdq
ˆ
ÿ
n“n0 pq0q
ψNpnqψNpn` dlqem
ˆ
αl
pn` βdqpn` pβ ` lqdq
˙ˇˇˇ
. (8.15)
Note that m is squarefree. Also, as m is the least common multiple of the xδ`op1q-
densely divisible quantities r1, q0u1v1, q0u1v2, and q0q2, Lemma 2.10(ii) implies that m
is also xδ`op1q-densely divisible.
The contribution of l “ 0 to Υ5pn0, d0q is trivially
! NL∆
q20
, (8.16)
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and this gives a contribution of size
Î
apq0, `q N∆?
q0L
to Υ4, as can be seen by summing over the q0pq0, `q permitted residue classes pn0 pq0q, d0 pq0qq.
Using (8.10) we have
∆ Î D “ x´5ε N
H4
,
and we see from (8.13) that this contribution is certainly
Î pq0, `qx´2ε∆NH´2q0
and hence suitable for Proposition 8.1.
Let Υ15pn0, d0q (resp. Υ15) denote the remaining contribution to Υ5pn0, d0q (resp. Υ5).
It will now suffice to show that
N∆
L2
|Υ15| Î
`pq0, `qx´2ε∆NH´2q0 ph1v2 ´ h2v1, q0q2r1u1rv1, v2sq˘2 . (8.17)
We have
Υ15pn0, d0q “
ÿÿ
1ď|l|ďL´1
1ďl1ďL
|Υ6pn0, d0q| (8.18)
where
Υ6pn0, d0q :“
ÿ
d“d0 pq0q
ψ∆pdq
ÿ
n“n0 pq0q
ψNpnq
ψNpn` dlqem
ˆ
αl
pn` βdqpn` pβ ` lqdq
˙
. (8.19)
For given l ‰ 0 and l1, the sum Υ6pn0, d0q over n and d in (8.15) is essentially an
incomplete sum in two variables of the type treated in Corollary 6.24. However, before
we can apply this result, we must separate the variables n and d in ψNpn ` dlq. As in
the previous section, we can do this here using a Taylor expansion.
Let J ě 1 be an integer. Performing a Taylor expansion to order J we have
ψNpn` dlq “ ψ
´n` dl
N
¯
“
Jÿ
j“0
´ d
∆
¯j 1
j!
´∆l
N
¯j
ψpjq
´ n
N
¯
`Opx´εJq
since dl ! ∆L ! x´εN by (8.13). We can absorb the factor p d
∆
qj into ψ∆, and after
taking J large enough depending on ε, we see that we can express Υ6pn0, d0q as a sum
of finitely many sums
Υ16pn0, d0q “
ÿ
d“d0pq0q
ψ∆pdq
ÿ
n“n1 pq0q
ψ1Npnqem
´ αl
pn` βdqpn` pβ ` lqdq
¯
for some residue classes n1 pq0q, where ψ∆ and ψ1N are coefficient sequences smooth at
scales ∆ and N respectively, possibly different from the previous ones.
We will prove in Section 8.4 the following exponential sum estimate, using the ma-
chinery from Section 6:
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Proposition 8.4. Let m be a y-densely divisible squarefree integer of polynomial size
for some y ě 1, let ∆, N ą 0 be of polynomial size, and let α, β, γ1, γ2, l P Z{mZ.
Let ψ∆, ψ
1
N be shifted smooth sequences at scale ∆, and N respectively. Then for any
divisor q0 of m and for all residue classes d0 pq0q and n0 pq0q, we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
d“d0 pq0q
ÿ
n“n0 pq0q
ψ∆pdqψ1Npnqem
´ αl
pn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q
¯ˇˇˇ
Î pαl,mq
ˆ
N
q0m1{2
`m1{2
˙ˆ
1`
´∆
q0
¯1{2
m1{6y1{6 `
´∆
q0
¯
m´1{2
˙
. (8.20)
We also have the boundˇˇˇ ÿ
d“d0 pq0q
ÿ
n“n0 pq0q
ψ∆pdqψ1Npnqem
´ αl
pn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q
¯ˇˇˇ
Î pαl,mq
ˆ
N
q0m1{2
`m1{2
˙ˆ
m1{2 `
´∆
q0
¯
m´1{2
˙
. (8.21)
Remark 8.5. Suppose q0 “ 1 for simplicity. In practice, the dominant term on the
right-hand side of (8.21) will be pαl,mqm1{2 ∆1{2m1{6y1{6, which in certain regimes
improves upon the bound of ppαl,mq´1{2m1{2q ∆ that is obtained by completing the
sums in the variable n only without exploiting any additional cancellation in the variable
d.
Note that if the phase
αl
pn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q
was of the form fpdq ` gpnq for some non-constant rational functions f and g, then the
two-dimensional sum would factor into the product of two one-dimensional sums, and
then the estimates we claim would basically follow from the one-dimensional bounds
in Proposition 4.12. However, no such splitting is available, and so we are forced to
use the genuinely multidimensional theory arising from Deligne’s proof of the Riemann
Hypothesis over finite fields.
Applying Proposition 8.4, we have
Υ16pn0, d0q Î pαl,mq
ˆ
m1{2 ` N{q0
m1{2
˙ˆ
1` p∆{q0q1{2m1{6xδ{6 ` ∆{q0
m1{2
˙
as well as
Υ16pn0, d0q Î pαl,mq
ˆ
m1{2 ` N{q0
m1{2
˙ˆ
m1{2 ` ∆{q0
m1{2
˙
.
Distinguishing the cases N{q0 ď m and N{q0 ą m, and summing over the finitely many
cases of Υ16pn0, d0q that give Υ6pn0, d0q, we see that
Υ6pn0, d0q Î pαl,mq
"
m1{2
ˆ
1`
´∆
q0
¯1{2
m1{6xδ{6 ` ∆{q0
m1{2
˙
` N{q0
m1{2
ˆ
m1{2 ` ∆{q0
m1{2
˙*
.
Note that pαl,mq ď pα,mqpl,mq and hence, summing over l and l1 in (8.18) (using
Lemma 1.4), we get
Υ15pn0, d0q Î pα,mqL2
"
m1{2 `
´∆
q0
¯1{2
m2{3xδ{6 ` ∆
q0
` N
q0
` N∆
q20m
*
.
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Next, summing over the ď pq0, `qq0 residue classes pn0, d0q allowed by the congruence
restriction (5.23), we get
Υ15 Î pq0, `qpα,mqL2
"
q0m
1{2 ` pq0∆q1{2m2{3xδ{6 `∆`N ` N∆
q0m
*
,
and finally by inserting some additional factors of q0 and pq0, `q, we derive
N∆
L2
|Υ15| Î pq0, `qpα,mqN∆
"
q0m
1{2 ` pq0∆q1{2m2{3xδ{6 `∆`N ` N∆
q0m
*
Î pq0, `q2pα,mq2q0N∆
"
∆1{2m2{3xδ{6 `∆`N ` N∆
m
*
.
In fact, since ∆ Î D Î N , we see that
N∆
L2
|Υ15| Î pq0, `q2pα,mq2q0N∆
"
∆1{2m2{3xδ{6 `N ` N∆
m
*
.
We have m “ q0r1u1rv1, v2sq2 (see Lemma 8.3) and therefore (using (8.5) and (8.4))
we can bound m from above and below by
m ! q0 ˆ R
∆
ˆ U ˆ V 2 ˆ Q
q0
— Q
2RV
∆
Î xδ`2ε
Q2RH
∆
and
m Ï q0 ˆ R
∆
ˆ U ˆ V ˆ Q
q0
— Q
2R
q0∆
,
which leads to
N∆
L2
|Υ15| Î pq0, `q2pα,mq2q20N∆
"
x5δ{6`4ε{3
pQ2RHq2{3
∆1{6
`N ` N∆
2
Q2R
*
“ pq0, `q2pα,mq2q20 pN∆q
2
H4
"
x5δ{6`2ε
H4pQ2RHq2{3
N∆7{6
` H
4
∆
` H
4∆
Q2R
*
up to admissible errors. Since
∆´1 Î
xδ
D
“ xδ`5εH
4
N
, ∆ Î D “ x´5ε N
H4
,
this leads to
N∆
L2
|Υ15| Î pq0, `q2pα,mq2q20 pN∆q
2
H4
"
x2δ`8ε
H28{3Q4{3R2{3
N13{6
` x
δ`5εH8
N
` x
´5εN
Q2R
*
up to admissible errors. From the assumptions (5.2) and (5.13), we have
N Î x1{2 Î QR,
and thus
x´5εN
Q2R
Î x´5εQ´1 Î x´5ε.
On the other hand, from the value of H (see (8.1)) we get
x2δ`8ε
H28{3Q4{3R2{3
N13{6
Î x2δ`18ε
R10Q20
M28{3N13{6
Î x´28{3`2δ`18εR10Q20N43{6
xδ`5εH8
N
Î xδ`13ε
R8Q16
NM8
Î x´8`δ`13εN7Q16R8.
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Using the other conditions x1{2 Î QR Î x1{2`2$, and
R Ï x´3ε´δN, N Ï x1{2´σ
these quantities are in turn bounded respectively by
x2δ`8ε
H28{3Q4{3R2{3
N13{6
ď x2{3`2δ`40$`18εN
43{6
R10
! x2{3`12δ`40$´17{6p1{2´σq`48ε
xδ`5εH8
N
ď xδ`32$`13εN
7
R8
! x9δ`32$`37ε´p1{2´σq.
Thus, by taking ε ą 0 small enough, we obtain (8.17) (and hence Proposition 8.1)
provided#
2
3
` 12δ ` 40$ ´ 17
6
p1
2
´ σq ă 0
9δ ` 32$ ´ p1
2
´ σq ă 0. ô
#
160
3
$ ` 16δ ` 34
9
σ ă 1
64$ ` 18δ ` 2σ ă 1.
These are exactly the conditions claimed in Proposition 8.1.
8.3. Proof of Lemma 8.2. This is a bit more complicated than the corresponding
lemmas in Sections 5.4-5.6 because the quantity m “ q0q2r1u1rv1, v2s depends also on
v1 and v2.
We let w :“ q0q2r1u1, so that m “ wrv1, v2s and w is independent of ph1, h2, v1, v2q
and coprime with rv1, v2s.
Since pw, rv1, v2sq “ 1, we have
ph1v2 ´ h2v1, wrv1, v2sq “
ÿ
d|h1v2´h2v1
d|wrv1,v2s
ϕpdq ď
ÿ
d|w
d
ÿ
e|rv1,v2s
de|h1v2´h2v1
e,
and thereforeÿÿ
ph1,v1,h2,v2q
h1v2‰h2v1
ph1v2 ´ h2v1, q0q2r1u1rv1, v2sq ď
ÿÿ
ph1,v1,h2,v2q
h1v2‰h2v1
ÿ
d|w
d
ÿ
e|rv1,v2s
de|h1v2´h2v1
e
ď
ÿ
d|w
d
ÿ
pd,eq“1
e!V 2
e squarefree
e
ÿ
prv1,v2s,wq“1
de|h1v2´h2v1
e|rv1,v2s
h1v2‰h2v1
1.
The variable d is unrelated to the modulus d appearing previously in this section.
Let d, e be integers occuring in the outer sums, and ph1, h2, v1, v2q satisfying the other
summation conditions. Then e is squarefree, and since e | rv1, v2s and e | h1v2 ´ h2v1,
any prime dividing e must divide one of pv1, v2q, ph1, v1q or ph2, v2q (if it does not divide
both v1 and v2, it is coprime to one of them, and h1v2 ´ h2v1 “ 0 ppq gives one of the
other divisibilities). Thus if we factor e “ e1e2e3 where
e1 :“
ź
p|e
p|v1
p-v2
p, e2 :“
ź
p|e
p-v1
p|v2
p, e3 :“
ź
p|e
p|pv1,v2q
p,
then these are coprime and we have
e1 | h1, e2 | h2, e1e3 | v1, e2e3 | v2.
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We write
h1 “ e1λ1, h2 “ e2λ2, v1 “ e1e3ν1, v2 “ e2e3ν2.
Then we get
h1v2 ´ h2v1 “ epλ1ν2 ´ λ2ν1q,
and since de | h1v2 ´ h2v1, it follows that d | λ1ν2 ´ λ2ν1.
Now fix some e ! V 2. For each choice of factorization e “ e1e2e3, the number
of pairs pλ1ν2, λ2ν1q that can be associated to this factorization as above for some
quadruple ph1, h2, v1, v2q is ! pHV {eq2{d, since each product λ1ν2, λ2ν1 is ! HV {e, and
d divides the difference. By the divisor bound, this gives Î pHV q2{de2 for the number
of quadruples ph1, h2, v1, v2q. Summing over d | w and e, we get a total bound
Î pHV q2τpwq
ÿ
e!V 2
e´1 Î H2V 2,
as desired.
8.4. Proof of Proposition 8.4. It remains to establish Proposition 8.4. We begin
with the special case when e “ 1 and pαl,mq “ 1. For simplicity, we denote
fpn, dq “ αlpn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q .
By completion of the sum over n (see Lemma 4.9(i)), we haveÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqempfpn, dqq Î
´N
m
` 1
¯
sup
hPZ{mZ
ˇˇˇÿ
d
ψ∆pdq
ÿ
nPZ{mZ
empfpn, dq ` hnq
ˇˇˇ
“
´ N?
m
`?m
¯
sup
hPZ{mZ
ˇˇˇÿ
d
ψ∆pdqKhpd;mq
ˇˇˇ
, (8.22)
where, for each h P Z{mZ, we define
Khpd;mq :“ 1?
m
ÿ
nPZ{mZ
empfpn, dq ` hnq.
By the first part of Corollary 6.24 (i.e., (6.23)), we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
d
ψ∆pdqKhpd;mq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Î m1{2 `∆m´1{2, (8.23)
and this combined with (8.22) implies the second bound (8.21) (in the case e “ 1,
pαl,mq “ 1, that is). Furthermore, it also implies the first bound (8.20) for ∆ ą
m2{3y´1{3.
In addition, from the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Lemma 4.4) and (6.16), we deduce
the pointwise bound
|Khpd,mq| Î 1 (8.24)
which implies the trivial boundˇˇˇÿ
d
ψ∆pdqKhpd;mq
ˇˇˇ
Î 1`∆,
which gives (8.20) for ∆ ď m1{3y1{3. Thus we can assume that
m1{3y1{3 ď ∆ ď m2{3y´1{3 ď m.
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We can then use the y-dense divisibility of m to factor m “ m1m2 where
y´2{3m1{3 ď m1 ď y1{3m1{3
y´1{3m2{3 ď m2 ď y2{3m2{3.
Now the second part of Corollary 6.24 (i.e., (6.24)) givesˇˇˇÿ
d
ψ∆pdqKhpd;mq
ˇˇˇ
Î ∆1{2m1{21 `∆1{2m1{42 Î ∆1{2m1{6y1{6,
which together with (8.22) gives (8.20).
This finishes the proof of Proposition 8.4 for the special case e “ 1 and pαl,mq “ 1.
The extension to a divisor e | m is done exactly as in the proof of Corollary 4.16 in
Section 4.
We now reduce to the case pαl,mq “ 1. Let
m1 :“ m{pαl,mq
y1 :“ ypαl,mq
α1 :“ α{pαl,mq “ α{pα,mqpαl,mq{pα,mq ,
where one computes the reciprocal of pαl,mq{pα,mq inside Z{m1Z, so that α1 is viewed
as an element of Z{m1Z. The integer m1 is y1-densely divisible by Lemma 2.10 (ii), and
it is also squarefree, and of polynomial size. We have pa1l,m1q “ 1, and furthermoreÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqempfpn, dqq “
ÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqem1pf 1pn, dqq
ˆ
ź
p|pαl,mq
p1´ 1p|pn`βd`γ1qpn`pβ`lqd`γ2qq
where
f 1pn, dq “ α
1l
pn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q
(here we use the convention explained at the end of Section 4.1 that leads to eppαxq “ 1
if p is prime, α “ 0 ppq and x “ `8 P P1pZ{pZq).
Denote
gpn, dq “ pn` βd` γ1qpn` pβ ` lqd` γ2q.
Then, expanding the product (as in inclusion-exclusion), we getÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqempfpn, dqq “
ÿ
δ|pαl,mq
µpδq
ÿÿ
d,n
δ|gpn,dq
ψ∆pdqψNpnqem1pf 1pn, dqq
(this usage of δ is unrelated to prior usages of δ in this section). Splitting the sum over
n and d in residue classes modulo δ, this sum is then equal toÿ
δ|pαl,mq
µpδq
ÿÿ
pd0,n0qPpZ{δZq2
gpn0,d0q“0 pδq
ÿ
n“n0 pnq
ÿ
d“d0 pδq
ψ∆pdqψNpnqem1pf 1pn, dqq.
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For each choice of pn0, d0q, we can apply the case previously proved of Proposition 8.4
to deduceÿ
n“n0 pnq
ÿ
d“d0 pδq
ψ∆pdqψNpnqem1pf 1pn, dqq Î
´?
m1` N
δ
?
m1
¯´
1` ∆
1{2
δ1{2
pm1y1q1{6` ∆
δ
?
m1
¯
and ÿ
n“n0 pnq
ÿ
d“d0 pδq
ψ∆pdqψNpnqem1pf 1pn, dqq Î
´?
m1 ` N
δ
?
m1
¯´?
m1 ` ∆
δ
?
m1
¯
.
Moreover, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there are Î δ solutions pn0, d0q P
pZ{δZq2 of gpn0, d0q “ 0 pδq, and there we findÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqempfpn, dqq Î
ÿ
δ|pαl,mq
δ
´?
m1 ` N
δ
?
m1
¯´
1` ∆
1{2
δ1{2
pm1y1q1{6 ` ∆
δ
?
m1
¯
and ÿ
d
ÿ
n
ψ∆pdqψNpnqempfpn, dqq Î
ÿ
δ|pαl,mq
δ
´?
m1 ` N
δ
?
m1
¯´?
m1 ` ∆
δ
?
m1
¯
.
It is now elementary to check that these give the bounds of Proposition 8.4 (note that
m1y1 “ my).
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